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COMPLIMENTS

These volumes are the result of a determined and unwavering commitment to an ideal, an ideal which is fundamental to the practice of librarianship. The creation of bibliographies and the subsequent improvement of access to information have been traditional concerns of the library field. Obviously, the more accurate and complete such listings are, the more useful they will be. The goal of Dr. and Mrs. Nagar in the volumes they have thus far completed is to develop as perfect a bibliography as possible.

The project began as an attempt to systematize the bibliographic records of Indian periodicals held by American libraries. Because of the innate difficulty of tracking serial publications—difficulties caused by title changes, incorrect numbering, changes in the name of the issuing agency, etc., Dr. Nagar developed a "bio-biblio-data-recorder" (BBDR). This device is able to accommodate more than one hundred categories of bibliographic information. After it was thoroughly tested on a sample of 10,000 serial titles, the Nagars proposed to expand their efforts to encompass Indian serials held by libraries throughout the world.

Each data element contained in the TULIP record has been checked and verified to the extent possible. Hindi and Sanskrit titles have been transliterated, and all of the data exists in machine-readable form. Thus far, titles beginning with the letters A through F have been compiled and formatted using the BBDR. But what is quite amazing is that this was accomplished without grant support or external funding! These volumes are a testimony to what commitment, dedication and hard work can achieve.

I have known Dr. and Mrs. Nagar for four years. For more than 20 years, Dr. Nagar has served the University of Missouri—Columbia Libraries as South Asian and International Studies Bibliographer. He has an extraordinary grasp of the literature of India, its libraries and intellectual traditions. It has been a pleasure for me to be associated with a person of such scholarship and vision. His work and many achievements are in the very best traditions of librarianship.

Thomas W. Shaughnessy

University of Missouri  Director of Libraries
Columbia
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SOME EDITORIAL NOTES AND EXPLANATIONS

Our full "Introduction" appears in the beginning of Bouquet one. Following the suggestion of a critic, we are giving below some extracts for easy reference in this Bouquet eight.

Arrangement of Entries

The arrangement of entries is strictly alphabetical, disregarding all the punctuation marks, such as . , - etc. etc. All the acronyms and initialisms in the title of a periodical publication are kept as they appear in the title of a periodical, but the initial letters standing for the name (acronyms) of a Corporate Body are separated by a full stop (period). This was necessary if we wanted to provide them with the priority they deserve. All this was dictated by the mechanism of our computer software.

Example of a title:
1. A.I.R. miscellany
2. ABC social science

Example of a corporate body:
1. A.P.O.
2. A.I.M.O.

Some General Guidelines

All the institutions are entered under their names and individualized with the name of the city at the end. For example, Agra. Kendriya Hindi Samsthan is listed as:
Kendriya Hindi Samsthan, Agra.

The names of such cities that were states as well as cities are differentiated from the states by the addition of the word "city" in parenthesis ( ). For example, Bombay state is entered as Bombay, while Bombay city is represented as Bombay (City).

210 and 212 = Individualization of Titles

Unless there were two periodical publications bearing identical titles, we did not need any further individualization. However, even if we had to add an individualizing characteristic, we added the year of commencement rather than the place of publication or language, etc. as some other compilers have done, e.g. PiH, which adds the place-name, e.g. Bharati (Varanasi).

Volume-Numbering

Now, sometimes we have to denote or designate a specific constituent number or issue of a volume. For example, Asian labour.
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v.11(8)–Sept. 1963. Here the specific figure representing the specific number or issue (8) is enclosed in circular brackets. Some other UL's, e.g. BUCOP, use the superscript. It was not easily available on our computer system and we could not afford the heavy expenditure involved in providing it. The word "number" or its abbreviation "no." does not appear in such cases.

On the other hand, when a set of numbers or issues, constituting an alternative or parallel numbering as a substitute for volume numbering is to be denoted, the abbreviated form "no." is also used along with the figures of numbers, all being enclosed in circular brackets. For example, Adhyeya. v.1-4(no.1-45); –Feb. 1973.

252 = Change of Title

ALC76 has two separate entries for the same title when there is a change either in the name of the corporate body (author) or title. The question is, why to bring all the details of the earlier title in the later title? For further explanation and examples see under field no. 601 and 602.

470 = Current/ceased

Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that the PP is current.

480 = The Address of the Publisher <Including PIN CODE>

The Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials had emphasized the need for drawing regionalized lists from major union catalogs. Ranganathan did not want to make his UC "an address-book." We have made our TULIP not only an address-book, but we have gone way beyond. We have tried to ascertain India's PIN CODE (Postal Index Number, similar to the Zip Code in U.S.A.) in as many cases as possible and have incorporated it into our entries. We believe this PIN CODE may achieve something highly desirable. It has potential for helping us to derive regionalized lists to any depth—state, district, city, even the locality (Mohalla). This PIN CODE reaches great depth in geographical subdivisions.

520 = Frequency

These symbols denoting frequency of publications are currently used by MARC and its followers. We have adopted them for uniformity. Also because they did not generate any conflict with our way of doing. There is only one exception. We have used i for "irregular," since the symbol for it was not available on our computer system (and hence it could not be shown here under either!)

i = b irregular
    u unknown
    z other
The two phenomena of "Continuation" and "Succession" were identified, isolated, and differentiated by us on the basis of whether there is continuity in volume-numbering or not. If the volume-numbering is continued, it was regarded a case of "continuation." In such a case, only one entry was made for the preceding as well as the succeeding title. These (titles) were linked by the phrases "Continued by" and "Continued from." If there was a new sequence in volume-numbering, the PP was regarded as a new title and a new (separate) entry was made.

However, the new rules of the AACR-II disturb the whole line of our thinking and procedure. If there is a change in the title or the name of the sponsoring body (as author) AACR-II regards it a new title, a new personality, even if the volume-numbering is continued. Of course, both the entries are linked by suitable references.

Examples:
1) March of Mysore, and
2) March of Karnataka
   and
1) Institute of History of Medicine, and
2) Indian Institute of History of Medicine.

Of course, if our procedure is followed, we would give a "see reference" for the preferred (i.e. latest) title, which will have full data. On the other hand, if the authority of the AACR-II is followed, both will have full details and there will be a "see also" references from both to both.
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This is an example of the changes that will have to be made if we decide to follow the AACR-II strictly and rigorously. A great deal of revision and reorganization will be called for. But we are not in a mood to do it now. We will do it only if our patrons tell us, or a granting agency provides the needed funds and makes it possible for us to do so.

Here is a Case of Succession
1) Nagpur law journal.
   v.1-45; 1918-1962.
2) Maharashtra law journal.
   v.1- 1963-

This is a case of succession because a new era begins. Even if we make two separate entries in both the cases, still we can use our own terminology, i.e. "Continued by" and "Continued from" or "Succeeded by" and "Succeeded from."

The question naturally arises: When is a title a new title? The answer is: When a new personality emerges. And when does a new personality emerge? Well, we will have to think about it!

SSDC makes a distinction between "continuation" and "supersession." If the original volume numbering is continued, even after the title is changed, they would use the term "contd. from" or "cond. as." But if a new sequence in volume numbering is adopted, and there is also the change in title, they would say "supersedes" or "superseded by."

ALC76 lists one title:

Van vikas.
   Hyderabad, India.
   Supersedes Aranya vikasa and continues
   its volume numbering.

The question is: Why to use "supersedes" when the volume numbering is continued? They do not make any distinction between "supersedes" and "continues."

The Random House Dictionary gives the meaning of "supersede" as to set aside as void, useless or obsolete, usually in favour of something maintained."

The great OED says: "be superior"; "to render superfluous or unnecessary"; "to be set aside as useless or obsolete"; "to be replaced by something which is regarded as superior."

Thus the term "supersede" is not appropriate, unless we regard what is dubbed as "superseded", to be void, useless, or obsolete.
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654 = Abbreviations for Indexing Periodicals

Ann. bibl. of Eng. = Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature
Bibliog. of agr. = Bibliography of Agriculture
Biolog. abstr. = Biological Abstracts
Chem. abstr. = Chemical Abstracts
FACT = Fuel Abstracts and Current Titles
GIPL = Guide to Indian Periodical Literature
Index India = Index India
Index to Indian legal period. = Index to Indian Legal Periodicals
Ind. sc. abstr. = Indian Science Abstracts
MLA abstr. = Modern Language Association Abstracts
PAIS = Public Affairs Information Service (Bulletin)
Psycho. abstr. = Psychological Abstracts
RZ = Referativny Zhurnal
Weed abstr. = Weed Abstracts
XUM = Xerox University Microfilm

828 = Geographical Component of TULIP CODE

The constituent element of space used in constructing our TULIP CODE has been represented by a capital letter and an additional lower case letter wherever necessary. For example,

M = Madras
Mi = Madurai.

Since the names of the states and cities are also given in the address component (field # 480), there will be no ambiguity at all.

This TULIP CODE NO has also the potential of generating linguistic and chronological divisions. TULIP CN is fully discussed on pages 184-190 of the TEST. Examples appear in TULIP Bouquets. See at the end of this BBDR.

The following Abbreviations for the states in India have been used in constructing the TULIP CODE.

| Andhra Pradesh          | A | Kashmir         | Ka |
| Arunachal Pradesh       | Ar| Kerala          | Ke |
| Assam                   | As| Madhya Bharat   | Mb |
| Bengal                  | B | Madhya Pradesh  | M  |
| Bihar                   | Bi| Madras          | Md |
| Bihar and Orissa        |   | Maharashatra    | Mt |

-viii-
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Bombay  Bo  Manipur  Mr
Central Provinces & Berar  Cb  Meghalaya  Me
Chandigarh (Union Terr.)  Ch  Mizoram  Mi
Delhi (State)  D  Mysore  My
Delhi (Union Terr.)  0  Nagaland  N
Goa, Daman, and Diu  G  Orissa  O
Gujarat  Gu  Punjab  P
Haryana  H  Rajasthan  R
Himachal Pradesh  Hi  Tamil Nadu  T
Hyderabad  Hy  7-avancore-Cochin  Tc
India  I  Tripura  Tr
(Dominion)  Uttar Pradesh  U
(Republic)  United Provinces of  Ua
Jammu and Kashmir  Jk  Agra and Oudh  Ul
Karnataka  K  West Bengal  WB

850 = CITATIONS

Arranged in the descending order of authenticity and reliability, 851 being the most authentic and reliable. We have given due prominence to our primary source. Most of the data are derived from it. That is why it is designated as the primary. Whenever and wherever we have found some variation, or additional information, it is shown as "reference," together with the citation of its specific source, its abbreviated symbol being enclosed within < >. We have shown elsewhere how this process has helped us (see page 239 of the TEST).

Sources for Serials Data & Abbreviations

AL  Accessions List, India
BU COP  British Union Catalogue of Periodicals
CIPE  Current Indian Periodicals in English
CNLC  Catalogue of National Library, Calcutta
HPP  Hindi ki patra patrikaem
IPP  Indian Periodicals in Print
MI  Research Sources for South Asian Studies in Economic Development. A Select Bibliography of Serial Publications. (East Lansing, Michigan)
NAL  National Agricultural Library, Washington, D.C.
NL  National Library, Calcutta
NLC  National Library (Calcutta) Catalogue
NLM  National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD
NST  New Serial Titles
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TULIP</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>Online Computer Library Center. <em>Database.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td><em>Periodicals in Humanities</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td><em>Press in India</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td><em>Sanskrit in India</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD</td>
<td><em>Union Catalogue of Periodicals, Delhi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCSD</td>
<td><em>Union Catalogue of Serials, Delhi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulrich's</td>
<td><em>Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULS</td>
<td><em>Union List of Serials in Libraries of the United States and Canada</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMC</td>
<td><em>University of Missouri - C umnia Catalog</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stop Press

We have just now realized—-but it is quite late now—that we have not given the vol./no./year specification a separate seat and a separate tag number! We don't know why? This field is kept as an integral part—an adjunct—of the title. We may correct it if and when we reappear. Until then the "title" is to be interpreted in its widest sense including all the data that go along with it in normal circumstances.

Companion Publications

Two companion publications were released along with the first two bouquets of TULIP. In fact the release of the bouquets was considerably delayed because the full beauty of the TULIP cannot be visualized without consulting the two companion volumes; the essence of TULIP can be well appreciated only if the other two volumes are kept to the left and right! These two volumes may serve as the vases. They will hold the TULIP bouquets quite well.

1. The first publication is entitled: *TULSI: The Union Lists of Serials: History: Literature: Philosophy.* It discusses briefly the preparation and publication of union lists all over the world.

2. The second publication is entitled: *TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP or Composing a Union List of Serials in the Computer Age.*

Why Publish TULIP?

We cannot claim by any means that TULIP as published now is perfect or complete. Far, far from it. The question then naturally arises: Why did we publish it at all? There are many reasons. The

---

1 While UC = Union Catalogue of Periodicals of the Social Science Documentation Centre of the Indian Council of Social Science Research, UCS = Union Catalogue of Serials of the same. The following letter/s stands for the geographical area covered, full names of which appear in the table presented on page 36-37.
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first is: Something is better than nothing! We just wanted to demonstrate in concrete form what can be achieved if an adequate cluster of resources is mustered. The other reasons are:

We wanted to create a favorable atmosphere conducive to the growth and development of TULIP. We approached many granting American agencies during the past six years for adequate funding, but the outcome was negative. Maybe, the times change. Some new Indo-US cooperating agency emerges and gives us the needed money to enable us to show in full the value and beauty of TULIP. We also wanted to draw the attention of the Government of India and her granting agencies, such as the University Grants Commission and the Ministry of Education. After all, as we have pointed out also in our TEST and TULSI, we are working towards the preparation and publication of a comprehensive universal/union list of India's periodical publications, the embodiments of her cultural heritage, preserved and being served in major libraries of the world. TULIP may lead us toward this great goal. We believe any Indian agency interested in the promotion of Indian culture should find TULIP a worthy object of support and promotion!

And finally we wanted to explore the possibilities of getting the support also from the users and consumers, who are our ultimate resort—the final refuge. They are the final judges of the internal and external values of TULIP. All our talk about the beauties and usefulness of TULIP are meaningless if this class of patrons is not satisfied.

So, these are some of the reasons for us to go out and stand the test. We are reminded of a great sadukti (wise saying) of one of the greatest poets of the world, Kalidasa:

Tam santah srotum arhanti sadasadvyaktihetavah.
Hennah samlaksyate hyagnau visuddih syamikapi va.

The noble critics may now hear and judge my composition, because they are blessed with the power of discerning what is worthy and what is not. The purity or blemish of the gold distinctly comes out in fire.

We are ready to stand the fire—get tested and evaluated. That is the only way to provide any justification for prosperity—nay, even the survival.

May the readers and users be blessed with eternal bliss!

Murari L. Nagar

Sarla D. Nagar

Columbia, MO

Mar. 31, 1989

Co-Project Directors
TULIP

BIO-BIBLIO-DATA-RECORDER
(Complete Version)

100 = AUTHOR (heading, other than title)
   130=Varied author

200 = TITLE WITH ADJUNCTS
   210=Title, primary/main
   212=Title, secondary/subsidiary Vol./No. Designation
   230 = Varied title
      2301=Parallel title
      2302=Distinctive title
      2303=Other or alternate title
      2304=Cover title
      2305=Added title
      2306=Caption title
      2307=Running title
      2308=Spine title
      2309=Undefined title
   232=Varied subtitle
   250=Former title
   252=Former subtitle
   270=Issues with special titles
   290=nsv (new series)

300 = ASSOCIATE BODY
   301=Compiling body
   302=Issuing body
   303=Preparing body
   304=Producing body
   305=Publishing body
   306=Sponsoring body
   307=Organ of
   308=At head of title
   350=Former Associate body
   351=Compiling
   352=Issuing
   353=Preparing
   354=Producing
   355=Publishing
   356=Sponsoring
   357=Formerly organ of

400 = PUBLISHING DATA
   401=Place of Publication
   402=Name of the publisher
   403=Name of the Printer
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430=Varied publishing data
431=Varied Place of publication
432=Varied publisher
433=Varied printer
450=Former publishing
451=Place of Publication
452=Former publisher
453=Former printer

460 = Genesis
   461=Year of first publishing
   462=Volume-year correlation
   463=Reprint year
   470=Whether still current (ct) or ceased (cd)

480 = ADDRESS of the PUBLISHER <Including PIN CODE>
     Regionalized Lists: Value of the PIN CODE
   483=Varied address of the publisher
   485=Former address of the publisher

490=Current subscription (price)

500 = PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
   501=collation
   5011=size
   5012=illus. (plates, etc.)
   5013=ports.
   5014=maps
   5015=tables
   5016=charts
   5017=diagrs.
   502=Issued in more than one part/section
   503=Issues combined

504 = Microforms
   5041=Microfilm
   5042=Microcard
   5043=Microfiche

505=Mimeographed
506=Peculiarities in paginating/binding of volume
507=Volume no. incomplete
508=Volumes issued in revised ed.

510 = SERIES STATEMENT
   511=Series treatment DNTS
   512=Handling of physical volume
   514=Volumes without, or incomplete, series designation

520 = FREQUENCY OF PUBLICATION
   521=Current frequency
   525=Former frequency
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530 = LANGUAGE OF THE PUBLICATION
   531=English
   532=Hindi
   533=Sanskrit
   534=Multilingual

540=Suspension of publication
560=Publication revived

570 = NUMBERING
571=Irregularities in the numbering of volumes
572=Irregularities in the numbering of series
573=Peculiarities in the numbering of volumes
574=Peculiarities in the numbering of series
575=Special note on the numbering of volume/series

600 = NOTES
601=Connection with preceding publication
   6011=Splitting
   6012=Splicing
602=Connection with succeeding publication
603=Current status of the publication
   6031=Absorbs = takes or sucks in
   6032=Incorporates = make, become, united in one body, or group
   6033=Merges with = become one
604=Status after the publication ceased to run
   6041=Absorbed by
   6042=Incorporated into
   6043=Merged into

610 = COOPERATORS
611=Editors
612=Collaborators
613=Compilers
614=Founders
615=Preparers
616=Producers

620 = Contents
   626=Special issues with special contents
   628=Cumulation/summary

630 = Additional characteristics/features
   631=Supplements
   632=Supplement to some other publication
   636=Appendices
   637=Appendix to some other publication
   638=Issued as part of

640 = Special numbers
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650 = Index data
   651=Indexes
   654=Indexed in

660 = Final form of the publication
   661=Bound with
   663=Issued with
   664=Boxed with

680 = Annotations, evaluative and explanatory (content analysis)

700 = ADDITIONAL ENTRIES
   710=Analytical entries
   720=Subject entries
   730=Added entries (collaborators)
   740="See" entries
   750="See also" entries

800 = CLASS NUMBERS/ CODES/ ID'S/ CITATIONS/CN's
   810 = Class numbers
      811=LC call no.
      812=DC class no.

   820 = CODE NUMBERS
      821=LC card number
      822=LCSN (shadow number)
      824=CODEN
      825=ISSN
      826=OCCN
      828=TULIP CN
      851=Authority (direct information)
      852=Primary Source
      853=Reference
      854=Allusion (indirect reference)

900 = HOLDINGS OF COOPERATING LIBRARIES
   910=USA
   920=UK
   930=India
   991 = UNION CATALOGERS' SPECIAL NOTE
   993 = OVERFLOW (any additional information which does not
         fit into any of the above categories)

N.B. These field ID's, or Numbers, or Tags appear in parenthesis
     right after the relative serials data of the specific field.
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Indian Periodicals

Bouquet Eight

Blossoms S.2-Z (Soc. ser.--Z)
SOCIAL service quarterly. v.1- ; July 1915- <ULS> (210)--Published by: Social Service League, Bombay (305)--Bombay (401)--S. A. Agaonkar <PI75> (402)--Servants of India Society's Home, Sardar H. P. Road, Girgaum, Bombay (480)--23cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. A. Agaonkar (611)--Social welfare (680)--1. India - Social conditions - Periodicals (720)--2. Public welfare - India. 3. Charities - India <OC> (720)--I. Social Service League, Bombay (730)--HN681.56 (811)--309.1 '54 (812)--48-31429 (821)--0037-7853 (825)--1774466 (826)--HNe1MT915q (828)--ALC76 (852)--IOL NLC NUC OC PI75 ULS (853)--PL480: V.47- ?; July 1961-Apr. 1969 (910)

SOCIAL studies teacher. v.1- ; 1964- <OC> (210)--Published by: Dept. of Extension Services, Faculty of Education & Psychology, M.S. University of Baroda <OC> (305)--Sponsored by: Dept. of Field Services, National Council of Educational Research and Training (306)--Baroda (401)--Prof. D. M. Desai <PI75> (402)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended with V.7(4), Jan. 1971 (540)--Ed.: D. M. Desai (611)--Education (680)--1. Social sciences - Study and teaching - Periodicals. 2. Education - India (720)--I. Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda. Dept. of Extension Services (730)--H62.ALS64 (811)--300.'7 (812)--SA68-12132 (821)--4846039 (826)--H6eIGuB964q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.5(1/2) (comb. issue)-7; Apr./July 1968-Jan. 1971 (910)

SOCIAL welfare. v.1- ; 1954- (210)--Published by: Central Social Welfare Board, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--Publication Division (402)--28cm. (5011)--Illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--Formerly quarterly <OC> (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Freda Bedi (611)--Indexed in: GIPI; Index India <UMC> (654)--1. Public welfare - Periodicals. 2. Public welfare - India - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Central Social Welfare Board. II. Bedi, Freda Marie (Houston), 1911- ed. (730)--HVL.564 (811)--57-43597 (821)--0037-8038 (825)--1765702 (826)--HVeIDN954m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC UCD UCTN UMC (853)--PL480: V.9(3), June 1962- (910)

SOCIAL welfare in South-East Asia. v.1-4; 1953-57 (210)--Bombay (401) --u (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: International social work wef. Jan. 1, 1958 <NST> (602)--International social work (750)--UCD (852)--NST (853)

SOCIAL work forum. v.1- ; Jan. 1963- <NST> (210)--Issued by: Indian Association of Trained Social Workers, Apr. 1964- (302)--Published by: The Association (305)--Quarterly journal of the Association (307)--Formerly issued by: Indian Association of the Alumni of Schools of Social Work (352)--Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Social service - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian Association of Trained Social
SOCIALIST appeal

Workers. II. Indian Association of the Alumni of Schools of Social Work (730)--HV1.S646 (811)--361.3'05 (812)--SA64-7474 (821)--0583-7065 (821)--1774667 (826)--HVEID963q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: V.2, Jan. 1964--(910)

SOCIALIST appeal. v.1-; 1951-<UCD> (210)--Issued by: Socialist Party (India) (302)--Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--I. Socialist Party (India) (730)--321 (812)--0489-3034 (825)--NST (852)--UCD (853)


SOCIALIST digest; (210)--a quarterly anthology of socialist literature. no.1-; Mar. 1968--(212)--Bombay (401)--23cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Jan. 1969-Sept. 1972 (540)--I. Communism - Periodicals. 2. Communist countries - Periodicals. 3. World politics - Periodicals <OC> (720)--RX2.S4727 (811)--335.43'05 (812)--SA68-13610 (821)--0037-8186 (825)--1715424 (826)--HXEIMB968q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCD (853)--PL480: No.1-7; Mar. 1968-Mar. 1973 (910)

SOCIALIST era. v.1-; Jan. 1, 1973--(210)--New Delhi (401)--e (521)--English (531)--73-903927 (821)--1607548 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1(l-10); Jan.-July 1973. Some issues not available (910)

SOCIALIST India. v.1-16(12-15); May 30, 1970-Apr. 1, 1978 <ALC79>
(210)--Published by: Indian National Congress, All India Congress Committee (305)--Weekly of the Indian National Congress, 1976-<OC> (307)--Formerly Weekly of the All India Congress Committee, Indian National Congress, 1970-<75> (357)--New Delhi (401)--Ceased <ALC79> (470)--28cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--Some issues combined (503)--w (521)--English (531)--V.1(1) called Inaugural number (575)--I. Socialism in India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian National Congress. All India Congress Committee. II. Indian National Congress (730)--HX3.S7429 (811)--77-913419 (821)--0037-8208 (825)--1774469 (826)--HXEIDN970w (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 OC PH UCD (853)--PL480: V.1-16(12/15); May 30, 1970-Apr. 1, 1978 (910)

SOCIALIST monitor. v.1-; July 1970--(210)--Calcutta (401)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended with June 1972 (540)--Political (680)--77-916950 (821)--1716799 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC (853)--PL480: V.1-<3>; July 1970-June 1972 (910)

SOCIALIST panorama (210)

search under
SOcialist perspective. v.1– ; June 1973– (210) --Published by: Council for Political Studies (305) --Calcutta (401)--34 Panditia Terrace, Calcutta-700 029 (480)--23cm. (5011) --q (521) --English (531)--Succeeds: Transition; a quarterly journal of social sciences <OC> (601)--1. Socialism in India -- Periodicals <OC> (720) --1. Council for Political Studies (730)--Transition; a quarterly journal of social sciences (750)--HX3.S75 (811)--335'.00954 (812)--74-900996 (821)--1797721 (826)--HXeIBC973q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1, June 1973– (910)

SOcialist world. v.1–2; June 1, 1974-Oct. 15, 1975 <OC> (210) --Delhi (401) --Reported ceased (470)--27cm. (5011) --e (521) --English (531)--Indexed in: Index India <UMC> (654) --1. Communism -- Periodicals. 2. Communism -- India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--HX3.S768 (811)--335.43'05 (812)--74-903526 (821)--1797795 (826)--HXeIDD974e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC UMC (853)--PL480: V.1–2; June 1, 1974-Oct. 15, 1975 (910)

SOcialist world perspective; (210) --a quarterly review and digest. v. 1– ; Aug. 1977– (212) --New Delhi (401) --S. S. Chauhan (402)--C–19 Amar Colony, Lajpat Nagar-4, New Delhi-110 024 (480)--25cm. (5011) --q (521) --English (531)--1. Socialism -- Periodicals. 2. Communism -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--HX3.S78 (811)--335'.005 (812)--78-9144037 (821)--4584746 (826)--HXeINN977q (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1, Aug. 1977– (910)

SOciety & commerce. v.1– ; Mar. 1972– (210) --Calcutta (401) --<Society & Commerce Publications> (402)--2 Waterloo St., Calcutta-700 001 <OC> (480)--28cm. (5011) --w. (5012) --q (521) --Formerly monthly (525) --English (531) --Supplement accompanies V.1(10) (631) --Socio-economic affairs (680) --1. India -- Industries -- Periodicals. 2. India -- Commerce -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--HC431.S57 (811)--330.9'54'05 (812)--72-902399 (821)--1784114 (826)--HChIBC972q (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 CNLC OC UCK (853)--PL480: V.1, Mar. 1972– (910)

SOciety and culture. v.1– ; July 1970– (210) --Published by: Institute of Social Studies (305) --Calcutta (401)--22cm. (5011) --f (521) --English (531) --1. Sociology, Rural -- Periodicals. 2. India -- Rural conditions -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. Institute of Social Studies, Calcutta (730)--HAE681.S63 (811)--301.3'5'0954 (812)--75-915355 (821)--0037-9662 (825)--1765874 (826)--HHeIBC970f (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.1-5(2); July 1970–July 1974 (910)

SOciety for the National Institutes of Physical Education and Sports (110) --Journal (210)

search under its
SNIPES journal <ALC78>
SOCIETY for the Nat. TULIP


SOCIETY for the Promotion of Education in India (110)
Geography teacher (210)
search under
Geography teacher <ALC76>

SOCIETY for the Promotion of Education in India (110)
Journal of English language teaching (210)
search under
Journal of English language teaching <ALC76>

SOCIETY for the Study of State Governments (110)--Journal of the Society. v.1(1/2)-; Jan./June 1968 (comb. issue)-<NST> (210)--Varanasi (401)--25cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--1. State governments - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--JS7001.S6 (811)--354.54 '0005 (812)--SA65-13570 (821)--1680846 (826)--JSeIUV968q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: V.1-8(2); Jan./June 1968-July 1974 (910)

SOCIO-ECONOMIC Research Institute (110)--Bulletin. v.1-; Jan./Mar. 1960-<NST> (210)--Calcutta (401)--i; q <MI> (521)--English (531)--1. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals. 2. India - Social conditions - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HC431.S58 (811)--309.1'54 (812)--SA65-16195 (821)--0560-6683 (825)--1715050 (826)--HCEIBC9601 (828)--ALC76 (852)--MI NST OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.2-4(1/2); Nov. 1966-Jan./Dec. 1970 (910)

The SOCIO-ECONOMIST; (210)--Journal of the School of Economics and Sociology. v.1-; 1939--<UCG> (212)--Sponsored by: School of Economics and Sociology (306)--Bombay (401)--Ceased <UCUP> (470)--a <MI> (521)--English (531)--IOL (852)--MI UCG UCUP (853)

SOCILOGICA Indica. v.1-; May 1977- (210)--Published by: Indian Institute of Sociology (305)--A publication of the Institute (307)--Calcutta (401)--IIS, Room No. 23, 206 Bidhan Sarani, Calcutta-700 006 (480)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Sociology - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Social conditions - Periodicals <OC>
(720)--I. Indian Institute of Sociology (730)--Indian Institute of Sociology. Publication (740)--HN681.S64 (811)--301'.05 (812)--78-914455 (821)--4766918 (826)--HNe1BC977u (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1(1/2), 1977-- (910)


SODHA-PATRIKA of Rajasthan Vidyapitha (210) search under Rajasthan Vidyapitha (110)--Sodha-patrika.


SOIL conservation digest. v.1- ; 1973-- (210)--Published by: Association of Soil & Water Conservationists & Trainees (305)--Formerly published by: Association of the Soil Conservation Officer Trainees, V.1-? (355)--Dehra Dun (401)--Soil Conservation Research, Demonstration and Training Centre, 218 Kaulagarh Road, Dehra Dun, UP (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Soil conservation - India - Collected works. 2. Soil conservation - Collected works <OC> (720)--I. Association of Soil Conservation Officer Trainees. II. Association of Soil & Water Conservationists and Trainees (730)-- S265.I47S6 (811)--631.4'954 (812)--73-904199 (821)--1790529 (826)--S2eIUD973u (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)

SOLILQUY; (210)--a magazine of prose and verse. v.1- ; 1974-<PI75> (212)--New Delhi (401)--Sarabjeet Seth (402)--R-867 New Rajindra Nagar, New Delhi-110 060 (480)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Sarabjeet Seth (611)--3455827 (826)--ALC78 (852)--OC PI75 (853)--PL480: Jan./Mar. 1975-- (910)

SOMA. v.1- ; Autumn 1971- (210)--Delhi (401)--Oberoi Hotels (402)--q (521)--English (531)--Winter 1972/73-- called V.2, no.3-(575)--Information and tourists (680)--79-928352 (821)--1624175 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: Autumn 1971- (910)
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SOUTH Asian Studies

(730)--Southern Asia social science bibliography (740)--Asian social science bibliography with annotations and abstracts (750)--H35.S72 (811)--308.2 (812)--55-1366 rev. (821)--UCSM (852)--NUC OC UCD (853)

SOUTH Asia Studies Centre (110)
search under
University of Rajasthan. South Asia Studies Centre.

SOUTH Asian library and research notes; (210)--a quarterly bulletin on resources in South Asian studies. v.3(2)-6; 1966-69 (212)--Formerly: South Asia microform newsletter. v.1-3(1); F 1964-66 <UCD> (250)--Published by: Educational Resources Centre (305)--V.3(2-4) published by: Educational Resources Centre in cooperation with South Asia Microform and Library Committee of the Association for Asian Studies (355)--New Delhi (401)--D-53 Defence Colony, New Delhi-110 024 <IPP> (480)--22-24cm. (501l)--q (521)--English (531)--V.4-5 reprinted from v.7- of the Quarterly review of historical studies <OC> (571)--Merged with: Quarterly review of historical studies in 1967 (6043)--Vol.6, issued by the Educational Resources Centre is a cumulation of v.1-3(1) of South Asia microform newsletter and V.3(2-4) of South Asian library and research notes (620)--1. Asia, Southeastern - Bibliography - Periodicals. 2. Asia - Bibliography - Periodicals (720)--I. Educational Resources Centre. II. Association for Asian Studies. South Asia Microform and Library Committee. III. Institute of Historical Studies, Calcutta (730)--South Asia microform newsletter (740)--Quarterly review of historical studies (750)--Z3221.S72 (811)--016.959 (812)--0584-3162 (825)--5439277 (826)--Z3eIDM964q (828)--NST (852)--IPP OC UCD (853)

SOUTH Asian reporter; (210)--a monthly bulletin of South Asia Studies Centre, Dept. of Political Science, University of Rajasthan. v.1- ; Aug. 1977- (212)--Published by: The Centre (305)--Jaipur (401)--Jaipur 302 004, Rajasthan (480)--27cm. (501l)--m (521)--English (531)--Eds.: R. C. Misra and P. C. Shastri <CIPE> (611)--I. University of Rajasthan. Dept. of Political Science. South Asia Studies Centre (730)--X8-914036 (822)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE (853)--PL480: V.1, Aug. 1977- (910)

SOUTH Asian studies. v.1- ; 1966- <NST> (210)--Published by: South Asia Studies Centre, Dept. of Political Science, University of Rajasthan (305)--Jaipur (401)--Jaipur 302 004, Rajasthan (480)--25cm. (501l)--V. 9(1/2), Jan./July 1974 issued combined (503)--i; f <OC> (521)--English (531)--V.5(2) reported as not published (540)--Ed.: Iqbal Narain <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Special emphasis on Afghanistan, Burma, Ceylon, India, Nepal and Pakistan; also bibliographical reviews and notes <CIPE> (680)--1. South Asia - Politics - Periodicals (720)--I. University of Rajasthan. South Asia Studies Centre. Dept. of Political Science (730)--DS335.S62 (811)--SA68-5464 (821)--0038-285X
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SOUTH Asian studies  

(825)--1605763 (826)--DSeIRJ966f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: V.1(2), Apr. 1966- (910)

SOUTH Asian studies. no.1- ; 1964- <NST> (210)--Most volumes also have distinctive title (270)--Published by: South Asia Institute, University of Heidelberg Delhi Branch <etc.> (305)--Vols.1-2 published by Max Muller Bhavan, Indo-German Cultural Centre (called v.1, German Cultural Institute), New Delhi <OC> (355)--New Delhi (401)--20-24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--No.1-2 treated by LC as monographs (512)--i (521)--English (531)--l. South Asia - Study and teaching - Germany, West (720)--I. Sudasiens Institut, Universitat, Heidelberg (730)--DS335.S63 (811)--SA67-220 (821)--0038-285X (825)--1639286 (826)--DSeIDN9641 (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: No.1-6; 1964- Dec. 1973 (910)

SOUTH Asian survey; (210)--a monthly review of South Asian affairs. v.1- ; Mar. 1976- (212)--New Delhi (401)--Charanjit Chanana (402)--E-71 Greater Kailash 1, New Delhi-110 048 (480)--21cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--l. South Asia - Periodicals (720)--DS331.S66 (811)--954.05'05 (812)--76-913305 (821)--2715655 (826)--DSeIDN976m (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: V.1- 7; Mar. 1976-Apr./Sept. 1976 (910)

The SOUTH East Asian review. v.1- ; Aug. 1976- (210)--Alternate title: SEAR (2303)--Published by: Institute of South East Asian Studies (305)--Gaya (401)--Ramsagar Road, Gaya-823 001, Bihar (480)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--f (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: GIPL <UMC> (654)--1. Asia, Southeastern - Periodicals. 2. Southeast Asian Studies - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Institute of South East Asian Studies (730)--SEAR (740)--DS501.S756 (811)--959'005 (812)--77-012002 (821)--3391847 (826)--DSeIBiG976f (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC UMC (853)

SOUTH Eastern Railway (India) (110)--Newsletter. v.1- ; 1955- <NLC> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--Formerly: semimonthly (525)--V.19(6), Feb. 1974 reported as not published (540)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC (853)--PL480: V.7(19), June 7, 1962- . Some issues not available (910)

SOUTH Eastern Railway newsletter (210)
search under
South Eastern Railway (India) (110)
Newsletter <ALC76>

SOUTH India churchman. v.1- ; Feb. 1948- <PI75> (210)--Formerly: Madras Diocesan magazine, Nov. 1947-Jan. 1948 (250)--Sponsored by: Church of South India (306)--Magazine of the Church of South India, Dec. 1950- (307)--Formerly: Official organ of the Church of South India, Feb. 1948-Nov. 1950 <OC> (357)--Madras (401)--C. E. Koshy (402)--10 Church Road, Vepery, Madras-600 007 (480)--24-28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--Available on microfilm from
American Theological Library Association. Microtext Project (5041) --m <PI75> (521) --English (531) --Succeeds: South India United Church herald and Church Union news and views wef. Nov. 1947 (601) --Ed.: Rev. Alexander D. John <PI75> (611) --Religion and philosophy (680) --l. Church of South India -- Periodicals. 2. Christianity -- India -- Periodicals (720)--I. Church of South India (730) --Madras Diocesan magazine (740) --South India United Church herald and Church Union news and views (750) --BX770.A1S7 <NUC>: BR1150 <OC> (811) --6785010 (826) --BxeITM948m (828) --ULS (852) --IOL NUC OC P175 (853)

SOUTH India information, trade and general (210)
search under
South India information (with who's who).

SOUTH India information (with who's who). 2nd ed.-- ; 1951-- (210) --Formerly: South India information, trade and general (250) --Madras (401) --T. Rangasami Iyengar (402) --23cm. (5011) --u (521) --English (531) --Ed.: T. Rangasami Iyengar (611) --l. India -- Directories. 2. India -- Industries -- Directories (720)--I. Rangasami Iyengar, T., ed. (730) --South India information, trade and general (740) --DS405.S68 (811) --5247415 (826) --NUC (852) --OC (853)


SOUTH India Textile Research Association (110) Proceedings of the Technological Conference (210)
search under

SOUTH India United Church herald. Apr. 1931--Oct. 1947 (210) --Formerly: United Church herald, 1909--Mar. 1931 (250) --Sponsored by: South India United Church (306) --Pasumalai (401) --A. M. Lenox Press <OC> (402) --Ceased (470) --22cm. (5011) --m (521) --English, Tamil(534) --Continued by: South India churchman wef. v.1, Nov. 1947 (602) --l. South India United Church -- Periodicals. 2. Christianity -- India -- Periodicals (720) --United Church herald (740) --South India churchman (750) --BR1150 (811) --6784893 (826) --BReIKEP909m (828) --ULS (852) --NUC OC (853)

SOUTH Indian Adult Education Association (110) Adult education review (210)
search under
Adult education review.
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SOUTHERN Asia social science bibliography (210) search under
Asian social science bibliography with annotations and abstracts.

SOUTHERN economic review. v.1-; Oct. 1971- (210)--Published by:
Annamalai University (305)--Annamalainagar (401)--Dr. A. Ramaswamy
(402)--2 Sivapuri Professors Quarters, Annamalainagar, South Arcot
Dist., TN (480)--22cm. (5011)---@q (521)---English (531)---Ed.:
A. Ramaswamy (611)---Economics (680)---I. India -- Economic conditions
1947-- Periodicals. 2. India -- Economic policy -- 1966-- Regular
Periodicals <OC> (720)--HC431.S59 (811)--330.9'54'05
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SOVIYATA bhumi

(812)--77-927656 (821)--1642141 (826)--HCeITA971q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.1, Oct. 1971-- (910)

SOUTHERN economist. v.1- ; 1962/63- <UCD> (210)--Bangalore (401)--Mrs. Susheela Subrahmanaya <PI75> (402)--106-108 Infantry Road, Bangalore-560 001, Karnataka <PI75> (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. N. Subrahmanya (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Finance and economics (680)--1. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HC431.S6 (811)--SA62-1226 (821)--0038-4046 (825)--1644785 (826)--HCe1KB962e (828)--ALC76 (852)--MI OC PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.1(5), July 1, 1962-- (910)

SOUTHERN India investor (210)

search under
Kothari's Economic and industrial guide of India <NUC>

SOVIET land. v.1- ; 1948- (210)--Issued by: Information Dept., U.S. S.R. Embassy in India (302)--Vols. for June 16, 1953-Dec. 15, 1956 issued by TASS in India <OC> (352)--New Delhi (401)--R. G. Okulov <PI75> (402)--25 Barakhamba Road, New Delhi-110 001 <PI75> (480)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Y. M. Vladimirov (611)--Supplements accompany some issues <OC> (631)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--Embassy publication (680)--1. Russia <OC> (720)--I. Telegrafnoe Agentstvo SSSR <OC> (730)--DK1.S548 (811)--914.7 (812)--58-40472 (821)--7423070 (826)--DKeIDN948b (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.26(7), Sept. 1973--. Some issues not available (910)

SOVIET review. v.1- ; 1964- (210)--Published by: Information Dept., U.S.S.R. Embassy (India) (305)--New Delhi (401)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--e (521)--English (531)--Newspaper magazine (680)--1. Soviet Union. 2. India (720)--I. Soviet Union. Posotsstvo (India). Information Dept. (730)--DK1.S5485 (811)--SA65-8856 (821)--7468187 (826)--NUC (852)--OC PH (853)

SOVIET Union news (210)

search under
Foreign review <ULS>

SOVIET Union news and foreign review (210)

search under
Foreign review <ULS>

SOVIYATA bhumi. v.1- ; 1950- <PI75> (210)--Issued by: Information Dept of the USSR Embassy in India, Jan. 1957- (302)--Vols. for June 1, 1950-Dec. 15, 1958 issued by: TASS in India <OC> (352)--Nai Dilli (401)--R. G. Okulov <PI75> (402)--25 Barakhamba Road, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--28-31cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined
SPAN. v.1- ; Nov. 1960-<NST> (210)—Published by: U.S. Embassy, India (305)—New Delhi (401)—m (521)—English (531)—76-906097 (821)—AL71 (852)—NST (853)—PL480: 1961- (910)

SPARK; (210)—an anthology of Indian poetry. v.1-; summer 1975— (212)—Calcutta (401)—Smt. S. Adhikari (402)—Smt. Sadhona Adhikari, 81 Raja Basant Roy Road, Calcutta-700 029 (480)—23cm. (5011)—f (521)—English (531)—77-912156 (821)—7705525 (826)—ALC78 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: V.4, summer 1978—(910)

SPECIALIST administrator (210)—<Calcutta> (401)—<Technocrat Publications> (402)—m (521)—English (531)—Development studies in science and technology in India (680)—X7-912096 (822)—ALC79 (852)—PL480: V.1(5), Oct. 1975. Subscription discontinued (910)

SPECTRA of anthropological progress. v.1-; 1978— (210)—Other title: S.A.P. (2303)—Published by: Dept. of Anthropology, University of Delhi (305)—Delhi (401)—Delhi-110 007 (480)—23cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—u (521)—English (531)—1. Anthropology—Periodicals. 2. Ethnology—India—Periodicals (720)—I. University of Delhi. Dept. of Anthropology (730)—GNI S12 (811)—301'05 (812)—79-915338 (821)—6696872 (826)—GNeIDD978 (828)—ALC79 (852)—NST NUC OC (853)

SPICES bulletin. v.1-2; 1961-1962/63 <UCD> (210)—Sponsored by: Spices Export Promotion Council (306)—Ernakulam (401)—Export House, H. G. Road, Ernakulam-682 006, Kerala (480)—m (521)—English (531)—Succeeded by: Indian spices w.e.f. 1964 (602)—Indian spices (750)—658.8 (812)—0490-4222 (825)—NST (852)—CIPE UCD (853)

SPICES newsletter. v.1-; 1966?- (210)—Published by: Spices Export Promotion Council (305)—Ernakulam (401)—M. Balaraman Nair (402)—Ward Trade Centre, M. G. Road, Cochin-682 016, Kerala (480)—28cm. (5011)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: M. Balaraman Nair (611)—Commerce and industry (680)—1. Spice trade—India—Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. Spices Export Promotion Council (730)—HD9210.15S69 (811)—382'.41'3830954 (812)—74-901252 (821)—1797733 (826)—PI75 (852)—ALC76 OC UCD (853)—PL 480: V.8, Jan. 1974—(910)

SPIRITUAL India. v.1-5(2); Feb. 1973-Apr. 1977 (210)—Delhi (401)—A. K. Krishna Nambar (402)—Shanti Villa, 1615 Madarsa Road, Kashmere Gate, Delhi-110 006 (480)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—q (521)—English (531)—Succeeded by: Spiritual India and kundalini
SRAJAMJIVI


Spiritual India and Kundalini; (210)--Quarterly magazine of international spiritual and scientific progress. No.1-2; Oct. 1977-78 (212)--Published by: Kundalini Research and Publication Trust (305)--New Delhi (401)--1615 Madarsa Road, Kashmere Gate, Delhi-110 006 (480)--24cm. (5011)--ills. (5012)--ports. (5013)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Spiritual India. v.l-5(2)--Feb. 1973-Apr. 1977 (601)--Continued by: Kundalini wef. V.3, 1979 (602)--1. Yoga - Periodicals. 2. Kundalini - Periodicals. 3. Meditation (Hinduism) - Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. Spiritual India. 2. Kundalini (750)--294.54305 (812)--X8-914286 (822)--7647744 (826)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.2, 1978- (910)


Srajamjivi. no.1- ; 1948-<PI75> (210)--nsv.1- ; July 1980-<OC> (290)--Published by: Sramayukta, Uttra Pradesa (305)--Kanapura (401)--Harswarupa Sharma <PI75> (402)--Office of Labour Commissioner, U.P., G.T. Road, Kanpur, UP <PI75> (480)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Suspended with Dec. 1973 (540)--Revived with vars.1, anka.1, Julai 1980 <OC> (560)--Ed.:
SRAMANA

Dr. J. L. Sultania Agyat (611)--Labourer (680)--SA63-4247 (821)--8151475 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: No.10, June 1962--. Some issues not available (910)

SRAMANA. v.1- ; 1949- (210)--Sponsored by: P. V. Research Institute, Banaras Hindu University (306)--Alternate name of sponsoring body: Parsavanatha Vidyasrama Sodha Sansthan, Kasi Hindu Visvavidyalaya (336)--Varanasi (401)--22cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Some numbers, issued in comb. form, are special issues <OC> (640)--Hindu philosophy (680)--1. Philosophy, Hindu -- Periodicals (720)--I. Banaras Hindu University. P. V. Research Institute (730)--B130.S7 (811)--SA65-3799 (821)--1979047 (826)--BlHiUB949m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: v.15, Nov. 1963-- (910)

SRAMIKA. v.1- ; 1951- <NLC> (210)--Published by: Srama evam Niyojana Vibha, Bihara Sarakara (305)--Patana (401)--31cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--e (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: Ram Naresh Pathak (611)--Labor (680)--I. Bihar. Labour Dept. (730)--AP95.H55S7 (811)--SA68-5076 (821)--5787024 (826)--ApehiBiP951e (828)--ALC76 (852)--PI75 (853)--PL480: V.15(11-16)-17(9/12); Aug 30, 1965-June 1967 (910)

SRAMIKA siksha (210)--Published by: <Kendriya Sramika Siksha Bord> (305)--Kendriya Sramika Siksha Bord ki traiamasika patrika (307)--<Nagapura> (401)--Central Board for Worker's Education, 1400 Western High Court Road, Gokulpeth, Nagpur-440 001, Maharashtra (480)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Journal of adult education (680)--I. Kendriya Sramika Siksha Bord (730)--X9-915392 (822)--ALC80 (852)

Sree AYYAPPAN; religious-cultural monthly. v.1- ; May 1976- (210)--Published by: Akhila Bharatha Ayyappa Seva Sangham (305)--Trivandrum (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Hinduism (680)--1. Ayyappan (Hindu deity) -- Periodicals (720)--I. Akhila Bharatha Ayyappa Seva Sangham (730)--BL122S.A9S7 (811)--294.5'1.7 (812)--77-912238 (821)--3253354 (826)--BLeIKet976m (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1, 1976-- (910)

Sree SAJJANATOSHANI (210)

search under
The Harmonist <NLC>

SRESHTHA Hindi kahaniyam. v.1- (210)--Published by: Hindi Buka Sen-tara (305)--Nai Dilli (401)--19cm. (5011)--Vol. for 1975 treated by LC as monograph (512)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--Short stories (680)--1. Short stories, Hindi -- Collected works <OC> (720)--PX2077.S644 (811)--77-912073 (821)--7039995 (826)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1975-- (910)

SREYA. v.1- ; <Sept. 1971>- (210)--Published by: Bharatiya Sahitya--
kara Sangha (305)--Nai Dilli (401)--V.5(1) equals Sept. 1975 (462)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Research articles on various aspects of Indology (680)--76-913241 (821)--ALC77 (852)--PL480: V.5, Sept. 1975-- (910)


Sri AUROBINDO Ashram, Pondicherry (110)

search under
Aditee.
Advent.
Archana.
Mother India (Pondicherry).
Sri Aurobindo circle <PH>


Sri AUROBINDO International Centre of Education (110)--Bulletin. v.11- ; 1959- (210)--Formerly: Bulletin of physical education. v.1-10; Feb. 1949-Nov. 1958 <UCD> (250)--Published by: Sri Aurobindo Ashram (305)--Pondicherry (401)--Nalini Kanta Gupta <PI75> (402)--Pondicherry-605 002 (480)--24cm. (5011)--illus., plates (part col.) (5012)--q (521)--English, French; English, French, Hindi <PI75> (534)--Ed.: Nalini Kant Gupta (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--A media for communicating Sri Aurobindo's and Mother's vision of the future evolution in their own words; also reports various activities of the Centre; translation of journal in Hindi is issued as a supplement <CIPE> (680)--1. Physical education and training - India <UMC> (720)--I. Sri Aurobindo Ashram (730)--1. Sri Aurobindo International Centre of Education. Bulletin of physical education. 2. Bulletin of physical education. 3. Centre International d'education Sri Aurobindo. Bulletin (740)--GV201.B8 (811)--SA68-13791 (821)--1645009 (826)--GVefhIPP949q (828)--ALC76 (852)--BU COP CIPE IOL IPP NLC PH PI75 UCD ULS UMC (853)--PL480: V.14, Jan./Mar. 1962- (910)

Sri AUROBINDO International Centre of Education (110)
Sri AUROBINDO Mandir

Bulletin of physical education (210)
search under its Bulletin.

Sri AUROBINDO Mandir (110) -- Annual. <no.> 1- ; 1942- <ULS> (210) --
Other title: Sri Aurobindo Mandir annual; Sri Aurobindo pathamandir
annual (2303) -- Calcutta (401) -- Pondicherry (431) -- Sri Aurobindo
Ashram (432) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- ports. (5013) -- a (521) -- English
(531) -- l. Sri Aurobindo Mandir annual. 2. Sri Aurobindo pathamandir
annual (740) -- Bl33.G6S7 (811) -- 44-32026 (821) -- 0584-9780
(825) -- 1774473 (826) -- BieIBC942a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- IPP OC PH ULS
UMC (853) -- PL480: No.24, Aug. 15, 1965- (910)

Sri AUROBINDO Mandir annual (210)
Sri Aurobindo pathamandir annual (210)
search under
Sri Aurobindo Mandir (110) -- Annual.

Sri AUROBINDO Society (110) -- Annual. <no.> 1- ; 197?- (210) -- Pondi-
cherry (401) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Absorbed by: Sri Aurobindo
circle w.e.f. 1970 (6041) -- Sri Aurobindo circle (750) -- SA66-2478
(821) -- 1774474 (826) -- ALC76 (852) -- NST OC (853) -- PL480: 1963-69
(910)

Sri AUROBINDO Society (110) -- Sri
Aurobindo circle (210)
search under
Sri Aurobindo circle <PH>

Sri AUROBINDO's action; (210) -- the journal of India's resurgence. v.
1- ; <1970> -- (212) -- Pondicherry (401) -- V.1(10) equals July 1971
(462) -- 41 cm. (5011) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- m
(521) -- English (531) -- Supplement accompanies V.1(11) (631) -- Includes
special issues <OC> (640) -- Aurobindo's philosophy (680) -- 1. Hinduism
= Periodicals. 2. Ghose, Aurobindo, 1872-1950 -- Societies,
Periodicals, etc. (720) -- 294.505 (812) -- X2-905266 (822) -- 5631505
(826) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: V.1(10), July 1971- ; V.3(3),
Dec. 1972 not available (910)

Sri CHITRA Art Gallery, Trivandrum (110) -- Administration report of the
Sri Chitralayam (210) -- Vols. for -1963/64 issued by the Gallery
under its earlier name: Sri Chitralayam (352) -- Ernakulam (401) -- S.
G. P. at the Govt. Press (403) -- 24 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- a
(521) -- English (531) -- Continued by: Kerala. Dept. of Museums and
Zoos and Art Gallery. Administration report (602) -- I. Sri
Chitralayam (730) -- Kerala. Dept. of Museums and Zoos and Art
(821) -- 0496-2796 (825) -- 6925039 (826) -- N3eIKE9uu (828) -- ALC76

Sri CHITRALAYAM (110)
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search under
Sri Chitra Art Gallery, Trivandrum.

Sri DEVAYANAH (210)—Published by: Dharmasatra Vibhaga, Sri Sadasiva Kendriya Samskra Vidyaapitham (305)—Puri (401)—23cm. (5011)—a (521)—Sanskrit (533)—Dharmasastravibhagasya pathasankalanam (680)—l. Hindu law—Periodicals (720)—I. Sri Sadasiva Kendriya Samskra Vidyaapitham. Dharmasastra Vibhaga (730)—LAW (811)—78-914592 (821)—6546137 (826)—ALC79 (852)—OC (853)

Sri GAJENDRA vijayapancanga (210)—Ajamera (401)—z (quinquennial) (521)—Hindi (532)—Almanac, Hindu astrology (680)—70-923497 (821)—ALC76 (852)—PL480: 1969/70 (910)

Sri HARI katha; (210)—samajika sarvangina samumnati ki patrika (210)—Nai Dilli (401)—Surendra Prasada Agraval (402)—m (521)—Formerly: quarterly (525)—English, Hindi, Sanskrit (534)—Religion and philosophy (680)—X6-913406 (822)—ALC77 (852)

Sri JAINA siddhanta bhaskara (210)
search under
Jaina Siddhanta Bhaskara.

Sri Lala Bahadura Sastri Kendriya Samskra Vidya Pitham (110)
1. Adhayanamala (210)
2. Sodha prabha (210)
search under
Sodha prabha.

Sri RAMAKRISHNA Math, Madras (110)
Vedanta karse (210)
search under
Vedanta karse.

Sri RAMALALA Kapura Trusta, Varanasi (110)
Vedvani (210)
search under
<Vedavani> <ALC76>

Sri RAMANuja vani; (210)—a quarterly journal of Visistadvaita vedanta. v.1— ; Oct. 1977— (212)—Published by: Sri Ramanuja Vedanta Centre (305)—Madras (401)—17 South Mada St., Triplicane, Madras-600 005 (480)—23cm. (5011)—q (521)—English, Sanskrit, Tamil (534)—Founded by: Sri Ramanuja (614)—On Visistadvaita vedanta (680)—l. Visistadvaita—Periodicals (720)—I. Sri Ramanuja Vedanta Centre, Madras (730)—BL32.A35S69 (811)—181'483'05 (812)—78-914599 (821)—7526647 (826)—Blest!TM977q (828)—ALC79 (852)—NUC OC (853)

Sri SADUL Rajasthan Research Institute,
Sri SHANMUKHANANDA
Bikaner (110)--Rajasthan bharti (210)
search under
Rajasthan bharati.

Sri SHANMUKHANANDA Fine Arts and Sangeetha
Sabha (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Shanmukha <ALC77>

Sri VENKATESVARA Oriental Institute, Tirupati (110)
search under
Sri Venkateswara Oriental Institute, Tirupati.

Sri VENKATESVARA Oriental Institute, Tirupati (110)
Annals (210)
search under its
Journal <ULS>


Sri VENKATESWARA University oriental journal (210)
search under


SRIHRINAMAMA. vars.1- ; Akt. 1970- (210)--Published by: Sriharinam...
Sankirtana Mandala (305)--Vrindavan (401)--23cm. (5011)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Hindu religion (680)--1. Hinduism - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Sriharinama Sankirtana Mandala (730)--BLL100.S78 (811)--76-920120 (821)--1799953 (826)--BLhUV970q (828)--PL480: V.1, Oct. 1970-- (910)

SRINAGAR law journal. v.1- ; July 1979-- (210)--<Srinagar> (401)--H. I. Hussain for S.L.J. Publications (402)--Court Road, Srinagar-190 001, Kashmir (480)--24cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Reported and unreported judgments (680)--1. Law - Periodicals - India. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. - Kashmir (State) (720)--K23.R55 (811)--349.54'05 (812)--79-915670 (821)--7097080 (826)--K2eIKaS979m (828)--ALC80 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)

STANDING Conference of Public Enterprises (110)
Directory of key personnel in public enterprises and who is who in public sector (210)
Search under
Scope directory of public enterprises <ALC78>

STANDING Conference of Public Enterprises (110)
Directory of public enterprises (210)
Search under
Scope directory of public enterprises <ALC78>

The STAR in the East. v.1- ; 1880- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Britannia Press (Printers) (403)--34cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--NLC (852)

The STAR of India. v.1- ; 1932- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Muslim Press and Publications, Ltd. (402)--60cm. (5011)--Available on microfilm, positive <NUC> (5041)--d (521)--Absorbs: 1. The Bengalee. 2. Calcutta evening news (6041)--Calcutta evening news (740)--The Bengalee (750)--NLC (852)--NUC (853)

STATE Archives of Rajasthan (110)--Annual administration report of the Rajasthan State Archives (210)
Search under its
Prasasanika prativedana--Rajasthan Rajya Abhilekhagara.

STATE Archives of Rajasthan (110)--Prasasanika prativedana--Rajasthan Rajya Abhilekhagara (210)--Formerly: Annual administration report of the Rajasthan State Archives (250)--Published by: Abhilekhagara, Rajasthan Rajya (305)--Formerly published by: Directorate of Archives, Rajasthan (355)--Bikaner (401)--Bikaner-334 001, Rajasthan (480)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Rajasthan (State) - History - Sources - Bibliography <OC> (720)--State Archives of Rajasthan. Annual administration report of the Rajasthan State Archives (740)--CD2097.R34S72 (811)--027.554'4 (812)--79-915036

STATE Bank of India (110) --Speech of the Chairman at the annual general meeting of the shareholders (210)--Bombay (401)--14th equals 1969 (462)--a (521)--English (531)--73-904437 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 14th, 1969-- (910)

STATE Bank of India. Economic and Statistical Research Dept. (110) --Monthly review (210)

search under its

Review <ALC76>

STATE Bank of India. Economic and Statistical Research Dept. (110) --Review. v.1--; 1962-- <PI75> (210) --Formerly: Monthly review (250)--Published by: The Author (305)--Bombay (401)--B. B. Pawar <PI75> (402)--Ashok Kumar, House 18 Row, Rampart, Bombay-400 001 (480)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: R. D. Mello (611)--1. Banks and banking - India - Periodicals. 2. Banks and banking - Periodicals <OC> (720)--State Bank of India. Economic and Statistical Research Dept. Monthly review (740)--HG1505.S7 (811)--SA67-3437 (821)--1640194 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.5, Jan. 1966-- (910)

STATE Council of Educational Research & Training <Andhra Pradesh> (110) --Journal. v.1--; Jan. 1970-- (210)--Published by: Dept. of Public Instruction, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh (305)--Hyderabad (401)--28cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--1. Education - Andhra Pradesh (State) - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Andhra Pradesh. Dept. of Public Instruction (730)--L61.S7 (811)--370.'954 (812)--73-90140 (821)--1790431 (826)--L6eIAH970f (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1-2; Jan. 1970-Jan. 1971 (910)

STATE Education Ministers' Conference (110)

search under

Education Ministers' Conference.

STATE Farms Corporation of India (110) --Annual report--State Farms Corporation of India. lst--; 1970/71-- (210) --Published by: The Corporation (305)--New Delhi (401)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends June 30 <NUC> (620)--1. State Farms Corporation of India - Periodicals. 2. Farm Corporations - India - Periodicals. 3. Agricultural credit - India - Periodicals (720)--SFC1 (740)--HDL1493.I4S7; HG2051.I4S7 <OC>
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STATE Industrial and Investment Corporation of Maharashtra (110)—
Annual report (210)—Bombay (401)—A. J. Havakare (402)—Nirmal,
First Floor, Nariman Point, Bombay-400 001 (480)—28cm.
(501l)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—Report year ends
Mar. 31 (620)—Commerce and industry (680)—1. State Industrial and
Investment Corporation of Maharashtra — Yearbooks
(1702)—HG3729.I4M37 (81l)—338.7'61'0954792 (812)—73-903544
(821)—1790508 (826)—HGeIMtB9uuH (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC
(853)—PL480: 6th-7th; 1971/72-1972/73 (910)

STATE Industries Promotion Corporation of Tamil Nadu (110)—Annual re-
port—State Industries Promotion Corporation of Tamil Nadu
(210)—Published by: The Corporation (305)—Madras (401)—Meco
House, 11-A/1 Anna Salai, Madras (480)—28cm. (501l)—illus.
(5012)—a (521)—English (531)—Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)—1.
State Industries Promotion Corporation of Tamil Nadu — Yearbooks
(720)—SIPCOT (740)—HC437.T24875 (81l)—338.7'0954'82
(812)—73-906084 (821)—0304-8268 (825)—1790560 (826)—HGeITM9uua
(828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 2nd, 1972/73 (910)

STATE Institute of Education, Imphal, India (110)
Annual (210)
search under
Education today <ALC79>

STATE Institute of Education, Maharashtra (110)—Research bulletin.
v.l— ; Mar. 1971— (210)—Poona (401)—N. K. Upasani
(402)—Sadam-Dh Peth, Poona-411 030, Maharashtra (480)—25cm.
(501l)—Some numbers issued combined (503)—q (521)—English
(531)—Ed.: N. K. Upasani <P175> (611)—Education (680)—1. Education
— India — Periodicals. 2. Education — Periodicals (720)—LAI50.S7
(81l)—370.954 (812)—72-928223 (821)—2239395 (826)—LAlEMnP971q
(828)—ALC76 (852)—OC P175 UCK (853)—PL480: V.1-4; Mar. 1971-Dec.
1974 (910)

STATE Institute of Education, Poona (110)
Research bulletin (210)
search under
State Institute of Education, Maharashtra (110)
Research bulletin.

STATE Institute of Education, Rajasthan (110)—Annual report—State
Institute of Education, Rajasthan (210)—Published by: The Institute
(305)—Udaipur (401)—35cm. (501l)—a (521)—English (531)—1. State
Institute of Education, Rajasthan (720)—Udaipur. State Institute
of Education (740)—L61.74A18 (81l)—379.544 (812)—74-901478
(821)—0304-8276 (825)—2240201 (826)—L6eIRU9uuA (828)—ALC76
(852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1972/73 (910)

- 1401 -
STATE Institute of Languages, Kerala (110)--Annual report (210)--Pub-
lished by: The Institute (305)--Trivandrum (401)--22cm. (5011)--a
(521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. State
Institute of Languages, Kerala - Yearbooks (720)--PK1501.S73A24
(811)--354'.54'830085 (812)--75-9044341 (821)--2398981
(826)--PKe1KeT9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSK (853)--PPL480:
1970-1973/74 (910)

STATE supplies. v.1- ; Aug. 1971- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Some issu-
es combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Political and
administrative corruption and graft in India (680)--75-926862
(821)--1645266 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PPL480: V.1-2(1/2); Aug.
1971-Aug./Sept. 1972 (910)

STATE Trading Corporation of India (110)--Annual report (210)--New
Delhi (401)--24-27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English
(531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. India - Commerce
(720)--HP97865.5.S72 (811)--SA68-10343 (821)--7042643
(826)--HFe1D9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC (853)--PPL480:
1961/62-1974/75 (910)

STATE transport review, Bombay. v.1-? ; S.1950-D.1960 (210)--Sponsor-
ed by: Bombay State Road Transport Corporation (306)--Bombay
(401)--Maharashtra Vahink <sic> Bhavan, Ballasi's Road, Bombay
(480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--a <IPP>; m <NUC>
(521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Maharashtra State Road Transport
Corporation. State transport review, Maharashtra (602)--1.
Transportation, Automotive - Periodicals. 2. Transportation,
Automotive - Bombay (State) - Periodicals (720)--I. Bombay State
Road Transport Corporation (730)--Maharashtra State Road Transport
Corporation. State transport review, Maharashtra (750)--HE5601.S8
(811)--625.7; 388.3 (812)--59-35095 (821)--585-1335
(825)--HEeIMtB950m (828)--NST (852)--IPP NUC UCD (853)

The STATES. v.1-6(18/19); Nov. 15, 1969-July 5/19, 1975 (210)--New
Delhi (401)--India News and Feature Alliance (402)--Ceased
(470)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--An INFA publication
(511)--e (521)--English (531)--74-909227 (821)--1774480 (826)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PPL480: V. 1-6(18/19); Nov. 15, 1969-July 5/19,
1975 (910)

STATES people. v.1- ; Oct. 2, 1938- (210)--Issued by: All India
States' Peoples' Conference (302)--Organ of the Conference,
1938-Sept. 1940 (307)--Bombay (401)--32cm. (5011)--illus.
1940 (525)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--1. India -
Politics and government. 2. India - Politics and government - 1919-
- Periodicals (720)--I. All India States' Peoples' Conference
(730)--DS401.S8 (811)--954.005 (812)--44-23795 (821)--ULS (852)--NUC
(853)

The STATESMAN and friend of India (210)
search under
The Statesman <ALC76>

The STATESMAN overseas weekly (210)
search under
The Statesman weekly <ALC76>


STATISTICAL abstract of Assam. v.1- ; 1951- <CNLC> (210)--Issued by: Economics and Statistics Dept., Govt. of Assam (302)--Shillong (401)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Assam (State) - Statistics
STATISTICAL abstr. of Hima.

(720)--315 (812)--SA64-2310 (821)--0519-0010 (825)--2256016
(826)--HaeIAsS951a (828)--AL (852)--CNLC NST OC UCSM UCST
(853)--PL480: 1967/68 (910)

(826)--HaeHIHIs9uu (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1975/76-- (910)

(812)--78-914325 (821)--6166083 (826)--HaeIKB918a (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE IPP NST (853)--PL480: 1960/61-1970/71; 1973/74-- (910)
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STATISTICAL abstract of Manipur (210)
search under
Statistical handbook of Manipur.

STATISTICAL abstract of Mysore (210)
search under
Statistical abstract of Karnataka.

STATISTICAL abstract of Orissa. 1952/53-- (210)--Issued by: Bureau of Statistics and Economics (302)--Cutack (401)--Bhubaneswar <OC> (431)--25 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Some volumes reported as not published (540)--I. Orissa (State) - Statistics - Periodicals (720)--I. Orissa. Bureau of Statistics and Economics (730)--HA1728.07A3 (811)--SA66-5273 (821)--1774571 (826)--HAeIOe953a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD UCSM (853)--PL480: V.6-7; 1960-69 (910)

STATISTICAL abstract of Punjab. v.1- ; 1957- <UCSK> (210)--Issued by: Economic Adviser to Govt. of Punjab (302)--Chandigarh (401)--25-29cm. (5011)--Economic and Statistical Organization Publication (511)--a (521)--English, Punjabi (534)--I. Punjab, India (State) - Statistics - Periodicals (720)--I. Punjab, India. Economic and Statistical Organization (730)--HA1728.P9A285 (811)--315 (812)--SA68-1618 (821)--0555-7275 (825)--1645812 (826)--HAEIPeC957a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCSD UCSM UCMSW (853)--PL480: 1965-74 (910)

STATISTICAL abstract, Rajasthan. <no.> 1- ; 1958- <NST> (210)--Title varies slightly: Statistical abstract of Rajasthan <CNLC> (302)--Issued by: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Rajasthan (302)--Published by: The Directorate (305)--Jaipur (401)--Ceased (470)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Rajasthan (State) - Statistics (720)--I. Rajasthan. Directorate of Economics and Statistics (730)--HA1728.R3A3 (811)--315 (812)--SA63-1995 (821)--0081-4717 (825)--1643135 (826)--HAEIRRJ958a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC NST OC (853)--PL480: 1961-74. 1963 for special number <sic> (910)

STATISTICAL abstract, Tripura. 1959- <UCSD> (210)--Issued by: Statistical Dept., Govt. of Tripura (302)--Agartala (401)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Tripura (State) - Statistics (720)--I. Tripura. Statistical Dept. (730)--SA67-4156 (821)--1640895 (826)--HAEITa959a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD UCSM UCMSW (853)--PL480: 1962-67 (910)

STATISTICAL abstract, Uttar Pradesh (210)
search under
Sankhyikya saramsa, Uttara Pradesh.

STATISTICAL abstract, West Bengal. 1947-64 <UCSWB> (210)--nsv.1--
1975-- (290)--Issued by: Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics,
1975-- (302)--Published by: The Bureau, Govt. of West Bengal
(305)--Formerly issued by: West Bengal. State Statistical Bureau,
1947-64 (352)--<Calcutta> (401)--Alipore <ALC76> (451)--35cm.
(5011)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--Reported suspended
(540)--Revived in 1975 with nsv.1 (560)--I. West Bengal (State) --
Statistics - Periodicals (720)--I. West Bengal. Bureau of Applied
Economics and Statistics. II. West Bengal. State Statistical
Bureau (730)--HA4587.W47W47 (811)--315.4'14 (812)--79-915621
(821)--7484189 (826)--HAeIBC947a (828)--ALC80 (852)--ALC76 MI NUC OC
UCSWB (853)--PL480: 1960-61; 1975-- (910)

STATISTICAL bulletin, Uttar Pradesh. v.1-- ; 1969-- (210)--Published
by: Director of Medical & Health Services and Family Planning, Uttar
Pradesh (305)--Lucknow (401)--29cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
(531)--1. Public health - Uttar Pradesh (State) - Statistics -
Periodicals. 2. Uttar Pradesh (State) - Statistics, Medical -
Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Uttar Pradesh. Directorate of Medical &
Health Services and Family Planning (730)--RA530.U7872
(811)--312'.3'09542 (812)--72-907040 (821)--1784219
(826)--RAeIUL969a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1969 (910)

STATISTICAL commentary on Indian economic
conditions (210)
search under
Monthly commentary on Indian economic conditions.

STATISTICAL hand book, J & K (210)
search under

STATISTICAL handbook, Meghalaya. 1971-- (210)--Issued by: Directorate
of Economics, Statistics and Evaluation, Govt. of Meghalaya
(302)--Published by: Dept. of Economics and Statistics, Meghalaya
(305)--Formerly issued by: Directorate of Economics and Statistics,
Meghalaya (352)--Shillong (401)--15cm. (5011)--u (521)--English
(531)--l. Meghalaya (State) - Statistics (720)--I. Meghalaya. Dept.
of Economics and Statistics. II. Meghalaya. Directorate of
Economics and Statistics. III. Meghalaya. Directorate of
Economics, Statistics and Evaluation (730)--HA1728.M45S8
(811)--315.4'164 (812)--79-915605 (821)--HAeIMeS971u (828)--ALC76
(852)--ALC80 OC (853)--PL480: 1971-- (910)

STATISTICAL handbook, Mizoram. no.1-- ; 1974-- (210)--Issued by: Dept.
of Economics and Statistics, Govt. of Mizoram (302)--Aizawl
(401)--13cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--l.
Mizoram (State) - Statistics - Periodicals (720)--I. Mizoram. Dept.
STATISTICAL pocket-book of the Union Territory of Goa, Daman and Diu.
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SVASTHYA evam parivara niyojana bulietina (210)--Published by: Rajya Parivara Niyojana Byuro, Loka Svasthya evam Parivara Niyojana Sancalanalaya, Ma. Pra. (305)--<Bhopala> (401)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Continued by: Svasthya evam parivara kalyana bulaitina (Bulletin on health and family planning in Madhya Pradesh) (602)--Svasthya evam parivara Kalyana bulaitina (750)--X8-914647 (822)--ALC80 (852)

SVATANTRA jyoti. v.1-ll(1); 1965-Aug. 1975 <PI75> (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--M. R. Arya <PI75> (402)--Reported ceased (470)--D-199 West Patel Nagar, New Delhi-110 008 (480)--27cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--e (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: M. R. Arya (611)--News and current affairs (680)--AP95.H5S88 (811)--72-907327 (821)--1784230 (826)--APhID965e (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.8-ll(1); Aug. 1972-Aug. 1975 (910)

SWAMINARAYAN (210)

search under

Swaminarayan bliss.

SWAMINARAYAN bliss (210)--Formerly: Swaminarayan (250)--<Ahmedabad> (401)--<Bochasanyasi Shri Aksharapurushottam Sanstha> (402)--Shahibag Road, Ahmedabad-380 004, Gujarat (480)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Articles expressing the views of the Swaminarayan sect of Hinduism (680)--I. Hinduism - Periodicals (720) --I. Bochasanyasi Shri Aksharapurushottama Sanstha (730)--Swaminarayan (740)--BLL100.895 (811)--81-4023 (821)--6704286 (826)--BLeIGuA9uuq (828)--ALC80 (852)--ALC79 NST NUC OC (853)
SWATANTRA newsletter  T U L I P

(826)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCD (853)--PL480: No.1- 7; Feb. 17/Mar.
15, 1965-Dec. 24, 1969 (910)

SWATANTRA newsletter. v.1- ; 1968<7-- <IPP> (210)--Issued by:
National Headquarters of the Swatantra Party (302)--Published by:
Central Office of Swatantra Party (305)--Bombay (401)--Reported
ceased (470)--m (521)--bimonthly: ?-no.57; ?-Mar./Apr. 1966?
(525)--English (531)--Suspended: Jan. 1971-July 1973 (540)--I.
Central Office of Swatantra Party (730)--SA68-13081 (821)--1774487
(826)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 IPP (853)--PL480: No.56-77; Jan. 'Feb.
1966-Aug. 1973 (910)

SWATANTRA Party (110)--National convention. <lst>- ; 1960- (210)--
Running title: Swatantra souvenir (2307)--Bombay (401)--i
(521)--English (531)--Swatantra party souvenir, 1961
(640)--Swatantra Party. 1. Swatantra souvenir. 2. Swatantra party
souvenir (740)--329 (812)--SA62-854 rev. (821)--0586-1209
(825)--1774488 (826)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: 1st-5th;
1960-Oct. 1968 (910)

SWATANTRA Party (110)
1. Swatantra party souvenir (210)
2. Swatantra souvenir (210)
search under its
National convention <ALC76>

SYNDICATE Bank (110)--Annual report (210)--Manipal (401)--a (521)--
English (531)--74-926677 (821)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:
1970-73 (910)
T.A.I.R.O.
search under
Textile and Allied Industries Research Organisation.

T.C.I.
search under
Travel Corporation, India.

T.D.A.
search under
Trade Development Authority.

T.I.D.C.O.
search under
Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation.

T.I.S.C.O.
search under
Tata Iron and Steel Company.

TAGORE Centenary bulletin. <no.> 1- ; Aug. 1960-Nov. 1961 <NST> (210) --Published by: Rabindranath Tagore Centenary Committee (305)--New Delhi (401)--i (521)--English (531)--The November 1960 issue incorporates the material originally published in the first issue (680)--891; 920 (812)--SA64-6114 (821)--0494-4879 (825)--1641020 (826)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: Sept. 1961 (910)

TAGORE studies. <no.> 1- ; 1969- (210)--Published by: Tagore Research Institute (305)--Calcutta (401)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Tagore, Rabindranath, Sir, 1861-1941 <OC> (720)--I. Tagore Research Institute (730)--PK1726.T32 (811)--75-913866 (821)--0082-1454 (825)--1697291 (826)--PKmBC969a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: No.1- ; 1969- (910)

The TAJ magazine. v.1- ; 1972- (210)--Bombay (401)--C. Panjabi for Indian Hotels Company (402)--Camellia Panjabi, Apollo Bunder, Bombay-400 039 (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Includes unnumbered, undated issue <OC> (620)--l. India - Civilization - Periodicals. 2. India - Social life and customs - Periodicals (720)--X2-908051 (822)--9207666 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1, 1972- ; Vol.2(3), Oct. 1970 not available (910)

TAMIL arasu. v.1- ; July 1, 1970- (210)--Published by: Director of Information and Public Relations, Govt. of Tamil Nadu (305)--Madras (401)--m (521)--Formerly semimonthly (525)--English (531)--Succeeds: Tamil Nadu education (601)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--General review of the activities of the Tamil Nadu Government (680)--Tamil Nadu education (750)--70-915386 (821)--1645458
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Tamil Nadu (1968-

Succeeds Madras State in 1968. Publications issued by the Government of Tamil Nadu and its predecessor government Madras (before 1968) are entered under the above heading.

Tamil Nadu (110)

Search also under:

Madras (State).

Tamil Nadu (110)—Administration report; report on the administration of the Madras Presidency (210) search under its State administration report <AL>


Tamil Nadu; (210)—an economic appraisal, 1971-72 (212)—Published by: Finance Dept., Govt. of Tamil Nadu (305)—Madras (401)—Issued in 2 pts. (502)—Vol. for 1971 treated by LC as a monograph (512)—a (521)—English (531)—70-926701 (821)—ALC76 (852)—NUC (853)—PL480: 1971— (910)—LC card no. as given in NUC reflects the nature of the publication as a monograph (991)
BOUQUET T

Tamil Nadu (110) — An economic classification of the Tamil Nadu Government budgetary transactions (210)

search under its

An economic-cum-functional classification of the Tamil Nadu Government budgetary transactions.


Tamil Nadu (110) — Annual financial statement (budget) of the Govt. of Tamil Nadu (210) — Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Finance Dept. (352) — Madras (401) — Govt. of Tamil Nadu (402) — 33cm. (501) — a (521) — English (531) — Includes the accounts of the previous 2 years (620) — I. Budget — Tamil Nadu (State) — Yearbooks (720) — Madras (State). Finance Dept. Annual financial statement (budget) of the Govt. of Madras (740) — HJ66.34B34 (811) — 354'54'820072252'05 (812) — 82-643090 (821) — 8416666 (826) — HJeITM9uua (828) — NUC (852) — OC (853)


Tamil Nadu (110) — Detailed industries budget (210) — Formerly issued - 1427 -
Tamil Nadu


Tamil Nadu (110)–Detailed revised estimates of revenue (210)
search under its
Detailed budget estimates of revenue.

Tamil Nadu (110)–Explanatory memorandum on the budget of the Govt. of Tamil Nadu (210)–Madras (401)–27cm. (5011)–u (521)–English (531)–1. Budget – Tamil Nadu (State) – Periodicals (720)–HJ66.T3B16 (811)–354'.54'8200722 (812)–76–913286 (821)–2677295 (826)–HCeITM9uuu (828)–OC (852)

Tamil Nadu (110)–The Fort St. George gazette (210)
search under its
Government gazette.
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BOUQUET T

TAMIL Nadu

(812)--73-929592 (821)--1790618 (826)--HCEITM972a (828)--ALC79
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1971/72-- (910)

TAMIL Nadu (110)--Public instruction report of the
Tamil Nadu State (210)
search under its
Report on public instruction in the Tamil Nadu State.

TAMIL Nadu (110)--Report on public instruction in the Tamil Nadu
State (210)--Formerly: 1. Report on public education in the Madras
State. 1964/65-1973/74. 2. Public instruction report of the Tamil
Nadu. 1974/75- (260)--Salem <OC> (401)--Govt. of Tamil Nadu
(402)--<Madras> (451)--31cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a
(521)--English (531)--Continues: Madras (State). Education Dept.
Report on public instruction in the Madras State. ?-1963/64
(601)--1. Education - Tamil Nadu (State) - Periodicals. 2.
Education - Madras (State) - Periodicals (720)--1. Madras (State).
Education Dept. Report on public instruction in the Madras State.
2. Tamil Nadu. Public instruction report of the Tamil Nadu State
(740)--LA1154.T3T3 (811)--37O'.954'82 (812)--80-647241
(821)--7111524 (826)--I AeIT99uuu (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC
(853)--PL480: 1974/75-- (910)

TAMIL Nadu (110)--Report on the general elections in Tamil Nadu. 5th--
(1971--210)--Madras (401)--Printed by the Director of Stationery
and Print. (403)--25cm. (5011)--Issued in 2 or more vols., 1971--
<OC> (502)--k (quinquennial) (521)--English (531)--Continues: Madras
(State). Election Commission. Report on general elections in
Madras (601)--1. Elections - Madras (State). 2. Elections - Tamil
Nadu (State) <OC> (720)--Madras (State). Election Commission.
Report on general elections in Madras (740)--JQ539.A15A3
(811)--329'.023'548205 (812)--75-900192 (821)--2245567 (826)--ALC76
(852)--OC (855)--PL480: 1962-67; 1971-- (910)

TAMIL Nadu (110)--Report on the health education in Madras State (210)
--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Public
health - Tamil Nadu (State) - Periodicals. 2. Tamil Nadu -
Statistics, Medical - Periodicals. 3. Tamil Nadu (State) -
Statistics, Vital - Periodicals (720)--RA312.T3T3
(811)--362.1'954'82 (812)--72-906923 (821)--3389858 (826)--ALC76
(852)--OC (855)--PL480: 1964-65 (910)

TAMIL Nadu (110)--Report on the working of cooperative societies in
the State of Tamil Nadu. 1968-- (210)--Madras (401)--30cm.
Madras State before reorganization; II. Nov. 1956-June 1957 for
reorganized Madras State (502)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues:
Madras (State). Cooperative Dept. Report on the working of
cooperative societies in the State of Madras, ?-1966/67
(601)--Report year ends June 30 (620)--1. Cooperative societies -


Tamil Nadu (110)—Statement of posts and scales of pay (210)—Formerly issued by: Madras (State), ?—1968/69 (352)—Madras (401)—34cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Tamil Nadu (State) — Officials and employees — Salaries, allowances, etc. (720)—I. Madras (State) (730)—JQ532.22A32 (811)—SA68–18088 (821)—7105130 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1967/68— (910)


Tamil Nadu (110)—Tamil Nadu government gazette (210) search under its Government gazette.

Tamil Nadu (110)—Tamil Nadu services manual. 1900–1979 (210)—Madras (401)—Govt. of Tamil Nadu (402)—29cm. (5011)—q (521)—English (531)—Incorporates amendments issued upto 31st Oct. 1975 (620)—1. Civil services — Tamil Nadu (State) (720)—JQ620.T35T3 <UMC> (811)—342’.5482’068 (812)—78–904864 (821)—UMC (852)—OC (853)

Tamil Nadu (110)—Vote on account for expenditure of the Govt. of Tamil Nadu (210)—Madras (401)—30cm. (5011)—u (521)—English (531)—Succeeds: Madras (State). Finance Dept. Vote on account for expenditure (601)—1. Tamil Nadu (State) — Appropriations and expenditures (720)—Madras (State). Finance Dept. Vote on account

Tamil Nadu. Cooperative Dept. (110)--Report on the working of cooperative societies in the State of Tamil Nadu (210) search under
Tamil Nadu (110)--Report on the working of cooperative societies in the State of Tamil Nadu.

Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Administration report of the Agriculture Dept. 1968/69-- (210)--Published by: The Department (305)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Dept. of Agriculture, ?-1967/68 (352)--Madras (401)--31cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Agriculture - Tamil Nadu (State) - Periodicals. 2. Agriculture - Madras (State) - Periodicals (720)--I. Madras (State). Dept. of Agriculture (730)--S280.M3A36 (811)--354'.5482'0283 (812)--76-913269 (821)--2682293 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1968/69 (910)

Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Agriculture (110) Agricultural compendium (210) search under
Tamil Nadu. Directorate of Agriculture (110) Agricultural mini compendium.

Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Approved Schools and Vigilance Service (110)--Administration report on the working of the suppression of immoral traffic in women and girls act, 1956. 1968-- (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Office of the Chief Inspector of Approved Schools and Vigilance Service. ?-1967 (352)--Madras (401)--Printed by the Director of Stationery and Print. (403)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Prostitution - Tamil Nadu (State). 2. Pimps - Tamil Nadu (State) (720)--I. Madras (State). Office of the Chief Inspector of Approved Schools and Vigilance Service. II. Tamil Nadu. Office of the Chief Inspector of Approved Schools and Vigilance Service (730)--HQ239.T33A22 (811)--364.8 (812)--76-927085 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1962-72. Vol. for 1964 not available (910)
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TAMIL Nadu. Dept. of Industries, Labour, and Cooperation (110)--Report on the working of the Factories act (210) search under
Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Labour (110)--Report on the working of the Factories act.


TAMIL Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110) Abstract of statistics for Tamil Nadu (210) search under
Abstract of statistics for Tamil Nadu.
TAMIL Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)--Administration report (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics. 1965/66 (352)--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tamil Nadu (State) - Statistics. 2. Madras (State) - Statistics (720)--I. Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics (730)--HA1728.T3A27 (811)--315 <NST>; 354'.54'82 (812)--72-929743 (821)--0541-7821 (825)--2054964 (826)--HAeITM967a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCSD (853)--PL480: 1960/61-1972/73 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)--Annual statistical abstract for Tamil Nadu (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics (352)--Madras (401)--a (521)--English (531)--Vols. for 1967--cover the period before the name of the State was changed <NUC> (620)--1. Tamil Nadu (State) - Statistics. 2. Madras (State) - Statistics (720)--I. Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics (730)--Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics. Annual statistical abstract for the Madras State (740)--HA1728.T3A3 (811)--SA68-19518 (821)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC NUC UCSD UCKS UCST (853)--PL480: 1959/60-1967/68-1968/69 (comb. issue) (910)


TAMIL Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)--Crop estimation survey on food crops (210)
search under its
Report on crop estimation survey on food crops.

TAMIL Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)--Crop estimation survey on groundnut crop (210)
search under its
Report on crop estimation survey on non-food crops.

TAMIL Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)--Crop estimation survey on non-food crops (210)
search under its
Consolidated results of crop estimation survey of non-food crops <ALC79>
Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)
Statistical abstract for Tamil Nadu (210)
search under its
Annual statistical abstract for Tamil Nadu <ALC76>


Tamil Nadu. Directorate of Archives (110)--Administration report of the Tamil Nadu State archives (210)
search under
Tamil Nadu. State Archives (110)
Administration report <ALC76 CNLC>

Tamil Nadu. Directorate of Backward Classes (110)
Performance budget--Backward Classes (210)
search under
Tamil Nadu (110)--Performance budget--Backward Classes <ALC79>

Tamil Nadu education. v.3-<4>; 1969-70? <UCD> (210)--Formerly: Madras education. v.1-2; 1967-68 (250)--Published by: State Institute of Education (305)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Tamil arasu wef. July 1970 (602)--1. Education -- Tamil Nadu (State) - Periodicals (720)--I. State Institute of Education (730)--Madras education (740)--Tamil arasu (750)--L61.T3 (811)--370'.5 (812)--70-907142 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCD (853)--PL480: V.2(1-4); Jan.--Oct. 1969 (910)

Tamil Nadu. Education Dept. (110)--Administration report of the Govt. Museum, Madras; the National Art Gallery, Madras; the Govt. Museum, Padukkottai and the Connemara Public Library (Exchange Section), Madras. 1968/69- (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Education and Public Health Dept. 1957/61-1966/67 (352)--Madras (401)--Printed by the Director of Stationary and Printing (403)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Museums -- Tamil Nadu

Tamil Nadu Electricity Board (110)--Journal of the Tamil Nadu Electricity Board (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras State Electricity Board. ?=July/Dec. 1967 (352)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--f (521)--Formerly quarterly (525)--English (531)--Volume numbers irregular (571)--1. Electric power - Periodicals. 2. Atomic power - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Madras State Electricity Board (730)--TK1.M24 (811)--621.31'05 (812)--72-929675 (821)--7084270 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.17(3), July/Sept. 1963-- (910)

Tamil Nadu. Finance Dept. (110) Budget memorandum (SA68-16284) (210)
search under its Explanatory memorandum on the budget of the Govt. of Tamil Nadu.


Tamil Nadu. Finance Dept. (110) Vote on account for expenditure (210)
search under Tamil Nadu (110)--Vote on account for expenditure.
TAMIL Nadu. Harijan and Tribal Welfare Dept. (110)
Performance budget--Harijan and Tribal Welfare (210)

Tamil Nadu (110)--Performance budget--Harijan and Tribal Welfare <ALC79>

TAMIL Nadu. Harijan Welfare Dept. (110)--Administration report (210)

TAMIL Nadu. Health and Family Planning Dept. (110)--Report on the working of the civil hospitals and dispensaries in the Tamil Nadu. 1966-- (210)--Published by: The Department (305)--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues: Madras (State). Medical Dept. Report on the working of the civil hospitals and dispensaries in the Madras State (601)--1. Hospitals, Public--Tamil Nadu (State) -- Statistics -- Periodicals. 2. Dispensaries -- Tamil Nadu (State) -- Statistics -- Periodicals. 3. Tamil Nadu (State) -- Statistics, Medical -- Periodicals <QC> (720)--Madras (State). Medical Dept. Report on the working of the civil hospitals and dispensaries in the Madras State (740)--RA990.I4M34 (811)--362.1 '1'095482 (812)--74-903436 (821)--3530158 (826)--RAeITM966a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Hindu Religious and Charitable Endowments (Administration) Dept. (110)
Administration report (210)
search under its
Report.


TAMIL Nadu. Home Dept. (110)--Administration report of the civil courts statistics. 1968/69-- (210)--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues: Madras (State). Home Dept. Civil courts statistics (601)--Vols. for ?--1968 cover the period before
Tamil Nadu. Home Dept.  


Tamil Nadu. Home Dept.  


Tamil Nadu. Home Dept.  


Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation (110)--Annual report (210)--Madras (401)--7th equals 1972 (462)--Local Library Authority Building, 3rd Floor, 150-A Anna Salai, Madras-600 002 (480)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--I. Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation - Yearbooks. 2. Industrial promotion - Tamil Nadu (State) <OC> (720)--TIDCO (740)--HC437.T24T37 (811)--354'.54'820082 (812)--73-903546 (821)--1790510 (826)--HCE1TM9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 7th--?; 1972-74 (910)

Tamil Nadu. Jail Dept.  

(110)--Administration report of the Jail Dept. in Tamil Nadu (210)--Caption title: Annual report on the administration of jails in the Tamil Nadu (2306)--Madras (401)--Govt. of Tamil Nadu (402)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
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Tamil Nadu. Jail Dept. (110)—Annual report on the administration of jails in the Tamil Nadu (210)

search under its

Administration report of the Jail Dept. in Tamil Nadu.


Tamil Nadu Journal of cooperation. v.64(5), Nov. 1972—(210)—Formerly: 1. Madras bulletin of cooperation. v.1-20(1); 1900-1928. 2. Madras journal of cooperation. v.20(2)—64(4); 1928-Oct. 1972 <UCD> (250)—Published by: Tamil Nadu Cooperative Union (305)—Official journal of the Union <OC> (307)—Formerly: Official journal of Madras Provincial Cooperative Union, 1900—? (357)—Madras (401)—Anna Salai, Madras-600 009 (480)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—Some numbers issued combined (503)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Kolathoor Kothandam <PI75> (611)—Includes Special numbers <OC> (640)—Cooperation (680)—1. Cooperative societies—Tamil Nadu (State)—Periodicals. 2. Cooperative societies—Periodicals. 3. Cooperation—India—Periodicals <OC> (720)—1. Tamil Nadu Cooperative Union <OC> (730)—1. Madras bulletin of cooperation. 2. Madras journal of cooperation (LC No. 47-42912) (740)—HD3537.M25 (811)—334'.0954'82 (812)—73-902214 (821)—0377-8002 (825)—1790459 (826)—HDeITM900m (828)—ALC76 (852)—AL75 IOL OC PI75 UCD ULS (853)—PL480: v.56(2), Aug. 1964—(910)

Tamil Nadu. Labour and Employment Dept. (110)—Annual report on the working of the minimum wages act, 1948. 1976—(210)—Formerly: Report on the working of the minimum wages act in the State of Tamil Nadu (250)—Formerly issued by: Dept. of Labour, Govt. of Tamil Nadu <OC> (352)—Madras (401)—Director of Stationery and Printing (403)—30cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—Continues: Madras (State). Dept. of Industries, Labour and Cooperation. Report on


TAMIL Nadu. Legislative Assembly (110)--Quadrennial review. 1967/70- (210)--Published by: Legislative Assembly Dept., Govt. of Tamil Nadu (305)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Legislative Assembly, 1952/57-1962/67 (352)--Madras (401)--Fort St. George, Madras-600 009 (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--z (quadrennial) (521)--English (531)--1. Madras (State) - Politics and government. 2. Tamil Nadu (State) - Politics and government. 3. Legislation - Tamil Nadu (State) <OC> (720)--I. Madras (State). Legislative Assembly (730)--JQ533.A27 (811)--328.54'82'01 (812)--74-900011 (821)--1797672 (826)--JQeITM957z (828)--PL480: 1962/67-1967/70 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Legislative Assembly (110)--Tamilnattu cattap peravai "yar. evar" who's who (210)--Published by: Legislative Assembly Dept., Govt. of Tamil Nadu (305)--Formerly published by: Legislative Assembly Dept., Govt. of Madras State, 1957-67 (355)--Madras (401)--i (521)--English (531)--I. Madras (State). Legislative Assembly (730)--73-905041 (821)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1962-67; 1971 (910)


TAMIL Nadu. Legislative Council (110)--Debates; (210)--official report. v.78(3)-- ; Feb. 24, 1969-- (212)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Legislative Council. V.1-78(2); Feb. 11, 1950-Feb. 24, 1969 <OC> (352)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English, Tamil

TAMIL Nadu. Public Works Dept. (110)—Administration report (210)
Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Public Works Dept. (352)—31cm. (5011)—Issued in several parts (502)—a (521)—English (531)—Vols. for <1963/64, 1967/68> cover the period before the State name was changed (620)—1. Tamil Nadu (State) — Public works. 2. Madras (State) — Public works (720)—1. Madras (State). Public Works Dept. (730)—HD4295.T3S5A3 (811)—354'.54'820086 (812)—73-929534 (821)—1790609 (826)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC (853)—PL480: 1959/60-1971/72 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Registration Dept. (110)—Note on the statistics of the Registration Dept. in the State of Tamil Nadu (210)—Published by: The Department (305)—Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Registration Dept. ?—1966/67 (352)—Madras (401)—29cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Recording and registration — Tamil Nadu (State). 2. Recording and registration — Madras (State) (720)—1. Madras (State). Registration Dept. (730)—HA39.I43T37 (811)—72-901344 (821)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1965/66-1966/67; 1968/69-1972/73 (910)


TAMIL Nadu Small Industries Corporation (110)—Annual report—TANSI
(210)—Published by: The Corporation (305)—Madras (401)—Arul Manai, 26 Whites Road, Madras-600 014 (480)—28cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Tamil Nadu Small Industries Corporation — Periodicals <OC> (720)—HC437.T24T38 (811)—338.7'68 (812)—76-913041 (821)—2776346 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1973/74 (910)

TAMIL Nadu State Archives (110)—Administration report. 1968/69—
Tamil Nadu. State Employment Market Information
Unit (110)—Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Tamil Nadu (210)
search under its
Report on the occupational pattern of employees
in the private sector in Tamil Nadu <ALC77>

Tamil Nadu. State Employment Market Information Unit (110)—Report
on the occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Tamil Nadu. 1965— (210)—Caption title: Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Tamil Nadu (2306)—Formerly: Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Madras (250)—Published by: The Unit (305)—Formerly issued by: Madras (State). State Employment Market Information Unit (352)—Madras (401)—33cm. (5011)—Issued in 2 pts., 1965— (502)—g (521)—English (531)—1. Tamil Nadu (State) — Occupations — Yearbooks. 2. Tamil Nadu (State) — Occupations — Statistics. 3. Madras (State) — Occupations — Yearbooks. 4. Madras (State) — Occupations — Statistics (720)—Madras (State). State Employment Market Information Unit. Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Madras State (740)—HB2730.M3A32 (811)—331.12’S'095482 (812)—77—912380 (821)—6335442 (826)—ALC78 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1965— (910)

Tamil Nadu. State Employment Market Information Unit (110)—Report

Tamil Nadu. State Employment Market Information Unit (110)—Review of employment in Tamil Nadu. 1969— (210)—Published by: Directorate of Employment and Training, Govt. of Tamil Nadu (305)—Madras
TAMIL Nadu. Stationery


TAMIL Nadu Tourism Development Corporation (110)--Annual report--Tamil Nadu Tourism Development Corporation (210)--Published by: The Corporation (305)--Madras (401)--3rd equals 1973/74 (462)--V. S. T. Motors Bldgs., 34 Mount Road, Madras-600 002 <OC> (480)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tamil Nadu Tourism Development Corporation - Yearbooks (720)--G155.T4T34 (811)--338.7'61'915482045 (812)--75-908007 (821)--2480798 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 3rd, 1973/74 (910)


TAMIL Nadu Water Supply and Drainage Board (110)--Administration report--Tamil Nadu Water Supply and Drainage Board. 1971/74--(210)--Published by: The Board (305)---(s.1.) (401)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tamil Nadu Water Supply and Drainage Board (720)--TD303.T34T34 (811)--354'.54'82008232 (812)--77-912197 (821)--3791078 (826)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

TAMILIAN antiquary. no.1-- ; 1907--(210)--Published by: T. A. Society
BOUQUET T

(305) -- Trichinopoly (401) -- Ceased <UCTN> (470) -- 22cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- ports. (5013) -- The Tamilian Archaeological Society series (511) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- NLC (852) -- NUC UCTN (853)

TANAVA. v.1- ; 1972- (210) -- Pipariya (401) -- Banshi Maheshwari <PI75> (402) -- 57--Mangalwada, Piparia-461 775, MP (480) -- q (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Ed.: Hari Shankar Agarwal <PI75> (611) -- Poems (680) -- X9-915001 (822) -- ALC79 (852) -- PI75 (853)

TANJORE Maharaja Serfoji's Saraswati Mahal Library (110) -- The journal of the Tanjore Maharaja Serfoji's Saraswati Mahal Library. v.1- ; 1939- <PI75> (210) -- Thanjavur (401) -- N. Kandaswami Pillai (402) -- illus. (5012) -- Some issues combined (503) -- t (3 nos. a year) (521) -- English, Tamil, Sanskrit (534) -- Ed.: N. Kandaswami Pillai (611) -- Literary and cultural (680) -- Sarasvati Mahal Library, Tanjore (740) -- 2671 M.19 (811) -- SA66-6374 (821) -- ALC76 (852) -- CNLC IOL NLC PH PI75 UCD ULS UMC (853) -- PL480: V.18(2), 1965- (910)

TANJORE Saraswathi Mahal Library <PH> search under
Tanjore Maharaja Serfoji's Saraswati Mahal Library.

The TANNER. v.1- ; 1946 <?- <OC> (210) -- <Bangalore> (401) -- <S. Raja> (402) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Tanning and allied agencies (680) -- Tanning -- Periodicals <OC> (720) -- TS940 T3 (811) -- 675 (812) -- 51-38503 (821) -- 2450970 (826) -- ALC80 (852) -- OC (853)

TAPOVAN prasad. v.1- ; 1963- (210) -- Sponsored by: Tara Cultural Trust (306) -- Madras (401) -- Mrs. Leela Namibari <PI75> (402) -- Vignana Mandir, 10 Harrington Road, Madras-600 031 (480) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Mrs. Leela Namibari (611) -- Hindu religion and philosophy (680) -- 73-904752 (821) -- 1714706 (826) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC PI75 (853) -- PL480: V.11, Jan. 1973- (910)

TAPROBANIAN; (210) -- a Dravidian journal of Oriental studies in and around Ceylon, in natural history, archaeology, philology, history, etc. v.1-4: 1887-95; Oct. 1885- <NUC> (212) -- Bombay (401) -- The Education Society's Press (402) -- Ceased <ULS> (470) -- 33cm. (5011) -- b (521) -- English (531) -- ULS (852) -- NLC NUC (853)


TATA Industries Limited. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110) -- Statistical outline of India (210) (55-25623) search under
Tata Services Limited. Dept. of Economics
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TATA Institute of Social Work, Bombay.
Bureau of Research and Publications (110)
Indian journal of social work (210)
search under
Indian journal of social work <AL ULS>

TATA Iron and Steel Company, Ltd. (110)--Report (210)--Bombay (401)--28 cm. (50'')--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--HD9526.I44T33 (811)--51-23788 (821)--1774493 (826)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 59th-68th; 1965/66-1974/75 (910)

TATA Iron and Steel Company (110)
TISCO; technical journal of the Tata Iron and Steel Company (210)
search under
TISCO; technical journal of the Tata Iron and Steel Company.


BOUQUET  

TAX consult.  


TATASTHA.  v.1- ; 1969 <2>- (210) -- Pilani (401) -- Santosha Sahala  

TATHAGATA vani. v.1- ; Apr./June 1974- (210) -- Cover title: Tathagata vani (2304) -- Published by: International Buddhist Culture Centre (305) -- Varanasi (401) -- q (521) -- English, Hindi (534) -- Suspended (540) -- On Buddhism (680) -- 74-903957 (821) -- ALC76 (852) -- PL480: V.1(1-2); Apr./June-July/Sept. 1974 (910)

TATHYA (210) -- Published by: Di. Pra. Hindi Sahitya Sammelana Nayabansa Madnala ke nimitta (305) -- Dilli (401) -- q (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Hindi literature (680) -- ALC76 (852) -- PL480: No.21/22, 1974- (910)


TAX consultant. no.1- ; July 1969- (210) -- Bombay (401) -- S. K. Agarwal <PI75> (402) -- Unique Printing Press <OC> (432) -- A. I. Sneha Sadan Naoroji, Gamadia Road, Cumballa Hill, Bombay-400 026 <PI75> (480) -- Sharda Chambers, New Marine Lines, Bombay-400 020 <OC> (483) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Some issues combined (503) -- b (521) -- monthly:
TAXATION


TAXATION. v.1—; Jan. 1948—(210)—Delhi (401)—S. R. Bhargava

<PI75> (402)—174 Jorbagh, Delhi-110 003 (480)—25cm. (5011)—Vols. for.. contain several sections consecutively numbered <OC> (502)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: S. R. Bhargava (611)—Law and public administration <PI75> (680)—1. Taxation—India—Law <OC> (720)—SA67-5203 (821)—1767174 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC PI75 (853)—PL480: V.19, Jan. 1965—910)

TAXATION law reports. v.1—; Apr. 1971—(210)—Published by: All India Reporter (305)—Nagpur (401)—J. W. Chitaley (402)—A.I.R. Book Publications (432)—Congress Nagar, Nagpur, Maharashtra (480)—25cm. (5011)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: S. Appu Rao (611)—Law; annual cumulation (680)—1. Taxation—India—Cases <OC> (720)—Law (811)—70-924182 (821)—1773441 (826)—PI75 (852)—ALC76 OC UCJK (853)

TAXATION's yearbook and digest. <no.> 1—; 1948—(210)—Formerly: Taxation's yearbook and digest of tax cases (250)—New Delhi (401)—Taxation (402)—Jorbagh, New Delhi-110 003 <CIPE> (480)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—Superseded by: The Year book and digest (602)—Ed.: R. Bhargava <CIPE> (611)—Indexes (651)—Indexed in: Index India; Index to Indian Legal Periodicals <CIPE> (654)—Contains latest information about income tax, wealth tax, gift tax and estate tax <CIPE> (680)—1. Taxation—India—Law <OC> (720)—Taxation's yearbook and digest of tax cases (740)—1. Taxation. 2. The Year book and digest (750)—Law (811)—333.2:00954 (812)—SA68-6704 (821)—0496-9839 (825)—1767181 (826)—ALC76 (852)—ALC80 CIPE CNLC IPP NST OC (853)—PL480: 1967—

Some volumes not available (910)

TAXATION's yearbook and digest of tax cases (210)

search under
Taxation's yearbook and digest.

TAXES and planning. v.1—; 1969—(210)—Bombay (401)—S. V. Malpani

<PI75> (402)—11-E Kalpana, Tilaknagar, Sardar Patel Road, Bombay-400 004 <PI75> (480)—22cm. (5011)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: V. D. Malpani (611)—Taxation and estate planning (680)—1. Tax planning—India—Periodicals <OC> (720)—Law (811)—343'.54'00405 (812)—73-906083 (821)—1790559 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC PI75 UCD (853)—PL480: V.5, pt.1, Jan. 1973—910)

TEA. v.1-17(9); 1951-Sept. 1967 <OC> (210)—Calcutta (401)—Sunil C.
BOUQUET T

TEA Research Assoc.

Guha (402)--Ceased (470)--29cm. (5011)--ports.
(5013)--tables (5015)--m (521)--English (531)--l. Tea trade
Periodicals. 2. Tea trade - India - Periodicals (720)--HD9198.Alt38
(811)--338.1 (812)--0494-8467 (825)--5391012 (826)--NST OC UCD (853)

TEA and coffee directory of India and the world. <no.> 1--
Mar. 31 (620)--l. Tea trade - India - Societies, etc.
(720)--HD9198.I4T38 (811)--338.1'7'37206254 (812)--SA68-10302
(821)--7130342 (826)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966/67 (910)

TEA Association of India (110)--Report of the Committee (210)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends
Mar. 31 (620)--l. Tea trade - India - Societies, etc.
(720)--HD9198.I4T38 (811)--338.1'7'37206254 (812)--SA68-10302
(821)--7130342 (826)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966/67 (910)

TEA Board, Calcutta (110)--Tea statistics. <1954>7- <UCSD> (210)--
Vol. for <1959> issued by the Statistics Branch, Tea Board of India
(352)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--diags.
(5017)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Tea trade - India. 2. Tea trade
Statistics (720)--I. Tea Board of India. Statistics Branch
(730)--HD9198.IAA27 (811)--57-49838 (821)--0536-7026 (825)--2114916
(826)--HDeIBC954a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC UCSD UCSD UCSDK UCM
(853)--PL480: 1959-1973/74 (910)

TEA Board, Calcutta (110)--Tea surveys; (210)--results of sample sur-
veys (212)--Vols. for 1961-63 issued by the Board's Statistics Branch
(352)--Calcutta (401)--a (521)--English (531)--SA66-2775
(821)--1774373 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC UCSD (853)--PL480: 1959-63 (910)

TEA directory. 1st-- ; 1960- (210)--Formerly: All India tea director-
ary. 1960 (250)--Published by: Tea Board, Govt. of India
(305)--Calcutta (401)--14 Brabourne Road, Calcutta-700 001
(480)--24cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--l. Tea trade
Directories (720)--I. India. Tea Board (730)--All India tea
directory (740)--HD9195.Alt32 (811)--380.1'41'37202554
(812)--SA68-19320 (821)--1800419 (826)--HDeIBC960i (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1st-3rd; 1960-70 (910)

TEA in India (210)
search under
India. Directorate of Economics and
Statistics (110)--Tea in India <ALC76>

TEA Research Association (110)--Annual scientific report <1963>-- (210)
Formerly: Annual report. 7--1962 (250)--Formerly issued by: Indian
Tea Association. Scientific Dept. 7--1962 <OC> (352)--Cinnamara
(401)--Jorhat (451)--Tocklai Experimental Station <OC>
(452)--23-33cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Tea --
TEA Research Assoc.

Periodicals. 2. Tea research <OC> (720)--Indian Tea Association. Scientific Dept. Annual report (740)--SB271.I3 (811)--SA68-16495 (821)--0564-6723 (825)--2620646 (826)--SBeITC9uu (828)--AL75 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1963- (910)


TEA Research Association (110)--Newsletter (210)

search under

Two and a bud.


TEA Trading Corporation of India (110)--Annual report--Tea Trading Corporation of India (210)--Published by: The Corporation (305)--<Calcutta> (401)--225-F Acharya Jagadish Bose Road, Calcutta-700 020 (480)--a (521)--English (531)--X9-915332 (822)--ALC79 (852)--PL480: 1975/76- (910)


The TEACHER speaks. v.1-; 1965- (210)--Issued by: National Council of Educational Research and Training. Dept. of Field Services. v.2-5 <OC> (302)--Formerly issued by: Directorate of Extension Programmes for Secondary Education, National Institute of Education. v.1-3; 1965-Mar. 1967 (352)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--i (521)--English (531)--Included are papers read at the All

TEACHERS' journal. v.1- ; 1921- <UCD> (210)--Other title: Siksha o sahitya (2303)--Published by: All-Bengal Teachers' Association (305)--Organ of the Association (307)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--Bengali, English (534)--Ed.: Rai Saheb Ishan Chandra Ghosh, 1935-- ; Birendranath Chakravarti <NLC> (611)--V.24, Dec. issue bound with v.25 <NLC> (661)--1. Education - Bengal (State). 2. Education - Periodicals (720)--I. All Bengal Teachers' Association (730)--Siksha o sahitya (740)--L61.A45 (811)--370.5 (812)--SA64-801; 52-19438 <NUC> (821)--ALC76 (852)--NLC NUC UCD ULS (853)--PL480: V.4, Jan. 1962- (910)

TEACHING; (210)--a quarterly teaching journal for teachers <ULS>. V. 1-43(4); Sept. 1928-June 1971 (212)--Bombay (401)--Oxford University Press (402)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended with V.43(4), June 1971 (540)--47-40574 (821)--0040-053X (825)--1767204 (826)--ALC76 (852)--NLC OC UCD ULS (853)--PL480: V.34(3)-43(4); Mar. 1962-June 1971 (910)


TEACHING politics (210)--Published by: Delhi University Political Science Association (305)--Journal of the Association (307)--Delhi (401)--Dept. of Political Science, University of Delhi, Delhi-110 007 (480)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--I. Delhi University Political Science Association (730)--Delhi University Political Science Association. Journal (740)--Y0-910311 (822)--ALC80 (852)

TECHNICAL teacher (210)--Published by: Technical Teachers' Training Institute (Southern Region) (305)--Madras (401)--Ceased (470)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Technical education - India - Teachers. 2. Technical Education - India - Collected works <OC> (720)--I. Technical Teachers' Training
TECHNOLOGICAL Conference. 

Institute (Southern Region) (730)--T153.T42 (811)--74-900667 (821)--5882790 (826)--TleITM9uaa (828)--ALC80 (852)--OC (853)

TECHNOLOGICAL Conference, Ahmedabad (110)--Proceedings. 1st- ; 1959- (210)--Jointly sponsored by: Ahmedabad Textile Industry's Research Association (ATIRA), Bombay Textile Research Association (BTRA), and South India Textile Research Association (SITRA) (306)--Ahmedabad (401)--Ceased <OC> (470)--24-29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Two conferences held in 1965; Conference held at Ahmedabad, Coimbatore and Bombay : rotation. Proceedings published by the host Association <OC> (680)--I. Textile industry and fabrics - India - Congresses <OC> (720)--I. Ahmedabad Textile Industry's Research Association. II. Bombay Textile Research Association. III. South India Textile Research Association (730)--TS1300.A28 (811)--SA68-14263 (821)--1647937 (826)--TSelGuA959a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1st-16th; 1959-75 (910)

TECHNOLOGY (210)

search under
Fertilizer technology.

TELAHANA patrika. Oilseeds journal (210)

search under
Oilseeds journal (Telhana patrika).

TELECOM. v.1- ; 1955- (210)--Sponsored by: All India Telegraph Engineering Employees Union (306)--New Delhi (401)--Dada Ghosh Bhavan, 1 Patel Nagar, New Delhi-110 005 (480)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: O. P. Gupta (611)--CIPE (852)--CNLC IPP (853)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS. v.1- ; 1951- (210)--Published by: Additional Chief Engineer, Posts and Telegraphs, Technical & Development Circle (305)--Jabalpur (401)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--f (521)--English (531)--Supplement accompanies V.20(2) (631)--I. Telecommunications - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. Technical & Development Circle (730)--TK5101.Alt35 (811)--SA66-3080 (821)--7654648 (826)--TKelM3951f (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.14, June 1964-- (910)

TELEPHONE directory; (210)--Goa sub-division (212)--Published by: India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (305)--Panaji (401)--a (521)--English (531)--I. India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (730)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 1967-72 (910)

TELUGU vani. v.1- ; Jan. 15, 1976- (210)--Other title: Title also in Telugu (2303)--Published by: International Telugu Institute (305)--Journal of the Institute (307)--Hyderabad (401)--24cm. (5011)--m (521)--English, Telugu (534)--I. Andhra Pradesh - India - Periodicals. 2. Telugus - History - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Internal Telugu Institute (730)--DS485.A55T4 (811)--76-913185
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BOUQUET T

TEXTILE and Allied

(821)--6116647 (826)--DSetIAH976m (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1, Jan. 1976- (910)

TEMPUS. v.1- ; Sept. 1970- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended with V.2(3), Mar. 1971 (540)--General (680)--78-916614 (821)--1779314 (826)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1, Sept. 1970- (910)

TENOR. v.1- ; June 1978- (210)--<Hyderabad> (401)--<M. Sivaram-krishna> (402)--2-2-1137/4/2 Prashanthnagar, Hyderabad-500 044, AP (480)--22cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M. Sivaramkrishna <OC> (611)--Creative writing and articles on literary subjects (680)--1. Indic literature (English) - Periodicals. 2. Indic literature (English) - History and criticism - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Sivaramkrishna, M., ed. (730)--PR9480.T46 (811)--820'.5 (812)--79-915370 (821)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)

TEVARA. v.1- ; 1977- (210)--Published by: Ma. Pra. Yuvaka Kalyana evam Samskrita Viharaga, Sagara Visvavidyalaya (305)--Sagara (401)--u (521)--Hindi (532)--Book reviews and poems (680)--ALC78 (852)


TEXPROCIL bulletin (Overseas ed.). <no.> 1- ; Oct. 1956- (210)--Published by: Cotton Textile Export Promotion Council (305)--Bombay (401)--S. Vishwanath <PI75> (402)--5th Floor, Engineering Centre, 9 Mathew Road, Bombay-400 004 <PI75> (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--Formerly: monthly: 1956- ?; bimonthly: ? (525)--English (531)--Ed.: S. Vishwanath (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--1. Textile fabrics - Periodicals. 2. Textile fabrics - India - Periodicals. 3. Textile industry - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Cotton Textiles Export Promotion Council (730)--TS1760.T35 (811)--73-900384 (821)--0492-987X (825)--2612869 (826)--TS91MtB956m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.16, 1972/73- (910)

TEXTILE and Allied Industries Research Organisation (110)--Annual report (210)--Baroda (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--TS1301.T37 (811)--71-902926 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 12th-17th; 1965-1970/71 (910)
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TEXTILE and Allied Industries Research
Organisation (110)--Report (210)
search under its Annual report.


TEXTILE And engineering directory for India and Pakistan (210)
search under Textile and engineering directory.

TEXTILE Association (India) (110)--Journal. v.33-- ; Mar. 1972- (210)--Formerly: Textile digest. v.1-32; 1940-71 <UCD> (250)--Bombay (401)--V. D. Limaye (402)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Textile industry - Periodicals. 2. Textile industry - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Textile digest (740)--TS1300.T213 (811)--677'.005 (812)--72-902559 (821)--1784117 (826)--TSeIcMtB940q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC UCD (853)--PL480: 1962- (910)

TEXTILE digest (SA62-934) (210)
search under Textile Association (India) (110)
Journal.

TEXTILE dyer and printer. v.1- ; 1967- (210)--Bombay (401)--K. S. S. Raghavan (401)--Sevak Publications <OC> (432)--B-26 Third Floor, Royal Optical Industrial Estate, Naigam Cross Road, Wadala, Bombay-400 031 (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. S. S. Raghavan (611)--Supplement accompanies V.4(2) (631)--Commerce and industry (680)--1. Dyes and dyeing - Periodicals. 2. Textile printing - Periodicals (720)--TP890.T34 (811)--667.305 (812)--SA68-18612 (821)--8536462 (826)--TFeIMtB967m (828)--PI75 (852)--ALC76 NUC OC (853)--PL480; V.1(3), Nov. 1967- (910)

TEXTILE dyer and printer; (210)--annual number. 1968- (212)--Bombay (401)--Sevak Publications <OC> (402)--Unit No. B-26 Third Floor, Royal Optical Industrial Estate, Wadala, Bombay-400 031 <OC> (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Dyes and dyeing - Yearbooks. 2. Textile printing - Yearbooks <OC>
BOUQUET T

THACKER'S Calcutta

(720)--TP890.T35 (811)--667'.3'05 (812)--73-900284 (821)--1790406 (826)--TPeImtB968a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.5-6; 1972-73 (910)

TEXTILE India. v.1- ; 1952--<UCD> (210)--Published by: Beacon Trust Ltd., for and on behalf of the Students' Union, Bengal Textile Institute (305)--Calcutta (401)--Eastland Press Service (402)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Cotton trade -- India -- Yearbooks (720)--HD9886.14T4 (811)--54-43617 (821)--NLC (852)--NUC UCD (853)

TEXTILE industry in South India. v.1- ; 1962--<UCSWB> (210)--Madras (401)--Dalal & Co. <OC> (402)--Ceased <OC> (470)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Comp. by: Dalal and Co. (613)--l. Textile industry and fabrics -- India -- Yearbooks (720)--HD9886.I62T43 (811)--55-23951 (821)--1644750 (826)--HDeITM962a (828)--NLC (852)--NUC OC UCSWB (853)

TEXTILE Machinery Manufacturers' Association, Bombay (110)--Annual report (210)--Bombay (401)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends June 30 (620)--l. Textile machinery industry -- India -- Yearbooks (720)--TS1525.T38 (811)--70-902838 (821)--7115003 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1965/66-1973/74 (910)

TEXTILE magazine. v.1- ; 1959--(210)--Madras (401)--M. Rajagopalan (402)--5A/147 Mount Road, Maskaya Gardens, Madras-600 006 (480)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M. Rajagopalan (611)--Technology (680)--ALC76 (852)--PI75 (853)--PL480: V.6, Nov. 1964-- (910)

TEXTILE trends. v.1- ; 1958--<UCD> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Eastland Publications (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--l. Textile fabrics -- Periodicals. 2. Textile fabrics -- India -- Periodicals. 3. Textile industry -- India -- Periodicals (720)--TS1300.T46 (811)--SA62-439 (821)--0040-5205 (825)--2624953 (826)--TSeIWC958m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.4(10), Jan. 1962-- (910)

THACKER's Calcutta directory, city and suburbs, together with the chief industries of Bengal (210)

search under

Thacker's Calcutta directory, including Calcutta's who's who <AL>

THACKER's Calcutta directory, including Calcutta's who's who. 1st-- ; 1905-- (210)--Formerly: Thacker's Calcutta directory, city and suburbs, together with the chief industries of Bengal <CNLC (250)--Calcutta (401)--Thacker's Press and Directories (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--A comprehensive guide to all important business, commercial, educational, legal, government, and legislative information related to Calcutta and West
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THACKER'S directory

Bengal (680)--1. Calcutta - Directories (720)--Thacker's Calcutta directory, city and suburbs, together with the chief industries of Bengal (740)--DS486.C275 (811)--46-36156 (821)--ALC77 (852)--CNLC UMC (853)--PL480: 43rd ed., 1975- (910)

THACKER's directory for Bengal (210)
search under
Thacker's Indian directory and the world trade.

THACKER's Indian directory (210)
search under
Thacker's Indian directory and the world trade.

THACKER's Indian directory and the world trade (210)--Formerly: 1. Thacker's Post Office directory for Bengal, the North-Western Provinces...and British Burmah, 1863 (1st)-1864. 2. Thacker's directory for Bengal, 1865-68. 3. The Bengal directory, 1869-79. 4. Thacker's Indian directory, 1880- ?. 5. Thacker's Indian directory of India, Burma, Ceylon, Pakistan and the world (250)--Calcutta (401)--Thacker's Press and Directories (402)--Incorrectly reported as ceased in the AL70 (470)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Suspended with 98th ed., 1970 <OC> (540)--Resumed with 99th ed. in 1978 <OC> (560)--Encyclopaedia of Indian trade and industries (680)--1. India - Gazetteers. 2. India - Industries - Directories (720)--1. Thacker's directory for Bengal. 2. The Bengal directory. 3. Thacker's Indian directory. 4. Thacker's Indian directory of India, Burma, Ceylon, Pakistan and the world. 5. Thacker's Post Office directory for Bengal, North-Western Provinces...and British Burmah (740)--DS405.A2 (811)--9534340 (826)--AL70 (852)--ALC79 OC UCSWB (853)--PL480: 98th ed.- (910)

THACKER's Indian directory of India, Burma, Ceylon, Pakistan and the world (210)
search under
Thacker's Indian directory and the world trade.

THACKER's Post Office directory for Bengal, the North-Western Provinces...and the British Burmah (210)
search under
Thacker's Indian directory and the world trade.

THAPAR's Indian industrial directory; (210)--eastern zone of India.
1st ed.- ; 1972-- (212)--Parallel title: Indian industrial directory (2301)--Calcutta (401)--28cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. India - Industries - Directories <OC> (720)--Indian industrial directory (740)--HC432.T5 (811)--SA68-8403 (821)--5525753 (826)--AL75 (852)--CNLC NST OC UCSU UCST UMC (853)--PL480: 2nd-6th ed. (910)
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THEOSOPHICAL Soc.

THEATRE Unit (110)--Bulletin. v.1- ; 1953- (210)--Published by: Unity Theatre (305)--Bombay (401)--u (521)--English (531)--Theatre Unit bulletin (740)--792.92 (812)--0493-0630 (825)--PH (852)--NST (853)

THEATRE Unit bulletin (210)
search under
Theatre Unit (110)--Bulletin.

THEISTIC quarterly review (210)
search under
Theistic review and interpreter.

The THEISTIC review and interpreter. June 1881-Nov. & Dec. 1882 (210)--Formerly: Theistic quarterly review (250)--Simla (401)--21cm. (5011)---Issued in 2 sections (502)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Pratapa Chandra Majumdar (611)--Contains 2 sections: 1. Theistic review and; 2. Interpreter (620)--1. Theistic review. 2. Interpreter (710)--1. Theism - Periodicals. 2. Brahma-samaj - Periodicals (720)--I. Majumdar, Pratapa Chandra, 1840-1905, ed. (730)--Theistic quarterly review (740)--BL200 (811)--7529927 (826)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

THEOSOPHICAL movement; (210)--a magazine devoted to the living of the higher life. v.1- ; Nov. 1930- (212)--Sponsored by: United Lodge of Theosophists <ULS> (306)--Organ of the United Lodge of Theosophists <OC> (307)--Bombay (401)--R. K. Murthy (402)--Theosophy Co. <OC> (432)--W. Q. Judge Press, No. 97 Residency Road, Bangalore-560 025 (480)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M. Dastur (611)--Religion and philosophy (680)--1. Theosophy - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. United Lodge of Theosophists, Bombay (730)--BP500.T435 (811)--212 (812)--49-25427 (821)--0040-5884 (825)--1681222 (826)--BPEIMTB930m (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC PI75 ULS (853)--PL480: V.34, Nov. 1963- (910)

THEOSOPHICAL review; (210)--journal of the Indian section of the Theosophical Society, new series. v.51(4/7)-61(1); Apr./July 1954-Jan. 1964 (212)--Formerly: 1. Prasnottara. V.1-9; 1904-1911 <NLC>. 2. Theosophy in India; or Indian theosophist; the gazette of the Indian section of the Theosophical Society. V.10-<34>; <1912-1937>. 3. Indian theosophist. v.35-51(3); 1938-Mar. 1954 (250)--Published by: Theosophical Society Indian Section (305)--Banaras (401)--22cm. (5011)--m (slightly irregular) (521)--English (531)--No more published (550)--Ed.: G. N. Gokhale, 1938-44 <NUC> (611)--Includes book reviews <NUC> (620)--Oct. 1938 includes separately paged supplement (631)--1. Theosophy - Per. and soc. publications (720)--I. Theosophical Society, Indian Section (730)--1. Indian theosophist. 2. Prasnottara. 3. Theosophy in India (740)--BP560.T4 (811)--ULS (852)--NLC NUC (853)

THEOSOPHICAL Society, Madras (110)
Brahma vidya (210)
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search under
Brahmavidya <PH>


THEOSOPHY in India or Indian theosophist (210)

search under
Theosophical review; journal of the Indian Section of the Theosophical Society.

The THINKER (210) -- Published by: Thinkers Forum, Nagaland (305) -- Journal of the Forum (307) -- Kohima (401) -- 24cm. (5011) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- I. India, Northeastern -- Periodicals <ref> (720) -- I. Thinkers Forum, Nagaland (730) -- DS483.T48 (811) -- 954'.1'.005 (812) -- 79-915000 (821) -- 5658798 (826) -- ALC79 (852) -- OC (853)


THIS fortnight. v.1 - ; Nov. 7/22, 1978 - (210) -- New Delhi > (401) -- <Interprint> (402) -- Central News Agency, 4E/4 Jhandewalan, New Delhi-110 055 (480) -- 27cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- e (521) -- English
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(531)—The complete news magazine (680)—1. India — Periodicals <QC>
(720)—DS401.T48 (811)—954'.005 (812)—78–914655 (821)—5997201
(826)—ALC79 (852)—OC (853)

THITHOLI. v.1- ; 1968— (210)—Delhi (401)—24cm. (5011)—illus.
(5012)—a (521)—Hindi (532)—Humour (680)—AP115.T49
(811)—70–904436 (821)—2092926 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480:
V.2—5; 1969–72 (910)

THOMPSON consumer index of markets. New series (210)
search under
Thompson urban market index.

THOMPSON rural market index. 1972— (210)—Sponsored by: Information
Services Dept., Hindustan Thompson Associates (306)—Bombay
(401)—Express Towers, Nariman Point, Bombay-400 001 (480)—29cm.
(5011)—1 (521)—English (531)—1. Market surveys — India. 2.
India — Rural conditions (720)—I. Hindustan Thompson Associates.
Information Services Dept. (730)—HC435.2.T52 (811)—330.9'54'05
(812)—75–642405; 74–903032 <UMC> (821)—1799299 (826)—ALC76
(852)—OC UMC (853)—PL480: 1972 (910)

THOMPSON urban market index. 3rd— ; 1973— (210)—Formerly: Thompson
consumer index of markets, new series (250)—Published by:
Information Services Dept., Hindustan Thompson Associates, Ltd.
(305)—Formerly published by: Thompson Company, Market Research
Dept. (355)—Bombay (401)—Express Towers, Nariman Point, Bombay-400
001 (480)—29cm. (5011)—i (521)—English (531)—Incorporates:
Gazetteer of towns having populations of 20,000 and above (6032)—1.
Market surveys — India. 2. Cities and towns — India — Statistics
(720)—I. Hindustan Thompson Associates. Information Services Dept.
(730)—Thompson consumer index of markets, new series
(740)—HC435.2.T5 (811)—315.4 (812)—74–903031 (821)—1797777

THOUGHT; (210)—weekly review of politics and art. v.1— ; 1949—
<UCD> (212)—Delhi (401)—Siddhartha Publications (402)—32cm.
(5011)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—Available on microfilm from LC
Photoduplication Service (5041)—w (521)—English (531)—Suspended
with June 28, 1975 (540)—Supplements accompany some numbers
(631)—AP8.T52 (811)—56–16756 (821)—0040–6449 (825)—1695469
(826)—APEI2DD949w (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC PH UCD UMC (853)—PL480:
V.14, Jan. 6, 1962– (910)

TIBET House Museum (110)—Exhibition of Tibetan art; (210)—catalogue.
1st— ; 1965— (212)—New Delhi (401)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (pt.
col.) (5012)—Vol. for 1965 treated by LC as a monograph (512)—a
(521)—English (531)—1. Art, Tibetan — Exhibitions
(720)—N7346.T5T5 (811)—SA67–3061 (821)—ALC76 (852)—NST NUC
(853)—PL480: 2nd, 1966— (910)
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The TIBET journal. v.1- ; July/Sept. 1975- (210)--Published by: Library of Tibetan Works and Archives (305)--Dharmasala (401)--Dharamsala, Dist. Kangra, HP (480)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: GIPL <UMC> (654)--An international publication for the study of Tibet (680)--1. Tibetan - Periodicals <OC> (720)--DS785.ALT5 (811)--951.5' 005 (812)--76-913244 (821)--2641780 (826)--DSHiD975q (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC UMC (853)

TIBETAN bulletin (210)

search under
Tibetan review.

TIBETAN review. v.1- ; Jan./Feb. 1968- (210)--Formerly: The Voice of Tibet (250)--New Delhi (401)--D. T. Norbu <OC> (402)--Darjeeling (451)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--seemonthly: 1970-71 (525)--Issue for Dec. 1974 not published (540)--Absorbs: Tibetan bulletin <OC> (6031)--1. Tibetan - Periodicals. 2. Tibetans - Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. Tibetan bulletin. 2. The Voice of Tibet (740)--DS785.ALT52 (811)--915.15'005 (312)--0040-6708 (825)--1695364 (826)--DSHiD968m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480: 1968- . Some issues not available (910)


TIMBER Development Association of India (110)--Quarterly news bulletin v.1-3(3); July 1953-July 1955 (210)--Published by: Timber Dryers' and Preservers' Association of India (305)--Dehra Dun (401)--Succeeded by: Its Journal wef. Oct. 1955 (602)--I. Timber Dryers' and Preservers' Association of India <NST> (730)--Timber Development Association of India. Journal (750)--674 (812)--0563-5403 (825)--NST (852)

TIMBER Dryers' and Preservers' Association of India (110)

search under
Timber Development Association of India <ALC76>

TIME and tide (210)--Delhi (401)--V.21, No. 372 equals Jan. 15, 1974
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(462)---1 Ansari Road, Daryaganj, Delhi-110 002 (480)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--e (521)--English (531)--Films and the film industry (680)--1. Moving pictures -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--PN1993.T55 (811)--791.43'05 (812)--74-901477 (821)--0040-7836 (825)--1797739 (826)--PNEID9uue (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.21, No.372, Jan. 15, 1974-- (910)

TIMELESS fellowship; (210)--annual journal of comparative librarianship. v.12-- ; 1978/79-- (212)--Former sub-title: Annual volume of essays on librarianship. v.1-- ?; May 1964-- ?. Variation in sub-title: Essays in librarianship <UCSK> (252)--Published by: Karnataka University Library Science Association (305)--V.1 published by the School of Library Science, Karnataka University (355)--Dharwar; (original puts Dharwad) (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--Some issues combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. S. Deshpande, V.12, 1978/79 (611)--Vols. 1-4 contain the Annual report of the School of Library Science, Karnataka University for the years 1963-67 <OC> (620)--Indexed in: Index India <UMC> (654)--I. Library science -- Addresses, essays, lectures <OC> (720)--I. Karnataka University, Dharwar. School of Library Science. II. Karnataka University, Dharwar. Library Science Association <OC> (730)--6674.T55 (811)--SA66-4848 (821)--0563-5489 (825)--1623898 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: ?-9; ?-1974/75 (910)

The TIMES of India, Ahmedabad. v.1-- ; Feb. 9, 1968-- (210)--Ahmedabad (401)--Bennett, Coleman (402)--L. Shivaraman <PI75> (432)--139 Ashram Road, Ahmedabad, Gujarat (480)--d (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Sham Lal (611)--News and current affairs (680)--ALC76 (852)--PI75 (853)--PL480: Feb. 9, 1968-- (910)


The TIMES of India, Bombay (110)

The Economic times (210)

search under

The Economic times.

TIMES of India, New Delhi. v.1-- ; 1950-- (210)--New Delhi (401)--
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TIMES OF INDIA ANNUAL

TIMES OF INDIA ANNUAL. 1919-20; 1927-28. <OC> (210) -- Bombay (401) -- Times of India Press <PH> (402) -- Shree Krishna Govind Joshi <PI75> (432) -- Times of India Press, Dr. D. N. Road, Fort, Bombay-400 001 (480) -- 34 cm. (5011) -- illus. (pt. mounted, pt. col.) (5012) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Ed. : Sham Lal <PI75> (611) -- Index in: Index India <UMC> (654) -- Art (680) -- L. India -- Periodicals (720) -- Indian annual (750) -- DS401.T55 (811) -- 915.4 (812) -- 50-17954 (821) -- 2093795 (826) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC PH PI75 UCSD UCSD UCSPHIH UMC (853) -- PL480: 1962(910)

The TIMES of India directory and yearbook including who's who.

The TIMES of India illustrated weekly (210) search under
Illustrated weekly of India.

TIMES WEEKLY. v.1-7; Aug. 16, 1970- (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- M. Shivraman <PI75> (402) -- w (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Sham Lal <PI75> (611) -- News and current affairs (680) -- 70-916549 (821) -- AL75 (852) -- PI75 UCSWB (853)

TIRUMALAI Sri Venkateswara; (210) -- Monthly journal devoted to the service of Lord Venkateswara of Tirumalai and to the publication of research in Indian literatures, art, and science. v.1(1-10); Aug. 1932-33 <ULS> (212) -- Published by: T. T. etc.; Devasthanams (305) -- Madras (401) -- Published and printed by: Sri Narayana Dasaji Varu <NUC> (432) -- Ceased? <ULS> (470) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- ports. (5013) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: M. Ramakrishna Kavi and others <NUC> (611) -- L. Hinduism -- Periodicals. 2. Indic literature -- History and criticism -- Periodicals. 3. Shrines --
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TIRUPATI. Sri Venkateswara University (110)
search under
Sri Venkateswara University <ALC76>

TISCO; (210)--technical journal of the Tata Iron and Steel Company.
<MI> v.1- ; 1954- (212)--Jamshedpur (401)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--diags. (5017)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Iron - Per. and soc. publications. 2. Steel - Per. and soc. publications (720)--I. Tata Iron and Steel Company, Ltd. (730)--Tata Iron and Steel Company. TISCO; technical journal of the Tata Iron and Steel Company (740)--0039-8411 (825)--1767081 (826)--ALC76 (852)--MI NUC OC (853)--PL480: V.11(2), Apr. 1964-- (910)

TOBACCO Board, India (110)--Annual report--Tobacco Board. 1st- ;
1975/76-- (210)--Published by: The Board (305)--Guntur (401)--Lakshmipuram, Guntur-522 007, AP (480)--a (521)--English (531)--X9-915482 (822)--ALC79 (852)--PL480: 1st, 1975/76-- (910)

TOBACCO bulletin. v.1-15; 1951-65 (210)--Sponsored by: Indian Central Tobacco Committee <NST> (306)--Madras (401)--Indian Council of Agricultural Research, Regional Office (Tobacco), Madras (480)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--monthly <OC> (523)--1. Tobacco manufacture and trade - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Central Tobacco Committee (730)--HD9146.14.I43 (811)--338.1 (812)--56-43134 (821)--0563-6159 (825)--5387074 (826)--HDeITM951q (828)--NUC (852)--IPP NST OC UCD (853)

TOBACCO export. v.1- ; 1962- (210)--Published by: Tobacco Export Promotion Council (305)--Monthly bulletin of the Council (307)--Madras (401)--T. R. Jayaraman <PI75> (402)--123 Mount Road, Madras-600 006 (480)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: T. R. Jayaraman (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--X5-928229 (822)--ALC76 (852)--PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.13(12), July 1975 (910)

TOBACCO Export Promotion Council (110)--Annual report and accounts--
Tobacco Export Promotion Council (210)--Published by: The Council (305)--Madras (401)--World Trade Centre, 123-C Mount Road, Madras-600 006 (480)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Tobacco industry - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HD9146.14T62 (811)--354'.54'008233 (812)--75-902163 (821)--0304-6648 (825)--2245596 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 18th, 1974-- (910)

TOBACCO Research Station, Hunsur (110)--Report (210)--Rajahmundry
(401)--a (521)--English (531)--Incorporated with: Central Tobacco Research Institute, Rajahmundry, and its regional research stations (6042)--Central Tobacco Research Institute. Annual report of the Central Tobacco Research Institute, and its regional research
stations (750)--SA66-3483 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 1962/63-1964/65 (910)

TODAY, v.1- ; 1962- <NST> (210)--Organ of the Young Women's Christian Associations, India (307)--New Delhi (401)--Some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Includes selections from ten years of the magazine of the YMCA of India: Today and yesterday, 1967- <OC> (620)--SA64-5286 (821)--1717077 (826)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: V.2-<14>(2); Apr. 1963-75 (910)

TOMORROW; (210)--a monthly journal of the new spirit in education and citizenship. v.1- ; 1921- (212)--Madras (401)--Tagore and Co. (402)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--facsimils (5018)--m (521)--English (531)--NLC (852)

TONNAGE Club farm news (210)--Published by: National Tonnage Club of Farmers (305)--New Delhi (401)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--u (521)--English (531)--I. National Tonnage Club of Farmers (730)--1772733 (826)--OC (852)

TOOL and alloy steels. v.1- ; 1967- (210)--Official organ of the Alloy Steel Producers' Association of India and the Tool and Alloy Steels Association (307)--Bombay (401)--K. S. Mathew (402)--332 Hind Rajasthan Building, D.S. Phalka Road, Bombay-400 014 (480)--m (521)--bimonthly: v.1-9(6); 1967-Nov./Dec. 1975 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: K. S. Mathew (611)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr.; Sc. abstr. (654)--A monthly magazine devoted to special steels (680)--II. Tool and Alloy Steels Association (730)--78-921316 (821)--0377-9408 (825)--2747483 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.5, Jan./Feb. 1971- (910)

TOP 300 companies (210)

search under
Economic and Scientific Research Foundation (110)
Top 300 companies <ALC76>

TOPIC; (210)--Indian current affairs. v.1- ; 1960- ; Aug. 15, 1968 <NUC> (212)--Ahmedabad (401)--H. N. Vyas (402)--Bombay Mutual Building, Relief Road, Ahmedabad, Gujarat (480)--34-43cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.: H. N. Vyas (611)--News and current affairs (680)--AP8.T642 (811)--052 (812)--71-920099 (821)--0040-9316 (825)--NUC (852)--IPP NST PI72 UCD (853)

TOURISM and wild life. v.1- ; Mar./May 1972- (210)--New Delhi (401)--G. C. Verma (402)--q (521)--English (531)--72-904457 (821)--1586922 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)

TOURISM recreation research. v.2(2)- ; Dec. 1977- (210)--Formerly:
BOUQUET T

Tourism research. v.1-2(1); 1976-June 1977 (250)--Published by: Centre for Tourism Research and Publication (305)--Lucknow (401)--12 Ashok Nagar, Lucknow, UP <CIPE> (480)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--f (521)--English (531)--A bi-annual journal of tourism promotion and research techniques (680)--1. Tourist trade - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Tourism research (740)--G155.I4T64 (811)--338.4'7'9154045 (812)--78-914570 (821)--5957959 (826)--ALC79 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.1, 1976- (910)

TOURIST trade of India. v.1- ; 1966- (210)--Bombay (401)--Philip Myabho (402)--Sangeet A-3 Delisle Road, Byculla, Bombay-400 027 (480)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: H. S. Rao (611)--Other miscellaneous--tourism (680)--1. Tourist trade - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--G155.I5T68 (811)--338.4'7'9154045 (812)--72-902395 (821)--1784113 (826)--Gle1M18966g (828)--PI75 (852)--ALC76 OC (853)-- PL480: V.7, Feb. 1972- (910)

TR
search under
Tourism recreation research.

TOURISM research (X7-912537)
search under
Tourism recreation research <ALC79>

TRADE Development Authority (110)--Annual report. 1st- ; 1970/71- <UCSD> (210)--Published by: The Author (305)--New Delhi (401)--16 Parliament Street, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)-- a (521)--English (531)--1. Foreign trade promotion - India <OC> (720)--TDA (740)--HF1589.T7 (811)--354'.54'00827 (812)--74-900234 (821)--0302-4784 (825)--1797681 (826)--HPE1DN971a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC UCD (853)--PL480: 3rd, 1972/73 (910)


TRADE marks journal. v.1- ; 1943- <UCD> (210)--Variation in title: Vyapara cinha<sic> patrika (230)--Published by: Registrar of Trade Marks, Govt. of India (305)--Sponsored by: India. Trade Marks Registry (306)-- Bombay (401)--e (521)--Formerly monthly (525)--English (531)--I. India. Trade Marks Registrar (730)--Vyapara cinha patrika (740)--75-906094 (821)--ALC76 (852)--UCD (853)--PL480: No. 404, Apr. 1966- (910)

TRADE union record. v.1-8(11); 1930-38; v.1, 1943- <OC> (210)--nsv.1--
TRADE unions

1941- <UCD> (290)--Published by: All-India Trade Union Congress (305)--Journal of the Congress (307)--New Delhi (401)--24-37cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--Available on microfilm from the LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--e (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--1. Trade unions - India - Periodicals. 2. Trade unions - Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. All-India Trade Union Congress (730)--49-13121; 79-646624 <OC> (821)--ALC76 (852)--MI OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.18, Nov. 5, 1961- (910)

TRADE unions in India (210)

search under
India. Labour Bureau (110)--Review on the working of the Indian trade unions act, 1926.

The TRADER. v.1-2; Nov. 1972-Dec. 1973 (210)--New Delhi (401)--Publishing Corporation of India (402)--E2 Jhandewalan Extension, New Delhi-110 055 <OC> (480)--28cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: Cross section wef. ? (6041)--q. India - Commerce - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - 1947- - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Cross section (750)--HF41.T743 (811)--380.1'0954 (812)--73-902299 (821)--1790461 (826)--HF9IDN972q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1-2; Nov. 1972-Dec. 1973 (910)


TRADO Asian and African directory (210)

search under
Trado Asian African directory of exporters, importers and manufacturers.

TRADO Asian directory of exporters, importers and manufacturers (210)

search under
Trado Asian African directory of exporters, importers and manufacturers.

TRADO Indian directory (210)--New Delhi (401)--Trade Builders (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Industries - Directories. 2. India - Commerce - Directories <OC> (720)--HC432.T7
BOUQUET T

TRANSPORT opera.

(811)--0082-5824 (825)--1715768 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1962-70 (910)

TRAINING and development (210)

search under

Indian journal of training and development.

TRANSITION; (210)--a quarterly journal of social sciences. v.1- ; 1977- (212)--Published by: Council for Political Studies (305)--Calcutta (401)--23cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Socialist perspective wef. June 1973 <OC> (602)--Literary and cultural (680)--1. Socialism in India - Periodicals (720)--Socialist perspective (750)--AL75 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: Jan./Mar. 1968-Oct./Dec. 1971 (910)

TRANSPORT. v.1- ; Sept. 1951- <OC> (210)--Bombay (401)--K. H. Rau (402)--20 A Noble Chambers, Parsi Bazar Street, Bombay-400 001 (480)--29 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. H. Rau (611)--Includes occasional special numbers (640)--Transport and communication (680)--1. Transportation - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HE11.77 (811)--380.5'0954 (812)--55-44063 (821)--0041-137X (825)--2098354 (826)--HEeIMtB951m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.12, Jan. 1962- (910)

TRANSPORT & tourism journal. v.1- ; 1967- <IPP> (210)--Delhi (401)--M. S. Ghambir <PI75> (402)--1969 Ganj Meerkan, Daryaganj, Delhi-110 006 (480)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M. S. Ghambir (611)--1. Transportation - India - Periodicals. 2. Tourist trade - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HE77.76 (811)--338.4'7'915404505 (812)--74-924002 (821)--1797812 (826)--HEeIDD967q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.4, May 1971- (910)


TRANSPORT--communications quarterly review (210)

search under

Transport-communications monthly review.

TRANSPORT operator. v.1- ; 1958- (210)--Issued by: Federation of
TRAVANCORE

Bombay Motor Transport Operators (302)--Bombay (401)--u (521)--English, Hindi (534)--I. Federation of Bombay Motor Transport Operators (730)--388 (812)--0493-7481 (825)--NST (852)--UCD (853)

TRAVANCORE. Archeological Dept. (110)--Administration report. (210)--Trivandrum (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Travancore -- Antiquities. 2. Inscriptions
- India - Travancore (720)--DS485.T7A3 (811)--913.548 (812)--42-48915 (821)--5384074 (826)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

TRAVANCORE--Cochin (1949-1956)
Formed in 1949 by the merger of Travancore State and Cochin State. Succeeded by Kerala in 1956 <UCSK>

TRAVANCORE--Cochin. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)
Statutory rules (210)
search under
Kerala. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)
Statutory rules and notifications.

TRAVANCORE--Cochin. Public Service Commission (110)
Annual report on the working of the Public Service Commission (210)
search under
Kerala. Public Service Commission (110)
Annual report on the working of the Public Service Commission.

TRAVANCORE information <NLC> (210)
search under
United States of Travancore and Cochin information and listener <UCK>

TRAVANCORE information and listener (210)
search under
The United States of Travancore and Cochin information and listener.

TRAVANCORE law journal. v.1- ; 1911- (210)--Trivandrum (401)--Ceased <UCK> (470)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. G. Parameswara Menon and others <NUC> (611)--1. Law -- Periodicals (720)--I. Menon, K. G. Parameswara, ed. (730)--15-5114 (821)--ULS (852)--NUC UCK (853)

TRAVANCORE law times (210)
search under
Kerala law times.

TRAVANCORE University. Oriental Manuscript Library (110)--Journal (210)
s
TRAVEL Corporation (India) (110) -- TCI news magazine (210) -- Published by: The Corporation (305) -- Bombay (401) -- V.5(2) equals July 1972 (462) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Tourist trade -- India -- Periodicals <OC> (720) -- Travel Corporation (India). News magazine (740) -- G155.I4T69 (811) -- 338.4'7 9154045 (812) -- 73-904037 (821) -- 3324609 (826) -- G1eIMtB9u9q (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE OC UCD (853) -- PL480: V.5(2) - 6(1); July 1972-Jan. 1973 (910)

TRAVEL times. v.1- ; 1968? -- (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- Some issues combined (503) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Vol.3(11) reported as not published; Suspended with V.4(5/6), May/June 1971 (540) -- 72-916555 (821) -- 1770951 (826) -- PL480: V.3-4(5/6); Jan. 1970-May/June 1971 (910)


TRAVIANA. v.1- ; Mar. 1974 -- (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- Deepsadhanam Publications (402) -- Some issues combined (503) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Tourism in India (680) -- X4-901984 (822) -- ALC76 (852) -- PL480: V.1-2(2/3); Mar. 1974-Feb./Mar. 1975 (910)

TREND. v.1- ; <1971> -- (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- V.2(1) equals Nov. 1972 (462) -- Pathikrit, 88-B Bipin Behari Ganguli St., Calcutta-700 012 (480) -- 22cm. (5011) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- Literary and cultural (680) -- 1. India -- Periodicals <OC> (720) -- DS401.T67 (811) -- 73-900760 (821) -- 1790417 (826) -- DSeIBC971q (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: V.2, Nov. 1972- (910)

TRIBAL. v.1- ; Dec. 1963 -- (210) -- Sponsored by: Tribal Cultural Research and Training Institute (306) -- Hyderabad (401) -- Some issues combined (503) -- f (521) -- English, Telugu (534) -- 1643897 (826) -- ALC76
TRIBAL mirror (852)--NST OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.1-7(1/2); Dec. 1963-Jan./Dec. 1969. Some issues not available (910)

TRIBAL mirror. v.1- ; 1965- <PI75> (210)--Silchar (Assam) (401)--Amit Kumar Nag (402)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Amit Kumar Nag (611)--74-907344 (821)--5588921 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.5-7(1); 1969-71. Some issues not available (910)

TRIBAL Research and Development Institute (110)--Bulletin. v.1- ; <1958> <OC> (210)--nsv.1- ?; 1961-65 <UCD> (290)--Published for the Directorate of Tribal Welfare, Madhya Pradesh (305)--Formerly issued by: I. Tribal Research Institute, 1961-64. II. Tribal Research and Training Institute, Chhindwara, 1964-66 (352)--Bhopal (401)--T. B. Naik <PI75> (402)--Chhindwara Tribal Research Institute, Circular Road, Chhindwara, MP <PI75> (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--f (521)--English (531)--Issues for 1967-68 reported as not published (540)--Ed.: T. B. Naik (611)--Social welfare (680)--1. Economic assistance, Domestic -- India -- Periodicals. 2. India -- Scheduled tribes -- Periodicals. 3. Ethnology -- India -- Societies, etc. <OC> (720)--I. Tribal Research and Training Institute, Chhindwara. II. Tribal Research Institute (730)--DS430.C5; HC440.P6774 (811)--301.29'54 (812)--SA66-4617; 77-644328 <OC> (821)--1606780 (826)--HCE1MB9958f (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: V.2(2)/V.3(1)-V.10(1/2); Dec. 1962/June 1963-1972 (910)

TRIBAL Research and Training Institute, Chhindwara (110)

search under
Tribal Research and Development Institute.

TRIBAL Research and Training Institute, Poona (110)

Annual administration report of scheduled areas in Maharashtra State (210)

search under its
Annual report on the administration of scheduled areas in Maharashtra State.

TRIBAL Research and Training Institute, Poona (110)

Annual report on the administration of scheduled areas in Maharashtra State (210)

search under
Maharashtra. Tribal Research and Training Institute (110)--Annual report on the administration of scheduled areas for the year....

TRIBAL Research Institute (110)

search under
Tribal Research and Development Institute.

TRIBUNE. v.1- ; 1881- (210)--Sunday ed. has title: The Sunday Tribune (270)--Chandigarh (401)--Tribune Press <PH> (402)--Lahore, 1881-1946; Ambala Cantt, 1947-June 25, 1969 <PH> (451)--58cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service, 1966- (5041)--d (521)--English (531)--Some issues accompanied by supplements (631)--Sunday Tribune (740)--Film (811)--ALC76 (852)--NLC NUC PH (853)--PL480: V.82, Jan. 1, 1962- (910)

TRIENNALE-India. 1st- ed.; 1968- (210)--Published by: Lalit Kala Akademi (305)--New Delhi (401)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--h (521)--English (531)--Exhibition of contemporary world of art (680)--l. Art, Modern - 20th century - Exhibitions (720)--I. Lalit Kala Akademi (730)--N6488.I4N57 (811)--71-920013 (821)--2093801 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 2d-3d ed.; 1971-75 (910)

TRIPATHAGA. v.1-12; 1955-67 <NST> (210)--Sponsored by: Uttar Pradesh. Information Directorate (Sucana Vibhaga, Uttara Pradesa) (306)--Lakhanau (401)--Closed (470)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--l. India - Periodicals (720)--I. Uttar Pradesh. Information Directorate (Uttara Pradesa. Sucana Vibhaga) (730)--DS401.T7 (811)--954 (812)--SA63-3838 (821)--0564-2760 (825)--6712544 (826)--DSH1UL955m (828)--AL (852)--NST NUC OC UCUP (853)--PL480: V.7(9)-12(9); June 1962-June 1967 (910)

TRIPURA (110)--Administration report (210)--Agartala (401)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--l. Tripura (State) -- Politics and government (720)--J601.T75R17 (811)--SA66-2759 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSD (853)--PL480: 1962/63-1972/73 (910)

TRIPURA (110)--Tripura district gazetteers. 1975 (210)--Sponsored by: Education Publications, Dept. of Education, Govt. of Tripura (306)--Agartala (401)--25cm. (5011)--maps (5014)--Gazetteers of India (511)--u (521)--English (531)--Includes index (651)--l. Tripura (State) -- Periodicals (720)--DS485.T8 (811)--954'.15 (812)--77-905970 (821)--OC (852)

TRIPURA (110)--Tripura gazette (210)--Agartala (401)--Ceased <OC> (470)--Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--w (521)--English, Bengali (534)--Includes supplements and
extraordinary issues (631)--SA63-783 rev. (821)--1641703
(826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: Jan. 1962- (910)


TRIPURA. Cooperative Dept. (110)--Annual report on the working of the cooperative societies in Tripura (210)

TRIPURA. Development (Planning and Coordination) Dept. (110)--Physical targets and achievements of the annual plan (210)--Published by: Development (Planning and Coordination) Dept., Govt. of Tripura (305)--Agartala (401)--33cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tripura (State) - Economic policy - Collected works. 2. Tripura (State) - Social policy - Collected works (720)--HC437.T75T76 (811)--338.954'15 (812)--79-915346 (821)--6021229 (826)--OC (852)

TRIPURA. Directorate of Education (110)

TRIPURA. Directorate of Health Services. Statistics Section (110)--Vital statistics of Tripura (210)

TRIPURA. Finance Dept. (110)--Annual financial statement--Govt. of Tripura, Finance Dept. (210)--Agartala (401)--21cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tripura (State) - Appropriations and expenditures (720)--BJ66.T7C4 (811)--354'.54'1500732 (812)--74-901844 (821)--1797752 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1974/75-- (910)

TRIPURA. Finance Dept. (110)--Budget (210)--Agartala (401)--Vols. for
TRIPURA on the March

in 2 parts (502)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--SA68-10232 (821)--1607364 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSK (853)--PL480: 1964/65-- (910)

TRIPURA. Legislative Assembly (110)--Assembly proceedings; (210)--
official report. v.1, ser. 1st, session 1st-- ; Oct. 7, 1963--
(210)--Agartala (401)--Tripura Legislative Assembly Secretariat
(402)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English, Bengali (534)--J601.T75A5
(811)--SA67-1816 (821)--0564-285X (825)--6685035 (826)--ALC76
(852)--C (853)--PL480: 1st-19th session, 1963-Sept. 15/18, 1970
(910)

TRIPURA. Legislative Assembly. Committee on Petitions (110)--Report.
1st/2nd-- ; July/Nov. 1965--
(210)--Agartala (401)--25cm.
(5011)--Some reports issued combined (503)--i (521)--English
(531)--1. Land value taxation - Tripura (State) (720)--SA68-7799
(821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1st-5th; 1965-70 (910)

TRIPURA. Legislative Assembly. Committee on Privileges (110)--Report
(210)--Agartala (401)--Printed by the Superintendent, Tripura Govt.
Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Tripura (Union
Ter.). Legislative Assembly - Privileges and immunities
(720)--JQ620.T825A35 (811)--SA68-13120 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC
(853)--PL480: 2d assembly, 1st-9th report; Sept. 1966-- (910)

TRIPURA. Legislative Assembly. Estimates Committee (110)--Report.
1st-- ; 1965/66--
(210)--Agartala (401)--24cm. (5011)--i
(521)--English (531)--1. Budget - Tripura (State) (720)--HJ66.T77B17
(811)--SA68-12085 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1st-6th;
1965/66-1969/70 (910)

TRIPURA. Legislative Assembly. Public Accounts Committee (110)--Re-
port. 1st-- ; 1965/66--
(210)--Agartala (401)--Tripura Legislative
Assembly Secretariat <NUC> (402)--24cm. (5011)--i (521)--English
(531)--Report for 1965/66 includes Tripura Territorial Council's
Annual accounts for 1960/63 and Audit report for 1962/64 <NUC>
(620)--1. Finance, Public - Tripura (Union Ter.) - Accounting
(720)--Tripura Territorial Council. 1. Annual accounts. 2. Audit
report (740)--HJ9927.I4T7 (811)--SA68-10339 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC
(853)--PL480: 1st-5th; 1965/66-1969/70 (910)

TRIPURA. Legislative Assembly. Rules Committee (110)--Report
(210)--
Agartala (401)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Tripura
(Union Ter.). Legislative Assembly - Rules and practice
(720)--79-918315 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 2d assembly,
3d-7th report; Dec. 1967-1969. Some issues not available (910)

TRIPURA on the March, v.1-- ; 1964--
(210)--Published by: Public Re-
lations Officer, Govt. of Tripura (305)--Agartala (401)--Calcutta
(431)--Reported ceased (470)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Tripura.
Public Relations Officer (730)--Tripura. Tripura on the March
TRIPURA review (740)--954 (812)--SA66-1481 rev. (821)--0564-2906 (825)--1770953 (826)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: 1964-70 (910)

TRIPURA review. v.1- ; July 1970- (210)--Published by: Publicity Dept., Govt. of Tripura (305)--Agartala (401)--Reported ceased (470)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Tripura. Publicity Dept. (730)--70-916639 (821)—1770954 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: July 1970-Aug. 1974 (910)

TRIPURA. Statistical Dept. (110)
Bulletin of economics and statistics (210)
search under its
Quarterly bulletin of economics and statistics.

TRIPURA. Statistical Dept. (110)--Quarterly bulletin of economics and statistics. v.1- ; 1954--<UCSD> (210)--Agartala (401)--28cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)-q (521)--English (531)--Vol.15, 4th quarter, 1968 reported as not published (540)--1. Tripura (State) - Statistics (720)--Tripura. Statistical Dept. Bulletin of economics and statistics (740)--HA1728.T75A28 (811)--SA68-10224 (821)--0564-2795 (825)--1623706 (826)--HAEITRA954q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSD UCSWB (853)--PL480: V.9-16(1/2); 1962-69 (910)

TRIPURA. Statistical Dept. (110)--Some basic statistics of Tripura (210)--Published by: Statistical Dept., Govt. of Tripura (305)--Agartala (401)--31cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tripura (Union Ter.) - Statistics - Periodicals. 2. Tripura (Union Ter.) - Statistics (720)--HA4587.T74S65 (811)--315.4’15 (812)--78-914316 (821)--6135591 (826)--ALC78 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1976- (910)

TRIPURA. Statistical Dept. (110)
1. Statistical abstract, Tripura (210)
2. Statistical outline of Tripura (210)
search under
2. Statistical outline of Tripura.

TRIPURA times. v.1- ; 1962--<CIPE> (210)--Agartala (401)--Times Press (402)--Apanshu Mohan Lodh <PI75> (432)--Sen Printing Works, Ramnagar, Agartala, Tripura (480)--Available on microfilm from the LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Apanshu Mohan Lodh (611)--News and current affairs (680)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE PI75 (853)--PL480: V.7(12), July 15, 1966- (910)

TRIVANDRUM. Public Library (110)--Administration report of the Trivandrum Public Library (210)--Ernakulam (401)--Printed at the Govt. Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Libraries - India - Trivandrum (720)--2846.T752 (811)--020.6245484 (812)--SA66-5160 (821)--9667653 (826)--ALC76 - 1474 -
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TROPIX

(852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1962/63-1972/73. Some issues not available (910)

TRIVANDRUM. Sri Chitra Art Gallery (110)
search under
Kerala. Dept. of Museums and Zoos and Art Gallery.

TRIVANDRUM. Sri Chitrakayam (110)
search under
Sri Chitrakayam Art Gallery.

TRIVANDRUM. University of Kerala (110)
search under
University of Kerala <ALC76>

TRIVENI; (210)--a cultural quarterly, a journal of Indian renaissance. v.16- ; Apr. 1944--(212)--Formerly: 1. Triveni <ALC76>. v.1-8; 1928-June 1936. 2. Triveni quarterly. v.13-15; July 1940-Dec. 1943 (250)--nsv.9-12; July 1936-June 1940 (290)--Masulipatnam (401)--Bhavaraju Narasimha Rao (402)--Madras <NLC> (451)--Triveni Publishing <NLC> (452)--Triveni Publishers, Buttaihpet, Masulipatnam-521 001, TN (480)--24cm. (5011)--plates (pt. col.) (5012)--q, v.13- (521)--bimonthly: V.1-8; 1928-36; monthly: V.9-12; 1936-40 <NLC> (525)--English (531)--Jan.-Feb., 1932 and May-June, 1940 not published (540)--V.1, no.1 not numbered (575)--Incorporates: New era wef. Jan. 1930 (6032)--Ed.: Bhavaraju Narasimha Rao <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Devoted to art, history and literature of Indian renaissance in its manifold aspects <CIPE> (680)--1. India - Culture - Periodicals (720)--Triveni quarterly (740)--New era (750)--AP8.T75 (811)--052; 891.4 <Ulrich>; 945 <NST> (812)--53-32814 (821)--0041-3135 (825)--APEITM928g (828)--ULS (852)--ALC76 CIPE NLC NST NUC OC PH UCD Ulrich (853)--PL480: V.31, Apr. 1962-- (910)

TRIVENI quarterly (210)
search under
Triveni; a cultural quarterly, a journal of Indian renaissance.

TRIVIDHA. v.1- ; 1977-- (210)--Varanasi (401)--Samyaka Prakashan (402)--CK 65/3 Piyari Kalan, Varanasi-221 001, UP (480)--22cm. (5011)--Illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--m (irregular) (521)--Hindi (532)--Sahitya, samskriti, evam kala ki pratinidhi masiki (Hindi literature and social perspective) (680)--1. Hindi literature - 20th century - Periodicals <OC> (720)--PK2046.T75 (811)--78-914297 (821)--7322321 (826)--ALC78 (852)--NUC OC (853)

TROPIX. v.1- ; Jan. 1966-- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Tropix Publications (402)--m (521)--English (531)--General (680)--SA66-6565 (821)--1770955 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1-2(5); Jan. 1966-May 1967 (910)

- 1475 -
TULASI prajna
TULASI prajna. v.1- ; Jana./Marc. 1975- (210)--Sponsored by: Jain Visva Bharati (306)--Ladanum, Rajasthan (401)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)--l. Jainism - Periodicals (720)--I. Jaina Visva Bharati (730)--BL1300.T84 (811)--SA76-913029 (821)--4261466 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: Jan./Mar. 1975- (910)

TULASIDALA. v.1- ; 1970- (210)--Bhopal (401)--Manasa Presa (402)--Anirudh Prasad Shukla (432)--Reported ceased <ALC79> (470)--Manas Press, Ibrahimpura, Bhopal, MP (480)--21cm. (5011)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Brajbasi Lal Shrivastava (611)--Chiefly on Tulsidas, a Hindi saint poet, 1532-1623 and his works <ALC76> (680)--l. Tulasidas, 1532-1623 - Societies, Periodicals, etc. <OC> (720)--PK1947.9.T83295 (811)--73-906416 (821)--2239613 (826)--PKHIMB970m (828)--PI75 (852)--ALC76 ALC79 OC (853)--PL480: V.14(1-7); June-Dec. 1973 (910)

TUNGABHADRA Board (110)
search under
India. Tungabhadra Board.

TWENTIETH century. v.1- ; Oct. 1934- (210)--Allahabad (401)--Publi-
shed by N. D. Agarwal for Indian Periodicals Limited <NLC> (402)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--AP8.T92 (811)--052 (812)--47-39087 (821)--PH (852)--IOL NLC UCD ULS (853)

TWO and a bud. v.1- ; Apr. 1954- <OC> (210)--Issued by: Tea Research
Association, Tocklai Experimental Station (302)--Newsletter of the
Association (307)--Formerly issued by: Indian Tea Association

TYAG bhumī <Tyagabhumi>. v.1- ; 1927- (210)--Ajmer (401)--Sasta Sahitya Mandal (402)--Probably not current (470)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--PH (852)
T.A.I.R.O.
search under
Textile and Allied Industries Research Organisation.

T.C.I.
search under
Travel Corporation, India.

T.D.A.
search under
Trade Development Authority.

T.I.D.C.O.
search under
Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation.

T.I.S.C.O.
search under
Tata Iron and Steel Company.

TAGORE Centenary bulletin. <no.> 1- ; Aug. 1960-Nov. 1961 <NST> (210)
--Published by: Rabindranath Tagore Centenary Committee (305)--New
Delhi (401)--i (521)--English (531)--The November 1960 issue
incorporates the material originally published in the first issue
(680)--891; 920 (812)--SA64-6114 (821)--0494-4879 (825)--1641020
(826)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: Sept. 1961 (910)

TAGORE studies. <no.> 1- ; 1969- (210)--Published by: Tagore Re-
search Institute (305)--Calcutta (401)--22cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Tagore, Rabindranath, Sir,
1861-1941 <OC> (720)--I. Tagore Research Institute (730)--PK1726.T32
(811)--75-913866 (821)--0082-1454 (825)--1697291 (826)--PKeIBC969a
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: No.1- ; 1969- (910)

The TAJ magazine. v.1- ; 1972- (210)--Bombay (401)--C. Panjabi for
Indian Hotels Company (402)--Camellia Panjabi, Apollo Bunder,
Bombay-400 039 (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English
(531)--Includes unnumbered, undated issue <OC> (620)--l. India -
Civilization - Periodicals. 2. India - Social life and customs -
Periodicals (720)--XZ-908051 (822)--9207666 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC

TAMIL arasu. v.1- ; July 1, 1970- (210)--Published by: Director of
Information and Public Relations, Govt. of Tamil Nadu (305)--Madras
(401)--m (521)--Formerly semimonthly (525)--English (531)--Succeeds:
Tamil Nadu education (601)--Supplements accompany some numbers
(631)--General review of the activities of the Tamil Nadu Government
(680)--Tamil Nadu education (750)--70-915386 (821)--1645458

TAMIL NADU (1968- )
Succeeds Madras State in 1968. Publications issued by the Government of Tamil Nadu and its predecessor government Madras (? -1968)-- are entered under the above heading

TAMIL Nadu (110)
search also under
Madras (State).

TAMIL Nadu (110)--Administration report; report on the administration of the Madras Presidency (210)
search under its
State administration report <AL>


TAMIL Nadu; (210)--an economic appraisal, 1971-72 (212)--Published by: Finance Dept., Govt. of Tamil Nadu (305)--Madras (401)--Issued in 2 pts. (502)--Vol. for 1971 treated by LC as a monograph (512)--a (521)--English (531)--70-926701 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1971- (910)--LC card no. as given in NUC reflects the nature of the publication as a monograph (991)
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Tamil Nadu (110)--An economic classification of the Tamil Nadu Government budgetary transactions (210) search under its
An economic-cum-functional classification of the Tamil Nadu Government budgetary transactions.

Tamil Nadu (110)--An economic-cum-functional classification of the Tamil Nadu Government budgetary transactions. 1973/74-
(210)--Formerly: An economic classification of the Tamil Nadu Government budgetary transactions. ?-1972/73 (250)--Prepared by:
Finance Dept., Govt. of Tamil Nadu (303)--Madras (401)--Director of Stationery and Print. (403)--<a> (521)--English (531)--l. Budget -
Tamil Nadu (State). 2. Budget - Madras (State) <OC> (720)--I. Tamil Nadu. Finance Dept. (730)--Tamil Nadu. An economic classification
of the Tamil Nadu Government budgetary transactions (740)--HJ66.T3B116 (811)--354.54'8200722 (812)--77-646894 (821)--3697455 (826)--HJeITM9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1970/71- (910)

Tamil Nadu (110)--Annual financial statement (budget) of the Govt. of Tamil Nadu (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Finance Dept.
(352)--Madras (401)--Govt. of Tamil Nadu (402)--33cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Includes the accounts of the previous 2 years
(620)--l. Budget - Tamil Nadu (State) - Yearbooks (720)--Madras (State). Finance Dept. Annual financial statement (budget) of the Govt.
of Madras (740)--HJ66.M34B34 (811)--354.54'820072252'05 (812)--82-643090 (821)--8416666 (826)--HJeITM9uu (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

Tamil Nadu (110)--Catalogue of government publications (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State) (352)--Madras (401)--Printed by the
Director of Stationery and Print. (403)--Govt. Publications Depot, 166 Anna Salai, Madras-600 002 (480)--31cm. (5011)--i (521)--English
(531)--I. Tamil Nadu (State) - Government publications - Bibliography. 2. Madras (State) - Government publications - Bibliography <OC>

Tamil Nadu (110)--Detailed budget estimates of revenue (210)--Some issues have title: Detailed revised estimates of revenue (2303)--Vols. for ?-1968/69 issued by: Madras (State) (352)--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Budget - Tamil Nadu (State). 2. Finance, Public - Tamil Nadu (State) <OC> (720)--I. Madras (State) (730)--Tamil Nadu. Detailed revised estimates of revenue (740)--HJ66.T3B1115 (811)--SA68-18738 (821)--7105314 (826)--HJeITM9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1964/65 (910)

Tamil Nadu (110)--Detailed industries budget (210)--Formerly issued
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by: Madras (State) (352)--Madras (401)--Director of Stationery and Print. (403)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tamil Nadu (State) -- Industries -- Periodicals. 2. Madras (State) -- Industries -- Periodicals. 3. Capital budget -- Tamil Nadu (State). 4. Capital budget -- Madras (State) <OC> (720)--Madras (State). Detailed industries budget (740)--HC437.M3A38 (811)--338.5'1'095482 (812)--76-913265 (821)--2956867 (826)--HCeITM9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1963/64-1966/67. 1973/74- (910)

Tamil Nadu (110)--Detailed revised estimates of revenue (210)
search under its
Detailed budget estimates of revenue.

Tamil Nadu (110)--Explanatory memorandum on the budget of the Govt. of Tamil Nadu (210)--Madras (401)--27cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Budget -- Tamil Nadu (State) -- Periodicals (720)--HJ66.T3B116 (811)--354'54'8200722 (812)--76-913286 (821)--2677295 (826)--HJeITM9uuu (828)--OC (852)

Tamil Nadu (110)--The Fort St. George gazette (210)
search under its
Government gazette.
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(812)--73-929592 (821)--1790618 (826)--HCITM972a (828)--ALC79
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1971/72-- (910)

Tamil Nadu (110)--Public instruction report of the Tamil Nadu State (210)
search under its
Report on public instruction in the Tamil Nadu State.


Tamil Nadu (110)--Report on the health education in Madras State (210) --Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Public health - Tamil Nadu (State) - Periodicals. 2. Tamil Nadu - Statistics, Medical - Periodicals. 3. Tamil Nadu (State) - Statistics, Vital - Periodicals (720)--RA312.T3T3 (811)--362.1'.954'.82 (812)--72-906923 (821)--3389858 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1964-65 (910)


Tamil Nadu (110)--Statement of posts and scales of pay (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State), 71-1968/69 (352)--Madras (401)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tamil Nadu (State) -- Officials and employees - Salaries, allowances, etc. (720)--I. Madras (State) (730)--Q532.Z2A32 (811)--SA68-18088 (821)--7105130 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1967/68- (910)


Tamil Nadu (110)--Tamil Nadu government gazette (210) search under its Government gazette.

Tamil Nadu (110)--Tamil Nadu services manual. 1900-1979 (210)--Madras (401)--Govt. of Tamil Nadu (402)--29cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Incorporates amendments issued upto 31st Oct. 1975 (620)--1. Civil services -- Tamil Nadu (State) (720)--QJ620.T3572 <UMC> (811)--342'.5482'068 (812)--78-904864 (821)--UMC (852)--OC (853)

Tamil Nadu (110)--Vote on account for expenditure of the Govt. of Tamil Nadu (210)--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Madras (State). Finance Dept. Vote on account for expenditure (601)--1. Tamil Nadu (State) -- Appropriations and expenditures (720)--Madras (State). Finance Dept. Vote on account

Tamil Nadu. Cooperative Dept. (110)—Report on the working of cooperative societies in the State of Tamil Nadu (210) search under Tamil Nadu (110)—Report on the working of cooperative societies in the State of Tamil Nadu.

Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Agriculture (110)—Administration report of the Agriculture Dept. 1968/69—(210)—Published by: The Department (305)—Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Dept. of Agriculture, ?—1967/68 (352)—Madras (401)—31cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Agriculture—Tamil Nadu (State) — Periodicals. 2. Agriculture—Madras (State)—Periodicals (720)—I. Madras (State). Dept. of Agriculture (730)—S280.M3A36 (811)—354'.548208283 (812)—76-913269 (821)—2682293 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1968/69 (910)

Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Agriculture (110)
Agricultural compendium (210) search under Tamil Nadu. Directorate of Agriculture (110) Agricultural mini compendium.


Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)—Administration report (210)—Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics. ?-1965/66 (352)—Madras (401)—30cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Tamil Nadu (State)—Statistics. 2. Madras (State)—Statistics (720)—I. Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics (730)—HA1728.T3A27 (811)—315 <NST> ; 354'.54'82 (812)—72—929743 (821)—0541—7821 (825)—2054964 (826)—HAeITM967a (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST OC UCSD (853)—PL480: 1960/61—1972/73 (910)

Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)—Annual statistical abstract for Tamil Nadu (210)—Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics (352)—Madras (401)—a (521)—English (531)—Vols. for 1967—cover the period before the name of the State was changed <NUC> (620)—1. Tamil Nadu (State)—Statistics. 2. Madras (State)—Statistics (720)—I. Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics (730)—Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics. Annual statistical abstract for the Madras State (740)—HA1728.T3A3 (811)—SA68—19518 (821)—ALC76 (852)—CNLC NUC UCSD UCRK UCST (853)—PL480: 1959/60—1967/68—1968/69 (comb. issue) (910)


Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)—Crop estimation survey on food crops (210) search under its Report on crop estimation survey on food crops.

Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)—Crop estimation survey on groundnut crop (210) search under its Report on crop estimation survey on non-food crops.

Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)—Crop estimation survey on non-food crops (210) search under its Consolidated results of crop estimation survey of non-food crops <ALC79>


Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)—Results of crop estimation survey on food crops (210) search under its Report on crop estimation survey on food crops.
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(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends June 30 (620)--1.
Agriculture -- Tamil Nadu (State) -- Statistics. 2. Agriculture --
Madras (State) -- Statistics <OC> (720)--I. Madras (State). Dept. of
Statistics (730)--Madras (State). Dept. of Statistics. Season and
crop report for the agricultural year (740)--HD2075.T15A3
(811)--0082-1594 (825)--2554440 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC

TAMIL Nadu. Dept. of Statistics (110)
Statistical abstract for Tamil Nadu (210)
search under its
Annual statistical abstract for Tamil Nadu <ALC76>

TAMIL Nadu. Directorate of Agriculture (110)--Agricultural mini com-
pendium. 1974-- (210)--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--Issued in 2 vols. (502)--Vol. for 1971/72 treated by LC as a
monograph (512)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues: Tamil Nadu.
Agriculture -- Tamil Nadu (State) -- Statistics -- Periodicals
(720)--Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Agriculture. Agricultural compendium
(740)--S280.T3D57 (811)--338.1'0954'82 (812)--ALC76 (852)--OC
(853)--PL480: 1971/72-1974 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Directorate of Archives (110)--Administration
report of the Tamil Nadu State archives (210)
search under
Tamil Nadu. State Archives (110)
Administration report <ALC76 CNLC>

TAMIL Nadu. Directorate of Backward Classes (110)
Performance budget--Backward Classes (210)
search under
Tamil Nadu (110)--Performance budget--
Backward Classes <ALC79>

TAMIL Nadu education. v.3--<4>; 1969-70? <UCD> (210)--Formerly: Madras
education. v.1-2; 1967-68 (250)--Published by: State Institute of
Education (305)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q
(521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Tamil arasu wef. July 1970
(602)--1. Education -- Tamil Nadu (State) -- Periodicals (720)--I.
State Institute of Education (730)--Madras education (740)--Tamil
arasu (750)--L61.T3 (811)--370'.5 (812)--70-907142 (821)--ALC76
(852)--NUC UCD (853)--PL480: V.2(1-4); Jan.-Oct. 1969 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Education Dept. (110)--Administration report of the Govt.
Museum, Madras; the National Art Gallery, Madras; the Govt. Museum,
Padukkottai and the Connemara Public Library (Exchange Section),
Madras. 1968/69-- (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State).
Education and Public Health Dept. 1957/61-1966/67 (352)--Madras
(401)--Printed by the Director of Stationery and Printing
(403)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Museums -- Tamil Nadu

Tamil Nadu Electricity Board (110)—Journal of the Tamil Nadu Electricity Board (210)—Formerly issued by: Madras State Electricity Board. 7—July/Dec. 1967 (352)—Madras (401)—25cm. (5011)—Illus. (5012)—Some numbers issued combined (503)—f (521)—Formerly quarterly (525)—English (531)—Volume numbers irregular (571)—I. Electric power—Periodicals. 2. Atomic power—Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. Madras State Electricity Board (730)—TK1.M24 (811)—621.31‘05 (812)—72-929675 (821)—7084270 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: v.17(3), July/Sept. 1963— (910)

Tamil Nadu. Finance Dept. (110)—Budget memorandum (SA68-16284) (210)

search under its
Explanatory memorandum on the budget of the Govt. of Tamil Nadu.


Tamil Nadu. Finance Dept. (110)—Vote on account for expenditure (210)

search under
Tamil Nadu (110)—Vote on account for expenditure.
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TAMIL Nadu. Harijan and Tribal Welfare Dept. (110) Performance budget--Harijan and Tribal Welfare (210) search under Tamil Nadu (110)--Performance budget--Harijan and Tribal Welfare <ALC79>


TAMIL Nadu. Health and Family Planning Dept. (110)--Report on the working of the civil hospitals and dispensaries in the Tamil Nadu. 1966-- (210)--Published by: The Department (305)--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues: Madras (State). Medical Dept. Report on the working of the civil hospitals and dispensaries in the Madras State (601)--l. Hospitals, Public--Tamil Nadu (State) --Statistics --Periodicals. 2. Dispensaries--Tamil Nadu (State) --Statistics --Periodicals. 3. Tamil Nadu (State) --Statistics, Medical --Periodicals <OC> (720)--Madras (State). Medical Dept. Report on the working of the civil hospitals and dispensaries in the Madras State (740)--RA990.I4M34 (811)--362.1'1'095482 (812)--74-903436 (821)--3530158 (826)--RAeITM966a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966 (910)


TAMIL Nadu. Home Dept. (110)--Administration report of the civil courts statistics. 1968/69-- (210)--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues: Madras (State). Home Dept. Civil courts statistics (601)--Vols. for ?-1968 cover the period before
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the name of the State was changed (620)--1. Judicial statistics - Tamil Nadu (State). 2. Judicial statistics - Madras (State) (720)--Madras (State). Home Dept. Civil courts statistics (740)--Law (811)--347'.5482'0130212 (812)--73-901003 (821)--1790423 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC (853)--PL480: 1960-63; 1968-70 (910)


TAMIL Nadu Industrial Development Corporation (110)--Annual report (210)--Madras (401)--7th equals 1972 (462)--Local Library Authority Building, 3rd Floor, 150-A Anna Salai, Madras-600 002 (480)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation - Yearbooks. 2. Industrial promotion - Tamil Nadu (State) <OC> (720)--TIDCO (740)--HC437.T24T73 (811)--354'.54'820082 (812)--73-903546 (821)--1790510 (826)--HCEIT9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 7th-? ; 1972-74 (910)

TAMIL Nadu information. v.23(2), Feb. 1969-- (210)--Formerly: Madras information. v.1-23(1); 1947-Jan. 1969 (250)--Published by: Director of Information and Publicity, Govt. of Tamil Nadu <NUC> (305)--Madras (401)--Ceased (470)--32cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English, Tamil (534)--Issue for Feb. 1969, has no volume numbering but constitutes V.23, no.2 (575)--1. Tamil Nadu - Periodicals (720)--I. Tamil Nadu. Director of Information and Publicity (730)--Madras information (740)--DS485.M25M3 (811)--915.4'82'005 (812)--74-929505 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: July 1962-Mar. 1969 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Jail Dept. (110)--Administration report of the Jail Dept. in Tamil Nadu (210)--Caption title: Annual report on the administration of jails in the Tamil Nadu (2306)--Madras (401)--Govt. of Tamil Nadu (402)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
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TAMIL Nadu. Labour & Emp.

(531)--Continues: Madras (State). Jail Dept. Administration report of the jails in Madras State (601)--1. Prisons - Tamil Nadu (State) - Periodicals. 2. Prisons - India - Madras (State) - Periodicals (710)--1. Madras (State). Jail Dept. Administration report of the jails in Madras State. 2. Tamil Nadu. Jail Dept. Annual report on the administration of jails in Tamil Nadu (740)--HV9794.T3A3s (811)--354.54'82'00849 (812)--73-920078 (821)--4991596 (826)--NUC (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1960- (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Jail Dept. (110)--Annual report on the administration of jails in the Tamil Nadu (210) search under its Administration report of the Jail Dept. in Tamil Nadu.


TAMIL Nadu journal of cooperation. v.64(5), Nov. 1972- (210)--Formerly: 1. Madras bulletin of cooperation. v.1-20(1); 1900-1928. 2. Madras journal of cooperation. v.20(2)-64(4); 1928-Oct. 1972 <UCD> (250)--Published by: Tamil Nadu Cooperative Union (305)--Official journal of the Union <OC> (307)--Formerly: Official journal of Madras Provincial Cooperative Union, 1900?- (357)--Madras (401)--Anna Salai, Madras-600 009 (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Kolathoor Kothandam <PI75> (611)--Includes Special numbers <OC> (640)--Cooperation (680)--1. Cooperative societies - Tamil Nadu (State) - Periodicals. 2. Cooperative societies - Periodicals. 3. Cooperation - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Tamil Nadu Cooperative Union <OC> (730)--1. Madras bulletin of cooperation. 2. Madras journal of cooperation (LC No. 47-42912) (740)--HD3537.M25 (811)--334'.0954'82 (812)--73-902214 (821)--0377-8002 (825)--179059 (826)--AHD4M900m (828)--ALC76 (852)--AL75 IOL OC PI75 UCD ULS (853)--PL480: v.56(2), Aug. 1964- (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Labour and Employment Dept. (110)--Annual report on the working of the minimum wages act, 1948. 1976-- (210)--Formerly: Report on the working of the minimum wages act in the State of Tamil Nadu (250)--Formerly issued by: Dept. of Labour, Govt. of Tamil Nadu <OC> (352)--Madras (401)--Director of Stationery and Printing (403)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues: Madras (State). Dept. of Industries, Labour and Cooperation. Report on
(534)--1. Madras (State) - Politics and government. 2. Tamil Nadu (State) - Politics and government <OC> (720)--I. Madras (State). Legislative Council (730)--J563.J22 (811)--328.54'82'02 (812)--72-929514 (821)--6543241 (826)--J5etITM9501 (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.46-133(6); Apr. 21, 1962-May 1975 (910)

Tamil Nadu. Legislative Council (110)--Tamil Nadu Legislative Council; (210)--a review. 1967/71- (212)--Published by: Legislative Council Dept. Govt. of Tamil Nadu (305)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--k (521)--English (531)--Continues: Madras (State). Legislative Council. Quinquennial review, 1952/57-1962/67 <OC> (601)--I. Madras (State) - Politics and government. 2. Tamil Nadu (State) - Politics and government <OC> (720)--Madras (State). Legislative Council. Quinquennial review (740)--JQ533.A27 (811)--328.54'82'005 (812)--76-913276 (821)--3200021 (826)--JQetITM957k (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1952/57-1967/71 (910)

Tamil Nadu. Legislative Council (110)--Who is who. 1970/71- (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Legislative Council, 1961-1967/68 (352)--Madras (401)--19cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--i (521)--English (531)--Includes supplement (631)--I. Tamil Nadu. Legislative Council - Biography (720)--I. Madras (State). Legislative Council (730)--JQ533.A335 (811)--328.54'82'0922 (812)--72-906871 (821)--1784213 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSM (853)--PL480: 2nd-5th; 1962-68; 1970/71-1972/73 (910)

Tamil Nadu. Office of the Chief Inspector of Approved Schools and Vigilance Service (110) Administration report on the working of the suppression of immoral traffic in women and girls act, 1956 (210) search under Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Approved Schools and Vigilance Service (110)--Administration report on the working of the suppression of immoral traffic in women and girls act, 1956 <ALC76>

Tamil Nadu police journal (210)--Formerly: Madras police journal. v.1-? ; 1950-? <CNLC> (250)--Issued by: Inspector-General of Police. July/Sept. 1964- <OC> (302)--Vellore (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English, Tamil (534)--1. Police - Madras (State) - Periodicals. 2. Police - Tamil Nadu (State) - Periodicals (720)--I. Madras (State). Police Dept. II. Tamil Nadu. Police Dept. (730)--Madras police journal (740)--HV7551.M33 (811)--SA65-6540 (821)--6234372 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC (853)--PL480: V.13, Jan./Mar. 1962- (910)

Tamil Nadu. Public Health Dept. (110)--Report on the health conditions in Madras State <sic> (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Public Health Dept. (352)--Madras (401)--Director, Stationery and Printing (403)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
TAMIL Nadu. Pub. Works


TAMIL Nadu. Public Works Dept. (110)--Administration report (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Public Works Dept. (352)--31cm. (5011)--Issued in several parts (502)--a (521)--English (531)--Vols. for <1963/64, 1967/68> cover the period before the State name was changed (620)--1. Tamil Nadu (State) - Public works. 2. Madras (State) - Public works (720)--I. Madras (State). Public Works Dept. (730)--HD4295.T35A3 (811)--354'.54'820086 (812)--73-929534 (821)--1790609 (826)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1959/60-1971/72 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Registration Dept. (110)--Note on the statistics of the Registration Dept. in the State of Tamil Nadu (210)--Published by: The Department (305)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Registration Dept. ?-1966/67 (352)--Madras (401)--29cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Recording and registration - Tamil Nadu (State). 2. Recording and registration - Madras (State) (720)--I. Madras (State). Registration Dept. (730)--HA39.I43T37 (811)--72-901344 (821)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1965/66-1966/67; 1968/69-1972/73 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Registration Dept. (110)--Report on the administration. 1968/71-- (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Registration Dept. (352)--Madras (401)--31cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31. First report covers a period of three years (620)--1. Recording and registration - Tamil Nadu (State). 2. Recording and registration - Madras (State) (720)--I. Madras (State). Registration Dept. (730)--HA39.I43M3 (811)--354'.54'82008 (812)--73-903550 (821)--1790514 (826)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

TAMIL Nadu Small Industries Corporation (110)--Annual report--TANSI (210)--Published by: The Corporation (305)--Madras (401)--Arul Manai, 26 Whites Road, Madras-600 014 (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tamil Nadu Small Industries Corporation - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HC437.T24T38 (811)--338.7'68 (812)--76-913041 (821)--2776346 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1973/74 (910)

TAMIL Nadu State Archives (110)--Administration report. 1968/69--
(210)—Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Record Office. 1967/68; Madras State Archives (NUC) (352)—Madras (401)—30cm. (5011)—tables (5015)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Tamil Nadu State Archives—Yearbooks. 2. Madras State Archives—Yearbooks (720)—I. Madras (State). Record Office. II. Madras State Archives (730)—CD2097.M3A352 (811)—354'54'8200714 (812)—72-929749 (821)—2092871 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1961/62-1971/72 (910)

Tamil Nadu. State Employment Market Information Unit (110)—Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Tamil Nadu (210) search under its
Report on the occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Tamil Nadu <ALC77>

Tamil Nadu. State Employment Market Information Unit (110)—Report on the occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Tamil Nadu. 1965—(210)—Caption title: Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Tamil Nadu (2306)—Formerly: Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Madras (250)—Published by: The Unit (305)—Formerly issued by: Madras (State). State Employment Market Information Unit (352)—Madras (401)—33cm. (5011)—Issued in 2 pts., 1965—(502)—g (521)—English (531)—1. Tamil Nadu (State) — Occupations — Statistics. 2. Tamil Nadu (State) — Occupations — Yearbooks. 4. Madras (State) — Occupations — Statistics (720)—Madras (State). State Employment Market Information Unit. Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Madras State (740)—HB2730.M3A32 (811)—331.12'5'095482 (812)—77-912380 (821)—6335442 (826)—ALC78 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1965—(910)


Tamil Nadu. State Employment Market Information Unit (110)—Review of employment in Tamil Nadu. 1969—(210)—Published by: Directorate of Employment and Training, Govt. of Tamil Nadu (305)—Madras
TAMIL Nadu. Stationery

(401)--35cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Continues: Madras
(State). Commissioner of Labour and Director of Employment. Review
of employment in Madras State (601)--1. Labor supply - Tamil Nadu
(State). 2. Labor supply - Madras (State) (720)--Madras (State).
Commissioner of Labour and Director of Employment. Review of
employment in Madras State (740)--HD5820.T3A25 (811)--331.1'0954'82
(812)--72-907109 (821)--1784225 (826)--HD6ITM969g (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: June 1967-Mar. 1968; 1970-75 (910)

Tamil Nadu. Stationery and Printing Dept. (110)--Annual report.
1966/67- (210)--Formerly issued by: Madras (State). Stationery and
Printing Dept. ?-1966/67 (352)--At head of title: Public Works
Dept., 1966/67 (308)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tamil
Nadu - Government publications. 2. Tamil Nadu. Stationery and
Printing Dept. (720)--I. Madras (State). Stationery and Printing
Dept. II. Tamil Nadu. Public Works Dept. (730)--2458.3.T3A3
(811)--354'.54'8200712 (812)--72-927084 (821)--1784288 (826)--ALC78
available. Subscription discontinued (910)

TAMIL Nadu Tourism Development Corporation (110)--Annual report--Tamil
Nadu Tourism Development Corporation (210)--Published by: The
Corporation (305)--Madras (401)--3rd equals 1973/74 (462)--V. S. T.
Motors Bldgs., 34 Mount Road, Madras-600 002 <OC> (480)--26cm.
(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tamil Nadu Tourism Development
Corporation - Yearbooks (720)--G155.I4T34 (811)--338.7'61'915482045
(812)--75-908007 (821)--2480798 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:
3rd, 1973/74 (910)

TAMIL Nadu. Transport Dept. (110)--Report on the administration of
the Motor Vehicles Acts and Rules (210)--Madras (401)--Director of
Stationery and Printing (403)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
(531)--Continues: Madras (State). Transport Dept. Administration
report of the Motor Vehicles Acts and Rules (601)--Report year ends
Mar. 31 (620)--I. Transportation, Automotive - Tamil Nadu (State)
<OC> (720)--Madras (State). Transport Dept. Administration report
of the Motor Vehicles Acts and Rules (750)--HE5691.M2A32
(811)--354'.54'82008783 (812)--73-901004 (821)--0541-833X
(825)--1790424 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1970/71-1972/73
(910)

TAMIL Nadu Water Supply and Drainage Board (110)--Administration re-
port--Tamil Nadu Water Supply and Drainage Board. 1971/74- (210)--
Published by: The Board (305)--<s.l.> (401)--28cm. (5011)--111lus.
(5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tamil Nadu Water Supply and
Drainage Board (720)--TD303.T34T34 (811)--354'.54'82008232
(812)--77-912197 (821)--3791078 (826)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

TAMILIAN antiquary. no.1- ; 1907- (210)--Published by: T. A. Society
BOUQUET T

TATA Indus.

(305)--Trichinopoly (401)--Ceased <UCTN> (470)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--The Tamilian Archaeological Society series (511)--u (521)--English (531)--NLC (852)--NUC UCTN (853)

TANAVA. v.1- ; 1972- (210)--Pipariya (401)--Banshi Maheshwari <PI75> (402)--57-Mangalwada, Piparia-461 775, MP (480)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Hari Shankar Agarwal <PI75> (611)--Poems (680)--X9-915001 (822)--ALC79 (852)--PI75 (853)

TANJORE Maharaja Serfoji's Saraswati Mahal Library (110)--The journal of the Tanjore Maharaja Serfoji's Saraswati Mahal Library. v.1- ; 1939- <PI75> (210)--Thanjavur (401)--N. Kandaswami Pillai (402)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--t (3 nos. a year) (521)--English, Tamil, Sanskrit (534)--Ed.: N. Kandaswami Pillai (611)--Literary and cultural (680)--Sarasvati Mahal Library, Tanjore (740)--Z671.M19 (811)--SA66-6374 (821)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC IOL NLC PH PI75 UCD ULS UMC (853)--PL480: V.18(2), 1965- (910)

TANJORE Saraswathi Mahal Library <PH>

search under
Tanjore Maharaja Serfoji's Sarasvati Mahal Library.

The TANNER. v.1- ; 1946 ?<- <OC> (210)--<Bangalore> (401)--<S. Raja> (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Tanning and allied agencies (680)--Tanning - Periodicals <OC> (720)--TS940.T3 (811)--675 (812)--51-38503 (821)--2450970 (826)--ALC80 (852)--OC (853)

TAPOVAN prasad. v.1- ; 1963- (210)--Sponsored by: Tara Cultural Trust (306)--Madras (401)--Mrs. Leela Nambiar <PI75> (402)--Vignana Mandir, 10 Harrington Road, Madras-600 031 (480)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Mrs. Leela Nambiar (611)--Hindu religion and philosophy (680)--73-904752 (821)--1714706 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.11, Jan. 1973- (910)

TAPROBANIAN; (210)--a Dravidian journal of Oriental studies in and around Ceylon, in natural history, archaeology, philology, history, etc. v.1-4; 1887-95; Oct. 1885- <NUC> (212)--Bombay (401)--The Education Society's Press (402)--Ceased <ULS> (470)--33cm. (5011)--b (521)--English (531)--ULS (852)--NLC UCTN (853)

TATA Chemicals Limited (110)--Report (210)--Bombay (401)--Tata Chemicals Limited (402)--28cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--HD96657.I44T33 (811)--55-40164 (821)--7130645 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 35th, 1973/74 (910)

TATA Industries Limited. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110)--Statistical outline of India (210) (55-25623)

search under
Tata Services Limited. Dept. of Economics.
The U.P. coop. journal. v.1- ; 1925 <UCD> (210)--Published by: U.P. Cooperative Union (305)--Lucknow (401)--Ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Cooperation -- Periodicals. 2. Cooperation -- India -- Periodicals (720)--I. U. P. Cooperative Union, Lucknow (730)--HD2951.U22 (811)--SA64-6294 (821)--AL70 (852)--NUC UCD (853)--PL480: V.39(3)-40(3/4); Jan./Mar. 1964-Jan./June 1965 (910)

U.P. Historical Society (110)
search under
Uttar Pradesh Historical Society.

U.P. information (210)
search under
Uttara Pradesa.

U.P. law times; (210)--a monthly journal of current legislation. v.1- ; 1937-- <ULS> (212)--Lucknow (401)--S. L. Kharbanda <NUC> (402)--Ceased (470)--26cm. (5011)--m (521)--English; some sections in Hindi <NUC> (534)--Eds.: B. P. Srivastava, 1937-- ; S. Kharbanda, 1949-- (611)--1. Law -- Periodicals -- United Provinces of Agra and Oudh (720)--1. Srivastava, Bhagwati Prasad, ed. II. Kharbanda, Mohan Lal, ed. III. Kharbanda, Shyamalal, ed. IV. United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Laws, statutes, etc. (730)--349.5401 (812)--52-21198 (821)--UCUP (852)--NUC ULS (853)

U.P. Society of Extension Education and Rural Development (110)--Journal of rural extension (210)
search under
Journal of rural extension <ALC78>

U.S.C.E.F.I.
search under
United Social, Cultural and Educational Foundation of India <AL>

U.S. Library of Congress. American Libraries
Book Procurement Centre, Delhi (110)
search under

U.S.S.R. Embassy (India). Information Dept. (110)
Russian language monthly (210)
search under
Russian language monthly <PH>

UCCA Nyayalaya nirnaya patrika. v.1-; Jana. 1969- (210)--Published by: Vidhi Sahitya Prakasana, Vidhi, Nyaya aura Kampani Karyalaya Mantralaya (Vidhayi Vibhaga); Vidhi Mantralaya <NUC> (305)--Formerly issued by: India. Ministry of Law and Justice, Govt. f India (352)--Nai Dilli (401)--28cm. (5011)--Issued in...parts (502)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Report of the decisions of the high courts of India (680)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India (720)--I. India. Ministry of Law (730)--Delhi. High Court. Ucca Nyayalaya nirnaya patrika (740)--77-905628 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSM (853)

UCCATAMA Nyayalaya niryana patrika (210)
search under
India. Supreme Court (110)--Uccatama
Nyayalaya niryana patrika <ALC76>

UDAHARANA. v.1-; Jana. 1977- (210)--Kannauja (401)--Jauhari Baksa Phaiktri Presa (402)--u (521)--Hindi (532)--Samakalina racana ka sahityika patra (680)--ALC76 (852)

UDAIPUR (City). State Institute of Education (110)
search under
State Institute of Education, Rajasthan.

UDAIPUR (City). University (110)
search under
University of Udaipur <ALC76>

UDBODHAN. v.1-; Oct. 1970- (210)--New Delhi (401)--P/64 New Delhi South Extension, Part II, New Delhi-110 049 (480)--q (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: Shankar Nath Kaul <CIPE> (611)--Chiefly religious (680)--1767917 (826)--CIPE (852)--OC (853)

UDGEETH. v.1-; 1967- <IPP> (210)--Sponsored by: Om Rama Yoga Sangam <IPP> (306)--New Delhi (401)--G. L. Chandratreyan (402)--112 Rabindra Nagar, New Delhi (480)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Spiritual enlightenment (680)--X2-903056 (822)--AL (852)--IPP (853)--PL480: V.6, Apr. 1972- (910)

UDYOOG patrika (210)
search under
Udyoga patrika.
UDYOGA. v.1- ?; Apr. 1966-July 1971 (210)--Published by: Directorate of Industries, Govt. of Orissa (305)--Cuttack (401)--Ceased (470)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--A quarterly journal of industry (680)--l. Orissa (State) -- Industries -- Periodicals (720)--I. Orissa. Directorate of Industries (730)--HC437.07U3 (811)--338 (812)--SA68-1179 (821)--0503-0196 (825)--6323271 (826)--HCEI0C966q (828)--AL (852)--IPP NST NUC OC (853)


UJJAIN (City). Vikram University (110)
search under
Vikram University <AL>

UNESCO (110)
search under
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization.

UNILIT. v.1- ; July 1961- (210)--Published by: Andhra Viswa Samiti (305)--Secunderabad (401)--208 New Bhoiguda, Secunderabad-500 003, AP (480)--22cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended during 1972 (540)--Ed.: P. Samabasivarao <CIPE> (611)--On Telugu literature (680)--l. Literature -- History and criticism -- Periodicals. 2. Telugu literature <OC> (720)--I. Andhra Viswa Samiti (730)--PN2.U55 (811)--891 (812)--SA64-675 (821)--0041-6762 (825)--1696179


UNION catalogue of medical periodicals in Indian libraries (210) search under Central Medical Library (110)—Union catalogue of medical periodicals in Indian libraries <NST>

UNIT Trust of India (110)—Report and accounts. lst— ; 1964/65—<UCSD> (210)—Published by: The Trust (305)—Bombay (401)—a (521)—English (531)—Report year ends June 30 (611)—74-901622 (821)—ALC76 (852)—UCSD (853)—PL480: 9th, 1973 (910)

UNITED Asia; (210)—international magazine of Afro-Asian affairs. v.1- ; May/June 1948—<ULS> (212)—Former subtitle: International magazine of Asian affairs <ULS> (252)—Vol. 1, no.1: Inaugural number released on July 7, 1948 <OC> (270)—Bombay (401)—G. S. Pohdekar of United Asia Publications’ Pvt. Ltd. <PI75> (402)—12 Rampart Row, Fort, Bombay 400 001 <Ulrich> (480)—29cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—maps (5014)—charts (5016)—Some numbers issued combined (503)—b (521)—Formerly: monthly (525)—Reported suspended since June 1974?; Reported as suspended during 1974 <ALC76> (540)—Eds.: G. S. Pohdekar; Dinkar Sakrikar (611)—Includes index (651)—Indexed in: GIPL; Index India; Index to Indian legal periods.; PAIS (654)—Articles on political, economic, and cultural affairs, both historical and contemporary (680)—1. Asia - Periodicals. 2. Asia - Politics and government - Periodicals (720)—United Asia; international magazine of Asian affairs (740)—DS1.U55 (811)—327; 960 <NST>—; 950 <Ulrich> (812)—51-25948 (821)—0041-7173 (825)—1774164 (826)—DS61MT948b (828)—CIPE (852)—ALC76 CNLC IPP UCAP UCGu UCK UCR Ulrich ULS (853)—PL480: V.14-25(3); Jan. 1962—May/June 1974 (910)

UNITED Asia; international magazine of Asian affairs (210) search under United Asia; international magazine of Asia affairs (210)

UNITED Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. Research Centre on Social and Economic Development in Southern Asia (110) -- Social science research in Southern Asia (210) search under
Social science research in Southern Asia.

UNITED Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. Research Centre on Social and Economic Development in Southern Asia (110) -- Southern Asia social science bibliography (210) search under
Asian social science bibliography with annotations and abstracts <AL>

UNITED Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. Research Centre on the Social Implications of Industrialization in Southern Asia (110) -- South Asia social science abstracts (210) search under
South Asia social science abstracts.

UNITED Nations weekly newsletter. v.1- ; 1953- (210) -- Sponsored by: United Nations Information Centre (306) -- New Delhi (401) -- 55 Lodi Estate, New Delhi-110 003 (480) -- w (521) -- English (531) -- Indexed in: Index India (654) -- Gives official version of the activities and pronouncements of the United Nations and its specialized agencies (680) -- CIPE (852) -- IPP UCD (853)

UNITED Planters' Association of Southern India, Madras (110) -- Annual conference supplement (210) search under
Planters' chronicle <ALC76>

UNITED Planters' Association of Southern India, Madras (110) -- Planting directory of Southern India (210)
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search under its
UPASI planting directory <ALC76>

UNITED Planters' Association of Southern India, Madras (110)--UPASI planting directory (210)--Formerly: Planting directory of Southern India (250)--Published by: The Association (305)--Coonoor (401)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Agriculture - India. 2. Agriculture - Economic aspects - India <OC> (720)--United Planters' Association of Southern India, Madras. Planting directory of Southern India (740)--SA64-2332 (821)--3236964 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 18th-19th ed.; 1969-74 (910)


UNITED Provinces Historical Society (110)
Journal (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh Historical Society (110)
Journal.

UNITED Provinces of Agra and Oudh
Succeeds North-Western Provinces and Oudh
wef. 1902. Renamed as Uttar Pradesh in 1950.

UNITED Provinces of Agra and Oudh (110)
1. Abstracts of proceedings--Legislative Assembly (210)
2. Proceedings (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. Legislative Assembly (110)
Karyavahi; adhikrta vivarana.

UNITED Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Legislative Council (110)--Abstract of the proceedings (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. Legislative Council (110)
Karyavahi; adhikrta vivarana.

UNITED Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Legislative Council (110)--Proceedings; official report (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. Legislative Council (110)
Karyavahi; adhikrta vivarana.

UNITED Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Medical Dept. (110)--Report on the lunatic asylums
in the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh (210)

search under

Uttar Pradesh. Office of the Director of Medical and Health Services (110)--Report on mental hospitals.

UNITED Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Office of the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals (110)

Report and returns of the lunatic asylums (210)

search under

Uttar Pradesh. Office of the Director of Medical and Health Services (110)--Report on mental hospitals.

UNITED Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Registrar of Trade Unions (110)--

Report on the working of the Indian Trade Union Act, 1926 in <the> United Provinces (210)--Allahabad (401)--Superintendent, Print. and Stationery, United Provinces (403)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Trade Unions -- United Provinces of Agra and Oudh (720)--HD6815.U5A3 (811)--52-27860 (821)--NUC (852)--UCSM (853)

UNITED Schools Organisation of India (110)--Annual report (210)--New Delhi (401)--USC House, 1715 Arya Samaj Road, New Delhi-110 005 (480)--26 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--L61.U48 (811)--370'.6'254 (812)--72-908873 (821)--1784273 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 19th-22nd; 1969-72 (910)


UNITED Service Institution of India (110)

1. Proceedings (210)
2. U.S.I. journal (210)

search under its
UNITED Social, Cult. Journal.

UNITED Social, Cultural and Educational Foundation of India (110)--Souvenir (210)--Published by: The Foundation (305)--<New Delhi> (401)--24 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Vols. for 1974/75-1975/76 issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Vol. for 1973/74 not published (540)--l. India - Civilization - Periodicals. 2. Hinduism - Periodicals <QC> (720)--USCEFI (740)--HD401.U59 (811)--954'.005 (812)--73-906445 (821)--0378-3278 (825)--1790574 (826)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 QC (853)--PL480: 1972/73-1974/75. Subscription discontinued (910)

UNITED States. AID Mission to India (110) Directory of returned U.S.A.I.D. participants (210) search under Directory of returned U.S.A.I.D. participants <ALC76>


UNITED States Educational Foundation in India (110) Directory <of> Fulbright alumni (210) search under its Alumni directory <ALC76>

UNITED States. Information Service, Delhi (110) Directory of Indians who have visited the United States from Chandigarh....(210) search under Directory of Indians who have visited the United States from Chandigarh, Delhi, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh <AL>

The UNITED States of Travancore and Cochin information and listener (210)--Formerly: 1. Travancore information. v.1-3. 2. Travancore information and listener. v.4-9 (250)--Travancore (401)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--l. Travancore information. 2. Travancore information and listener (740) -- NLC (852)--UCK UCTN (853)

UNITED Trades Union Congress (110)--Report (210)--Calcutta (401)--249 Behin Behari, Ganguli Street, Calcutta (480)--k (quadrennial irregular) <NST> (521)--English (531)--331.88 (812)--SA67-2527
(821)--0566-0998  (825)--1770957  (826)--ALC76  (852)--NST  OC  (853)--PL480: 3d-5th session; Apr. 2/6, 1958-1964 (910)


The UNITY (210)
search under
Light & focus.

UNITY Theatre, Bombay (110)
Theatre unit bulletin (210)
search under
Theatre unit bulletin <PH>

UNIV. youth. v.1- ; May 1973- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Students' magazine (680)--73-905274 (821)--1639743 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1(3)-2(2/3); July 1973-June 1974 (910)

UNIVERSAL Proutist Youth Federation. Delhi Sector (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Our universe <ALC79>

UNIVERSITIES handbook; (210)--India. 17th ed.- ; 1973- (212)--Formerly: 1. Handbook of the universities. 1st ed.- ?; 1927- ?. 2. Universities handbook: India and Ceylon. ?-16th ed.; ?-1971 (250)--Issued by: Inter-University Board of India (302)--Published by: The Board (305)--Vols. for 1927- issued by: I. Inter-University Board of India. II. Inter-University Board of India and Ceylon, ?-1971 (352)--New Delhi (401)--Rouse Avenue N., New Delhi-110 002 (480)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Universities and colleges - India - Directories (720)--I. Inter-University Board of India. II. Inter-University Board of India and Ceylon (730)--1. Universities handbook: India and Ceylon. 2. Inter-University Board of India. Handbook of the universities (740)--L961.14U553 (811)--378.54 (812)--75-929543 (821)--2265642 (826)--L9eIDN927i (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480: 14th-18th ed.; 1964-75 (910)

UNIVERSITIES handbook; India and Ceylon (210)
search under
Universities handbook; India.

UNIVERSITY administration. v.1- ; Jan. 1974- (210)--Sponsored by:
UNIVERSITY affairs

Osmania University <UCR> (306) -- Hyderabad (401) -- Y. Raghaviah <OC> (402) -- OUB/IFP34 Osmania University Campus, Osmania University, Hyderabad-500 007, AP <CIPE> (480) -- 26cm. (5011) -- f (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Y. Raghaviah (611) -- Indexed in: Bulletin of International Association of Universities (Paris); ERIC/Higher Education; Index India <CIPE> (654) -- Higher education and administrative problems of universities (680) -- I. Universities and colleges -- India -- Administration -- Periodicals (720)--I. Osmania University. II. Raghaviah, Y. (730) -- LB2341.8.I4U53 (811) -- 74-900977; 77-647197 <OC> (821) -- 3376684 (826) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE OC UCR (853) -- PL480: V.1, Jan. 1974-- (910)

UNIVERSITY affairs. v.1- ; 1973-- (210) -- Sponsored by: Federation of University and College Teachers' Organisations <CIPE> (306) -- Delhi (401) -- Virendra Kumar (402) -- 4/37 Roop Nagar, Delhi <CIPE> (480) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Articles on educational reforms and reports on academic movements in the country; also world events on education <CIPE> (680) -- I. Education, Higher -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- I. Kumar, Virendra (730) -- LA1153.U54 (811) -- 378.54 (812) -- 74-901050 (821) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE CNLC OC (853) -- PL480: V.2, Feb./Mar. 1974-- (910)

UNIVERSITY College of Law magazine (210)

search under
Nagpur law journal.

UNIVERSITY Grants Commission, Delhi (110)
1. University, a statistic report (210)
2. University development in India; basic facts and figures (210)

search under
India. University Grants Commission (110)
University development in India; basic facts and figures.


UNIV. of Allah. Dept.

(852)--CIPE QC (853)--PL480: 1961/62-68 (old series); V.1-3(5/6); 1969-Sept./Nov. 1971. Some issues not available (910)

UNIVERSITY of Allahabad. Dept. of Economics (110)--Bulletin. n.1-20; 1915-24 <ULS> (210)--Allahabad (401)--21-23cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--Continued in: Indian journal of economics <ULS> (601)--1. Economics - Societies, etc. 2. India - Economic conditions - Societies, etc. (720)--Indian journal of economics (750)--HB51.A5 (811)--56-28421 (821)--NUC (852)--IOL UCD ULS (853)

UNIVERSITY of Allahabad. Dept. of Modern Indian History (110)--Journal of Indian history (210)
search under
Journal of Indian history.

UNIVERSITY of Allahabad. Dept. of Politics (110)
Indian journal of political science (210)
search under
Indian journal of political science.

UNIVERSITY of Allahabad. Education Dept. (110)--Researches and studies (210)--Allahabad (401)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Education - Collections (720)--LB5.A585 (811)--370'-8 (812)--70-920254 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: No.22-25; 1971-74 (910)

UNIVERSITY of Allahabad. History Dept. History Post-Graduates' Study Circle (110)--Journal. v.1- ; 1943-- (210)--Allahabad (401)--u (521)--English (531)--IOL (852)

UNIVERSITY of Allahabad. Mathematical Association (110)--Bulletin. v.1- ; 1942- ; 1927 <CIPE> (210)--Allahabad (401)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Mathematics - Societies, etc. (720)--QA1.A48 (811)--57-30452 (821)--QAeIUA1942i (828)--NUC (852)--CIPE IPP (853)

UNIVERSITY of Allahabad studies (210)
search under
University of Allahabad (110)--University of Allahabad studies.

UNIVERSITY of Andhra (110)
search under
Andhra University.

UNIVERSITY of Bihar (110)--Journal: Humanities section. v.1- ; 1956-
Published by: The University (305)--Patna (401)--i (521)--English (531)--PH (852)--IPP UCB1 UCD UCM (853)

UNIVERSITY of Bombay (110)--The Bombay University bulletin. v.1- ;
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Aug. 1940 - (210) -- Bombay (401) -- 22-25 cm. (5011) -- t (3 nos. a year) (521) -- English (531) -- Bombay. University (740) -- L682.A27 (811) -- 52-31664 (821) -- NUC (852) -- PH (853)

UNIVERSITY of Bombay (110) -- Bulletin (210)
search under its
The Bombay University bulletin.

UNIVERSITY of Bombay (110) -- Journal. v.1-; July 1932 -- <ULS> (210) -- nsv.37. No. 64-; 1969--(290) -- Bombay (401) -- Bombay 400 032 (480) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- charts (5016) -- Issued in 2 pts. 1976--. Vols. for 1932/33-75 issued in 5 pts. (502) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- i (521) -- Formerly: 5 nos. a year (525) -- English (531) -- V.7(2)-28, V.31, No. 64-- also called new series <OC> (575) -- Ed.: A. J. Dastur <CIPE> (611) -- Issue no.2 devoted to Arts <PH>; Paging is continuous within each subseries but volumes are bound according to the general numbering of the journal. Also numbered in various subs series, history, economics and sociology, physical sciences, including mathematics, arts and laws, etc. <ULS> (620) -- Intends to promote research work by teachers and students of the University of Bombay <CIPE> (680) -- AS472.B69 (811) -- 38-25547 (821) -- 1774264 (826) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE IPP PH UMC ULS (853) -- PL480: Pts. 1 and 4: V.30-36, No.71-72; 1961-68. Pt.2: V.30-42, No.78; 1961-73. Pt.3 and 5: V.30-43, No.70; 1961-74 (910)

UNIVERSITY of Bombay. School of Economics and Sociology (110) -- The Socio-economist (210)
search under
The Socio-economist; journal of the School of Economics and Sociology, Bombay University <IOL>


UNIVERSITY of Calcutta (110) -- Annual report -- University of Calcutta (210) -- Published by: The University (305) -- Ballygunge (401) -- 22 cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Report year ends May 31 (620) -- 1. University of Calcutta - Yearbooks (720) -- LG101.C33 (811) -- 378.54'14 (812) -- 78-641085 (821) -- 3637952 (826) -- NUC (852) -- OC (853)

UNIVERSITY of Calcutta (110) -- Anthropological papers. no.1-6; 1920-21 <ULS> (210) -- nsv.1-; 1927-- <ULS> (290) -- Calcutta (401) -- 24 cm. (5011) -- plates (5012) -- diagrs. (part fold.) (5017) -- The 1st series issued in 6 nos., 1920-21 (502) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- GN2.C28 (811) -- 47-3904 (821) -- UMC (852) -- NUC UCSM UCSWB (853)

UNIVERSITY of Calcutta (110) -- The Calcutta review (210)
search under
The Calcutta review <ALC79>
UNIVERSITY of Delhi

Research Section (110)
search under
University of Delhi. Agricultural Economics
Research Centre <ALC76>

UNIVERSITY of Delhi. Dept. of Business Management and Industrial Ad-
ministration (110)--Indian cases in business management. v.1- ;
1964-- (210)--Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--658
(812)--0418-579X (825)--NST (852)

UNIVERSITY of Delhi. Dept. of Business Management
and Industrial Administration (110)
Management bulletin (210)
search under
Management bulletin.

UNIVERSITY of Delhi. Dept. of Hindi (110)
Patrika (210)
search under
Parasilana <ALC77>

UNIVERSITY of Delhi. Dept. of Hindi (110)
Sodha-patrika (210)
search under
Parasilana <ALC77>

UNIVERSITY of Delhi. Dept. of Sanskrit (110)
Journal (210)
search under
Indological studies.

UNIVERSITY of Delhi. Library (110)
Documentation list: Africa (210)
search under
Documentation list: Africa <ALC76>

UNIVERSITY of Delhi. School of Social Work (110)
Studies in social work (210)
search under
Studies in social work.

Documentation Centre (110)--An Annotated list
of new arrivals and selected articles (210)
search under
Development and welfare.

UNIVERSITY of Gauhati (110)
search under
Gauhati University <ALC76>
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UNIVERSITY of Gorakhpur (110)—Gorakhpur University magazine (210)—Gorakhpur (401)—25cm. (5011)—u (521)—English (531)—AS472.G67A2 (811)—052 (812)—72-907500 (821)—1784241 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1972 (910)

UNIVERSITY of Gorakhpur (110)—Gorakhpur University research journal. v.1— (210)—Gorakhpur (401)—25cm. (5011)—u (521)—English (531)—AS472.G67A24 (811)—052 (812)—72-907560 (821)—1784245 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: V.2, Jan. 1968 (910)

UNIVERSITY of Gorakhpur (110)—Magazine (210) search under its Gorakhpur University magazine.

UNIVERSITY of Gorakhpur (110) Gorakhapura Visvavidyalaya patrika (210) search under its Sodha patrika; Research journal—Gorakhapura Visvavidyalaya.

UNIVERSITY of Gorakhpur (110)—Research journal (210) search under its Gorakhpur University research journal.


UNIVERSITY of Indore (110)—Research journal: humanities and social science; (210)—sodha patrika; manaviki evam samaja vijnana. v.1— (212)—Indore (401)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—charts (5016)—English, Hindi (534)—Ed.: P. N. Katwekar <CIPE> (611)—Includes special numbers <CIPE> (640)—Intended to be purposeful for the research scholars <CIPE> (680)—1. Indore University. 2. University of Indore. Sodha patrika; manaviki evam samaja vijnana <OC> (740)—AS472.I53A36 (811)—378.54'3 (812)—72-907681 (821)—1642424 (826)—ASemIMI972f (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE OC (853)

UNIVERSITY of Indore (110)—Sodha patrika; manaviki evam samaja vijnana (210) search under its Research journal: humanities and social science.
UNIVERSITY of Jabalpur

search under
University journal of education and psychology.

UNIVERSITY of Jammu (110)--University review. v.1- ; <1967>- (210)
Jammu (401)--f (521)--English (531)--72-907578 (821)--1645780 (826)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: V.3, Sept./Oct. 1969- (910)


UNIVERSITY of Kerala, Trivandrum.
Known as University of Travancore, Trivandrum upto Aug. 1957.

UNIVERSITY of Kerala (110)--Kerala University law review (210)
search under
Kerala University law review.

UNIVERSITY of Kerala (110)
Law review (210)
search under
Kerala University law review <ALC78>

UNIVERSITY of Kerala. Dept. of Tamil (110)
Journal of the Dept. of Tamil (210)
search under its Research papers.

UNIVERSITY of Kerala. Dept. of Tamil (110)--Research papers. v.5- ; 1974- (210)--Formerly: Journal of the Dept. of Tamil. v.1-4; 1970-73 (250)--Published by: The University (305)--Trivandrum (401)--Kariavattom, Trivandrum-685 001, Kerala (480)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English, Tamil (534)--1. Tamil philology - Periodicals <OC> (720)--University of Kerala. Dept. of Tamil. Journal of the Dept. of Tamil (740)--PL4751.A35 (811)--494'.811'05 (812)--77-912066 (821)--3251183 (826)--PLEXIKET970a (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE CNLC OC UCTN (853)--PL480: V.1, 1970- (910)

UNIVERSITY of Kerala. Oriental Manuscripts Library (110)
search under
University of Kerala. Oriental Research Institute and Manuscripts Library


UNIVERSITY of Lucknow (110) -- Abstracts of publications by members of the University, 1921- . v.1- ; 1928- (210) -- Published by: The University (305) -- At head of title: University of Lucknow <NUC> (308) -- Lucknow (401) -- 19cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- k (quinquennial) (521) -- English (531) -- V.1 covers 1921-27. Arranged in parts according to various faculties: arts, science, medicine and commerce. Each part issued separately with cover title, 1928/32- (620) -- 1. Lucknow University -- Bibliography (720) -- 25055.16L9 (811) -- 013.37854 (812) -- 34-7492 rev. (821) -- Z5eUL921 (828) -- ULS (852) -- NUC (853)


UNIVERSITY of Madras (110) -- Journal; Section A: Humanities. v.15-; July 1943-<OC>; v.16, 1944 <UCD> (210) -- Formerly: Journal of the Madras University. v.1-14; Mar. 1928-43 (250) -- Madras (401) -- University of Madras, Triplicane, Madras-600 005 (480) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Issued in 2 sections, 1943- (502) -- Some numbers issued

UNIVERSITY of Madras. Centre of Advanced Study in Philosophy (110) -- Year book -- Centre for Advanced Study in Philosophy (210) -- Madras (401) -- Madras-600 005 (480) -- 24 cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Philosophy, Indic - Yearbooks (720) -- Bl130.M27 (811) -- 181' 4'05 (812) -- 75-904342 (821) -- 43618810 (826) -- B1eITM9uua (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: 1974/75 (910)

UNIVERSITY of Madras. Indian Study Group of International Law and Affairs (110) Indian yearbook of international affairs (210)
search under
Indian year book of international affairs.

UNIVERSITY of Madras. Law College. Dept. of Legal Studies (110) -- Yearbook of legal studies (210)
search under
Yearbook of legal studies.

UNIVERSITY of Mysore (110) Half-yearly journal (210)
search under its Journal.


UNIVERSITY of Mysore (110) -- Magazine (210)
search under
Mysore University magazine.
UNIVERSITY of Mysore. Dept. of Post-Graduate Studies and Research in Ancient History and Archaeology (110) -- Archaeological studies (210)
search under
Archaeological studies.

UNIVERSITY of Mysore. Dept. of Post-Graduate Studies and Research in English (110)
search under
Literary half yearly.

UNIVERSITY of Mysore. Dept. of Post-Graduate Studies and Research in Hindi (110)
Journal (210)
search under
Manasi <ALC77>

UNIVERSITY of Mysore. Dept. of Post-Graduate Studies and Research in Sanskrit (110)
Journal (210)
search under
The Mysore orientalist <ALC76>

UNIVERSITY of Mysore. Oriental Research Institute (110) -- Journal (210)
search under
The Mysore orientalist <ALC76>

UNIVERSITY of Nagpur (110)
search under
Nagpur University <ALC76>

UNIVERSITY of North Bengal (110) -- Journal (210) -- Shiliguri (401) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- i (521) -- Bengali, English (534) -- North Bengal University (740) -- AS472.U544 (811) -- 052 (812) -- 75-920980 (821) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC (853) -- PL480: Nov. 1968 (910)

UNIVERSITY of Patna (110)
search under
Patna University <ALC76>

UNIVERSITY of Poona (110) -- Journal of the University of Poona -- Pune Vidyapith patrika. no.1-1952- (210) -- Poona (401) -- Ganeshkhind, Poona-411 007 (480) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- maps (5014) -- tables (5015) -- charts (5016) -- diags. (5017) -- Issues for 1952-74 in 2 sections (502) -- a (521) -- English, Hindi, Marathi (534) -- Vols. for 1952-71 issued in English only (535) -- Issued in 2 sections; Odd numbers called Humanities section; even numbers called Science and technology (620) -- Includes supplements <CIPE> (631) -- Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654) -- University of Poona. Pune Vidyapitha patrika (740) -- AS472.P6A3 (811) -- 60-45482
UNIVERSITY of Poona

Vidyapith patrika (210)
search under its
Journal of the University of Poona.

UNIVERSITY of Poona. Centre of Advanced
Study in Sanskrit (110)
search under
Centre of Advanced Study in Sanskrit, Poona.

UNIVERSITY of Rajasthan (known as
University of Rajputana upto 1956)

UNIVERSITY of Rajasthan (110)--Rajasthan University studies in English
v.1- 1963- (210)--Sponsored by: University of Rajasthan
(306)--Jaipur (401)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--1.
English literature - History and criticism - Periodicals. 2.
American literature - History and criticism - Periodicals. 3.
English literature - Book reviews - Periodicals (720)--PRL.J28
(811)--9820'.9 (812)--74-903868 (821)--2529885 (826)--PRehIRJ963q
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.7, 1974 (910)

UNIVERSITY of Rajasthan (110)
Studies in sociology (210)
search under
Studies in sociology <ALC76>

UNIVERSITY of Rajasthan (110)--University of Rajasthan studies; arts.
v.1- 1951- (210)--Jaipur (401)--24cm. (5011)--i (521)--English,
Hindi <IPP> (534)--Ed.: G. S. Sharma <CIPE> (611)--PH (852)--CIPE
(853)

UNIVERSITY of Rajasthan. Dept. of Geography (110)
Studies in geography (210)
search under
Studies in geography.

UNIVERSITY of Rajasthan. Dept. of Library
Science (110)--Libra (210)
search under
Libra <ALC76>

UNIVERSITY of Rajasthan. Dept. of Parapsychology (110)--Bulletin
(210)--Jaipur (401)--m (521)--English (531)--News supplement of
Parapsychology, the Indian journal of parapsychological research
(631)--ALC76 (852)--PH (853)--PL480: No.4-6; Apr.-June 1964 (910)
UNIVERSITY of Udaipur

search under
University of Kerala.

UNIVERSITY of Udaipur (110)
Research studies (210)
search under its
University of Udaipur research journal.

UNIVERSITY of Udaipur (110)--Udayapura
Visvavidyalaya sodha patrika (210)
search under its
University of Udaipur research journal.

UNIVERSITY of Udaipur (110)--University of Udaipur research journal.

UNIVERSITY studies in geography (210)
search under
Studies in geography.

UNIVERSITY studies in public administration (210)--Sponsored by: Dept. of Public Administration, University of Rajasthan (306)--Jaipur (401)--26 cm. (5011)---illus. (5012)---a (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Index India <UMC> (654)---1. Public administration - Study and teaching - Rajasthan (State) (720)--I. University of Rajasthan. Dept. of Public Administration (730)--JF1338.U54 (811)--350'.0007'11544 (812)--75-903077 (821)--2422818 (826)--AL (852)--OC (853)

The Unreported judgements (Supreme Court)
search under
India. Supreme Court (110)--The unreported judgements (Supreme Court) <ALC76>

UPASI
search under
United Planters' Association of Southern India <AL>

UPASI annual conference supplement (210)
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search under
Plante’s chronicle, v.70(9) <ALC76>

UPLIFT (210)--New Delhi (401)--Published by T. J. Abraham for LIFE Society (402)--29cm. (5011)--ills. (5012) --q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Welfare of the low income segment of society (680)--1. India - Social conditions - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Low Income Family Emancipation Society (730)--HN681.U64 (811) -- 362.5'05 (812) --75-900672 (821) --0377-6352 (825) --2245577 (826) --HNehID9uUq (828) --ALC76 (852) --OC (853) --PL480: V.2, Aug./Oct. 1974-- (910)

UPPER India Chamber of Commerce (110)--Annual report of the Committee of the Upper India Chamber of Commerce. v.1--; 1923--(210)--Allahabad (401)--The Pioneer Press (402)--Cawnpore <NUC> (431)--Star Press <OC> (432) --33cm. (5011)--tables (pt. fold.) (5015) --a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Economic conditions --1918- -- Periodicals (720) --HP331.U6 (811) --330.954 (812) --45-21922 (821) --1777352 (826) --NLC (852) --NUC OC (853)

UPPER India Chamber of Commerce (110)--Proceedings of annual general meeting of Upper India Chamber of Commerce (210)--Published by: The Chamber (305)--Kanpur (401)--N 67 equals 1955 (462) --24cm. (5011) --a (521)--English (531)--NLC (852)

URBAN and rural planning thought. v.1--; Jan. 1958-- (210)--Published by: School of Planning and Architecture (305)--Formerly published by: School of Town and Country Planning. 19??-- <OC> (355)--New Delhi (401)--Indraprastha Estate, New Delhi-110 001 (480) --24cm. (5011)--ills. (5012)--Some issues combined (503) --q (521) --English (531) --Ed.: G. Balakrishna Rao <CIPE> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Indexed in: GIPL (654)--Deals with town planning, housing, traffic and transportation planning, landscape architecture, urban and rural design and architecture <CIPE> (680)--1. Cities and towns - Planning - India. 2. Cities and towns - Planning - Periodicals <OC> (720) --I. School of Planning and Architecture. II. School of Town and Country Planning (730)--309.2 (812) --SA63-1533 (821) --0042-0824 (825) --1768858 (826) --ALC76 (852) --CIPE IPP NST OC PH UCD (853) --PL480: V.4-18(1); Jan. 1961-Jan. 1975 (910)
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USHA; (210)--journal of art and literature. v.1- ; 1934- (210)--
Published by: Punjab Literary League (305)--Organ of the League
(307)--Lahore (401)--21cm. (5011)--Illus., plates (pt. col.)
(5012)--1 (521)--English (531)--NLC (852)--PH (853)

USHA, The Dawn; (210)--a Vedic periodical. v.1-3(12); 1889-1905 (212)
--Calcutta (401)--u (521)--English (531)--ULS (852)--PH UCD (853)

UTKAL economic studies. no.1- ; 1975- (210)--Published by: Dept. of
Analytical and Applied Economics, Utkal University
(305)--Bhubaneswar (401)--20cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1.
Orissa - Economic conditions - Collected works (720)--I. Utkal
University. Dept. of Analytical and Applied Economics
(730)--HC437.07U47 (811)--330.954'13'005 (812)--82-913551
(821)--9477512 (826)--HCEIOB975u (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

UTKAL University. Dept. of Analytical and
Applied Economics (110)--Utkal economic
studies (210)
search under
Utkal economic studies.

UTKAL University. Humanities Dept. (110)
Journal (210)
search under
Bharati.

UTTAR Bharat bhoogol patrika (210)
search under
Uttara Bharata bhoogol patrika.

UTTAR Pradesh (1950- )
Publications issued by the Government of Uttar
Pradesh as well as its predecessor governments
namely Agra (?-1877), Oudh (?-1877), North
Western Provinces and Oudh (1835-1901), United
Provinces of Agra and Oudh (1902-1935), and
United Provinces (1936-49) are entered here.

UTTAR Pradesh (210)
search also under
Uttara Pradesa (210)

UTTAR Pradesh (110)--Annual financial statement (210)
search under its
Varshika vitta vivarana.

UTTAR Pradesh (110)--Annual progress report of sugarcane research
work conducted at Shahjahanpur, Muzaffarnagar, Gorakhpur and various
other stations in Uttar Pradesh (210)--Allahabad
BOUQUET U

Uttar Pradesh.

(401)—Superintendent, Print. & Stationery, UP (402)—24cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—Report year ends May 31 (620)—1.
Sugar-cane—Uttar Pradesh (State) (720)—SB29.I4U78
(811)—SA68-12825 (821)—474771 <?> (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC
(853)—PL480: 1962/63-1966/67 (910)

Uttar Pradesh (110)—Annual report of the State of Uttar Pradesh.
1963/64—(210)—Formerly: Report of the general administration of
the Uttar Pradesh. 1950-1962/63 <NST> (250)—Lucknow
(401)—Superintendent, Print. & Stationery, UP (402)—24cm.
(5011)—Reports for ... issued in parts (502)—a (521)—English
(531)—Contains <3> parts. 1. Production; 2. Development; 3.
Welfare activities <NUC> (620)—1. Uttar Pradesh (State)—Economic
conditions (720)—Uttar Pradesh. Report of the general
administration of the Uttar Pradesh (740)—HC437.U6A33 (811)—330
(812)—SA67-2726 (821)—0566-4802 (825)—HCeIUL950a (828)—UCSD
(852)—NST NUC UCSUP (853)

Uttar Pradesh (110)—Aya-vyayaka anumanom para smrtipatra. 1967/68—
(210)—Formerly: Memorandum on the budget estimates (250)—Lucknow
(401)—Superintendent, Print. & Stationery, UP (402)—34cm.
(5011)—a (521)—Hindi (52)—English: ?-1966/67 (535)—Called vol.
II in the series of annual publications on the budget issued by the
State (575)—1. Budget—Uttar Pradesh (State) (720)—Uttar Pradesh.
Memorandum on the budget estimates (740)—HJ66.U8B25
(811)—0566-4780 (825)—6663997 (826)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480:
1962/63-1973/74 (910)

Uttar Pradesh (110)—Catalogue of publications (210)—Allahabad (401)
a (521)—English, Hindi (534)—ALC76 (852)—CNLC (853)—PL480: 1966
(910)

Uttar Pradesh (110)
Government gazette of UP (210)
search under its
Sarakari gazeta—Uttara Pradesa.

Uttar Pradesh (110)—Memorandum
on the budget estimates (210)
search under its
Aya-vyayaka anumanom para smrtipatra.

Uttar Pradesh (110)—Report of the general
administration of the Uttar Pradesh (210)
search under its


UTTAR Pradesh (110)--Uttara Pradesh gazata (210) search under its Sarakari gazata--Uttara Pradesh.


UTTAR Pradesh Agricultural University Experiment Station (110)--Annual report--Experiment Station. UP Agricultural University (210)--Published by: The University, Experiment Station (305)--Pantnagar (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agriculture & Technology. Experiment Station. Annual report, research in progress wef. 1971/72 (602)--I. Agriculture -- Uttar Pradesh (State). 2. Agricultural research -- Uttar Pradesh (State) (720)--Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agricultural & Technology. Experiment Station. Annual report, research in progress (750)--S280.U9E2 (811)--75-907233 (821)--0566-7380 (825)--3188489 (826)--S2eIUP9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1967/68-1970/71 (910)


UTTAR Pradesh. Board of Revenue (110)--Uttara Pradesh ki rtu tatha upaja ka vivarana. 1965/66-- (210)--Formerly issued by: Uttar Pradesh. Land Reforms Commissioner, 1947/48-1964/65 (352)--Lakhanau (401)--Adhikshaka, Rajakiya Mudarana (402)--34cm. (5011)--a


UTTAR Pradesh. Cane Development Dept. (110)
Karya vivarana (210)
search under its
Ganna Vikasa Vibhaga ka karya vivarana.


UTTAR Pradesh. Civil Sec.


UTTAR Pradesh. Community Development Dept. (110) Review of development activity in Uttar Pradesh (210) search under its Uttara Pradesa (Uttarakhand ko chora kara) mem vikasa karyom ki samiksha <ALC76>


UTTAR Pradesh. Cultural Affairs and Scientific Research Dept. (110) search under Uttar Pradesh. Dept. of Cultural Affairs and Scientific Research <ALC76>


UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Agriculture (110) Pragati prativedana evam karyakrama (210)
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search under its
Krishi upadana evam bhumi samrakshana.


UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110) -- Audyogika upadana ki sanganana, Uttar Pradesh (210) search under its
Bulletin.

UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110) -- Bulletin (210) -- Each issue has a distinctive title (270) -- Lucknow (401) -- Allahabad <OC> (431) -- i (521) -- English; Some numbers issued in Hindi with title: Patrika (534) -- Is a companion volume to: Sankhyiikya saramsa, Uttar Pradesh -- Statistical abstract, Uttar Pradesh (633) -- Sankhyiikya saramsa, Uttar Pradesh. Statistical

UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110)
Census of manufacturing industries (210)
search under its
Bulletin <ALC76>


UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110) — Monthly bulletin of statistics (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. State Planning Institute (110)
Sankhyikya traimasika patrika, Uttar Pradesh.

UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110) — Patrika (210)
search under its
Bulletin <ALC76>

UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110) — Sankhyikya dayari. Statistical diary (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. State Planning Institute. Economics and Statistics Division (110)
Sankhyikya dayari. Statistical diary.

UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110) — Sankhyikya traimasika patrika (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. State Planning Institute. Economics and Statistics Division (110)
Sankhyikya traimasika patrika, Uttar Pradesh. Quarterly bulletin of statistics, Uttar Pradesh.

UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110) — Statistical abstract (210)
search under
Sankhyikiya saramsa, Uttara Prades. Statistical abstract, Uttara Prades.

UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Industries (110)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. Industries Dept.

UTTAR Pradesh. Dept. of Science and Technology (110)—Annual report on the working of the Dept. of Science and Technology/State Council of Science and Technology, Uttar Pradesh (210)—Published by: The Department (305)—Lucknow (401)—a (521)—English (531)—Supersedes in part: Uttar Pradesh. Dept. of Cultural Affairs and Scientific Research. Samskrta karya evam vaijnanika anusandhana samiksha (601)—Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)—Uttar Pradesh. Dept. of Cultural Affairs and Scientific Research. Samskrta karya evam vaijnanika anusandhana samiksha (750)—X9-915371 (822)—ALC79 (852)—PL480: 1977— (910)

UTTAR Pradesh. Directorate of Economics and Statistics (110)
search under

UTTAR Pradesh. Directorate of Harijan and Social Welfare (110)—Harijana tatha samaja kalyana yojanaom ka simhavalokana (210)
search under its
Uttara Prades. mem samaja kalyana yojanaom ka simhavalokana.


UTTAR Pradesh. Directorate of Harijan and Social Welfare (110)—Uttara Prades. mem harijana tatha samaja kalyana (210)—Published by: Nidesalaya, Harijana evam Samaja Kalyana, Uttara Pradesa (305)—<Lakhanau> (401)—Imprint varies slightly (485)—a
UTTAR Pradesh. Directorate


UTTAR Pradesh. Directorate of Industries (110) search under
Uttar Pradesh. Industries Dept. <ALC76>

UTTAR Pradesh. Economics and Statistics
Directorate (110)---Samkhyaikiya dayari. Statistical diary (210) search under

UTTAR Pradesh. Economics and Statistics
Directorate (110)---Statistical diary (210) search under

UTTAR Pradesh. Education Dept. (110)
Report on the progress of education (210) search under its
Siksha ki pragati.


UTTAR Pradesh. Excise Dept. (110)---Abakari Vibhaga, Uttara Pradesa ka varshika prasasani ka prativedana. 1967/72- (210)---Formerly: Uttara Pradesa mem Abakari prasasana ka varshika prativedana (250)---Published by: Abakari Vibhaga, Uttara Pradesa (305)---Ielahabada (401)---30cm. (5011)---a (521)---Hindi (532)---1. Internal revenue - Uttar Pradesh (State) - Statistics - Collected works (720)---Uttar Pradesh. Excise Dept. Uttara Pradesa mem Abakari prasasana ka varshika prativedana (740)---HJ5168.U77U77
Bouquet U

UPPER Pradesh. Indus.

(811)--77-915575 (821)--7220868 (826)--HJHUA1972a (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

UPPER Pradesh. Excise Dept. (110)--Uttara Pradesh mem Abakari prasasana ka varshika prativedana (210)
search under its
Abakari Vibhaga, Uttar Pradesh ka varshika prasasanika prativedana.

UPPER Pradesh Forest Corporation (110)
Annual report--UPPER Pradesh Forest Corporation (210)
search under
UPPER Pradesh Vana Nigama (110)--Varshika vivarana--UPPER Pradesh Vana Nigama.

UPPER Pradesh. Forest Dept. (110)--Progress report of forest administration (210)--Allahabad (401)--Supt., Print. and Stationery, U.P. (403)--Ceased <OC> (470)--a (521)--English, Hindi (534)--56-35041 (821)--1768925 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1957/58-1965/66; Some issues not available (910)

UPPER Pradesh. Harijana tatha Samaja
Kalyana Nidesalaya (110)
search under
UPPER Pradesh. Directorate of Harijan and Social Welfare <ALC76>


UPPER Pradesh. Industries Dept. (110)
Annual administration report (210)
search under its
Varshika prasasana prativedana.

UPPER Pradesh. Industries Dept. (110)
Development of industries in Uttar Pradesh; progress review (210)
search under its
Uttara Pradesh mem udyogom ka vikasa; pragati samiksha <ALC76>

UPPER Pradesh. Industries Dept. (110)--Uttara Pradesh mem udyogom ka


UTTAR Pradesh. Information Directorate (110)
Tripathaga (210)
search under
Tripathaga.

UTTAR Pradesh. Irrigation Dept. (110)--Irrigation administration report of Uttar Pradesh (210)
search under its
Sincai Vibhaga, Uttar Pradesh ka varshika prasasana prativedana.


UTTAR Pradesh. Irrigation Dept. (110)
Varshika prasasana prativedana (210)
search under its
Sincai Vibhaga, Uttar Pradesh ka varshika prasasana prativedana.

UTTAR Pradesh. Judicial Dept. (110)--Report on the administration of

UTTAR Pradesh. Khadi tatha Gramodyoga
Borda (110)--Gramodyoga (210)
search under
Gramodyoga.

UTTAR Pradesh. Labour Dept. (110)--Karyavahiyom
ki varshika samiksha (210)
search under its
Varshika samiksha--Srama Vibhaga, Uttar Pradesh.

UTTAR Pradesh. Labour Dept. (110)
Labour bulletin (210)
search under
Labour bulletin <ALC76>


UTTAR Pradesh. Land Reforms Commissioner (110)
Uttara Pradesh ki rtu tatha upajā ka vivarana.
search under
Uttar Pradesh. Board of Revenue (110)
Uttar Pradesh ki rtu tatha upajā ka vivarana.

UTTAR Pradesh. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)--Annual volume of Uttar Pradesh acts (210)--At head of title: Government of Uttar Pradesh, Legislative Dept. <OC> (308)--Allahabad (401)--Superintendent, Print. and Stationery, U.P. (403)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Law -- Uttar Pradesh (State) (720)--I. Uttar Pradesh. Legislative Dept. (730)--75-906654 (821)--2252869 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1965-66 (910)

UTTAR Pradesh. Legislative Assembly (110)
Debates (210)
search under its
Karyavahi; adhikrita vivarana.
UTTAR Pradesh. Legislative Assembly (110)--Karyavahi; (210)--adhikrta
vivarana. 1950-- (210)--Lakhanau (401)--Adhikshaka, Rajakiya Mudrana
evam Lekhana Samagri (403)--i (521)--Hindi (532)--Continues: United
Provinces. Legislative Assembly. Proceedings, 1937-49
(601)--Proceedings (680)--United Provinces. Legislative Assembly.
Proceedings (740)--SA 68-1930 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: V.209,
no.1-304, no.7; Feb. 12, 1960-May 1973 (910)

UTTAR Pradesh. Legislative Assembly (110)?
Proceedings (210)
search under its
Karyavahi; adhikrta vivaran.

UTTAR pradesh. Legislative Assembly (110)
Sadasyom ka jivana paricaya (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. Vidhana Parishad (110)--Uttara
Pradesa Vidhana Sabha sadasyom ka jivana
paricaya.

UTTAR Pradesh. Legislative Assembly (110)
Uttara Pradesa Vidhana Parishad ke sadasyom ka
jivana paricaya (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. Vidhana Parishad (110)
Uttara Pradesa Vidhana Parishad ke sadasyom
ka jivana paricaya.

UTTAR Pradesh. Legislative Assembly. Public Accounts Committee (110)
--Bharata ke Niyantraka-Mahalekha Parikshaka ki riporta para
adharita Loka Lekha Samiti ka prativedana (210)--Formerly: Viniyoga
lekh evam lekha pariksha sambandha mem lekha pariksha prativedana
para adharita Loka Lekha Samiti ka prativedana (250)--Published by:
Vidhana Sabha Sacivalaya, Uttara Pradesh (305)--Lakhanau
(401)--25cm. (501l)--a (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Report of the
Public Accounts Committee on the appropriation accounts and audit
report on revenue receipts (680)--1. Finance, Public - Uttar Pradesh
(State) - Accounting (720)--Uttar Pradesh. Legislative Assembly.
Public Accounts Committee. Viniyoga lekh evam lekha pariksha
prativedana tatha rajasva praptiyom ke sambandha mem lekha pariksha
prativedana para adharita Loka Lekha Samiti ka prativedana
(740)--HJ9927.I408 (811)--79-915050 (821)--ALC79 (852)--NUC
(853)--PL480: 1966-71 (910)

UTTAR Pradesh. Legislative Assembly. Public
Accounts Committee (110)--Vinnyoga lekh evam
lekh pariksha prativedana tatha rajasva praptiyom
ke sambandha mem lekha pariksha prativedana para
adharita Loka Lekha Samiti ka prativedana (210)
search under its
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Bharata ke Nyantraka-Mahalekha Parikshaka ki
riporta para adharita Loka Lekha Samiti ka
prativedana.

UTTAR Pradesh. Legislative Council (110) --Karyavahi; (210) --adhyaksha
vivara. 1950--(212) --Lakhanau (401) --Adhyaksha, Rajakiya Mudrana
evam Lekhana-Samghri (403) --25 cm. (5011) --i (521) --Hindi

UTTAR Pradesh. Legislative Council. Niyma Punarikshana Samiti (110)
--Uttara Prades Vidhana Parishad ki Niyma Punarikshana Samiti ka
prativedana (210) --Lakhanau (401) --Adhyaksha, Rajakiya Mudrana evam
Lekhana Samghri. U.P. (403) --i (521) --Hindi (532) --Report of the
Rules Revision Committee (680) --74-903844 (821) --ALC76 (852) --PL480:
1973 (910)

UTTAR Pradesh. Local Self Government Dept. (110)
Activities (210)
search under its
Karya-vivara. <AL>

1950--(210) --Ilahabad (401) --Adhyaksha, Rajakiya Mudrana evam
Lekhana Samghri (403) --22 cm. (5011) --a (521) --Hindi (532) --Vol. for
1967/68 reported as not published (540) --Continues: United
Provinces. Local Self Government. Activities, 1949
(601) --Administration report (680) --1. Municipal government -- Uttar
Pradesh (State) (720) --United Provinces. Local Self Government. Activities
(740) --JS7025.U8A15 (811) --SA68-19325 (821) --ALC76
1962/63-1963/64 not available (910)

UTTAR Pradesh. Lok Seva Ayog (110) --Annual report on the working of
the Lok Seva Ayog, Uttar Pradesh. 1965/66-- <OC> (210) --Formerly
(352) --Allahabad (401) --Supdt., Print. and Stationery, U.P.
(403) --25-29 cm. (5011) --a (521) --English, Hindi (534) --Report year
ends Mar. 31 (620) --Supplement with the title: Loka Seva Ayoga, Uttar
Prades ke karya ke varshika prativedana ke sambandha mem
jnapana (631) --Accompanying supplement in Hindi is the Government's
reply to Commission's findings (680) --1. Civil service -- Uttar
Pradesh (State). 2. Civil service -- Uttar Pradesh (State) --
Examinations (720) --1. Uttar Pradesh. Public Service Commission
(730) --JQ612.C5 (811) --74-916735 (821) --6685512 (826) --JQehIUA1966a
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UTTAR Pradesh. Office

(828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UCSD UCSUP (853)—PL480: 1964/65-1968/69 (910)


UTTAR Pradesh. Office of the Director of Medical and Health Services (Health Branch) (110)—Annual report of the Director of Medical and Health Services (210)—Allahabad (401)—Supdt., Print. and Stationery, U. P. (403)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Uttar Pradesh (State) — Statistics, Medical. 2. Uttar Pradesh (State) — Statistics, Vital (720)—RA407.5.I4UB2 (811)—77-923350 (821)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 94th, 1961 (910)

UTTAR Pradesh official directory (210)

search under
Uttara Pradesh sarakari nidarsani. Uttar Pradesh official directory.


UTTAR Pradesh. Panchayati Raja Vibhaga (110)
Varshiki pragati—Panchayati Raja Vibhaga,
Uttara Pradesh (210)
search under its
Varshika riporta—Panchayati Raja Vibhaga, Uttara Pradesh.
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UTTAR Pradesh. Planning Dept. (110)--Five year plan; (210)--Progress report (210)--Lucknow (401)--a (521)--English (531)--HC437.U6A616 (811)--UCSD (852)--NUC (853)

UTTAR Pradesh. Police Dept. (110)--Report on the administration of the police of Uttar Pradesh (210)
search under its
Varshika pulisa prasasana riporta.

UTTAR Pradesh. Police Dept. (110)--Varshika pulisa prasasana riporta.

UTTAR Pradesh. Public Service Commission (110)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. Lok Seva Ayog <ALC76>

UTTAR Pradesh. Revenue Dept. (110)--Rajasva prasasana prativedana
(210)--Formerly: Report on revenue administration (250)--Ilahabada (401)--Adhikshaka, Rajakiya Mudrana evam Lekhana Samagri (403)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--l. Taxation - Uttar Pradesh (State) (720)--Uttar Pradesh. Revenue Dept. Report on revenue administration (740)--HJ2934.U87U87 (811)--75-928473 (821)--1799872 (826)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

UTTAR Pradesh. Revenue Dept. (110)--Report on revenue administration (210)
search under its
Rajasva prasasana prativedana.

UTTAR Pradesh. Samskrtilka Karya evam Vajjnanika Anusandhana Vibhaga (110)
search under
Uttar Pradesh. Dept. of Cultural Affairs and Scientific Research <ALC76>

UTTAR Pradesh. Samskrtilka Karya Vibhaga (110)--Samskrtilka karya samiksha. 1975/76- (210)--Published by: The Vibhaga, Uttar Pradesh (305)--Lakhanau (401)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--Continues in part: Uttar Pradesh. Dept. of Cultural Affairs and Scientific
UTTAR Pradesh. State Council


UTTAR Pradesh. State Council of Science and Technology (110)--Annual report on the working of the Dept. of Science and Technology/State Council of Science and Technology, Uttar Pradesh (210) search under

Uttar Pradesh. Dept. of Science and Technology (110) Annual report on the working of the Dept. of Science and Technology/State Council of Science and Technology, Uttar Pradesh <ALC79>

UTTAR Pradesh State Electricity Board (110)--Annual finance statement --U.P. State Electricity Board (210)--Published by: The Board, Uttar Pradesh (305)--Lucknow (401)--29-34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board. 2. Electric utilities - Uttar Pradesh (State) (720)--HD9685.I43U882 (811)--354'.54'2008722 (812)--74-900349 (821)--0303-4720 (825)--1797685 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1971/72-1973/74 (910)


UTTAR Pradesh. State Planning Institute. Economics and Statistics Division (110) Sankhyäkiyä saramsa, Uttar Pradesh; Statistical abstract, Uttar Pradesh (210) search under Sankhyäkiyä saramsa, Uttar Pradesh; Statistical abstract, Uttar Pradesh.


UTTAR Pradesh. Training and Employment Directorate (110) -- Varshika karya vivarana (210) -- Lakhanau (401) -- 24cm. (5011) -- u (521) -- Hindi (532) -- 1. Occupational training -- Uttar Pradesh (State) (720) -- HD5715.5.1521U88 (811) -- 72-907328 (821) -- 1784231 (826) -- NUC (852) -- OC (853)

UTTAR Pradesh. Transport Dept. (110) Notes on the activities (210) search under its Parivahana Vibhaga ke karya kalapom para tippani.

UTTAR Pradesh. Transport Dept. (110) -- Parivahana Vibhaga ke karya kalapom para tippani (210) -- Formerly: Notes on the activities (250) -- Ilahabada (401) -- Adhikshaka, Rajakiya Mudrana evam Lekhana Samagri (403) -- 22cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- Hindi (532) -- 1. Transportation -- Uttar Pradesh (State) (720) -- Uttar Pradesh. Transport Dept. Notes on the activities (740) -- HE271.27U8 (811) -- 72-906867 (821) -- 1784211 (826) -- NUC (852) -- OC (853)
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UTTAR Pradesh yearly law-digest. v.1- ; 1966-- (210) --Meerut (401) --Jupiter Law House (402) --245 Bhatwara, Meerut City, UP (480) --25cm. (5011) --a (521) --English (531) --1. Law reports, digests, etc. --Uttar Pradesh (State) (720) --346'.5 (812) --SA68-7801 (821) --0566-5167 (825) --AL (852) --IPP NST NUC (853) --PL480: 1966-67 (910)


UTTARA Bharati; (210) --journal of research of the Universities of Uttar Pradesh. V.1-10(2); June 1954--63 <UCD> (212) --Agra (401) --illus. (5012) --f (irregular) (521) --Ed.: R. Mukerjee, June 1954- (611) --I. Mukerjee, Radhakamal, 1889- ed. (730) --AS471.U8 (811) --378 (812) --58-30342 (821) --0566-5175 (825) --NUC (852) --PH UCD (853)


UTTARA Pradesh ki arthika samiksha. v.1-- ; 1970- (210)--Issued by: Rajya Niyojana Samsthana, Artha evam Sankhya Prabhaga, Uttara Pradesh. Director of Economic and Intelligence Statistics, Uttar Pradesh (302)--Lakhanau (401)--Allahabad (451)--Supdt., Print. and Stationery, UP (403)--24-29cm. (5011)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--Formerly; English, Hindi (535)--Contains statistics and reviews on economic conditions of UP (680)--I. Uttar Pradesh. State Planning Institute. Artha evam Sankhya Prabhaga (730)--SA80-910622 (821)--9243048 (826)--CIPE (852)--CNLC NUC UCD (853)

UTTARA Pradesh mem sahakari andolan; (210)--mahatvapurana sankhyikya sucanaem (212)--Published by: Sahakari Samiti Nibandhaka, Uttar Pradesh, Varshika Parilekha Anubhaga (305)--Lakhanau (401)--Some volumes issued combined (503)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--Cooperative movement in Uttar Pradesh; statistical information (680)--X8-914381 (822)--ALC78 (852)--PL480: 1972/73-1973/74 (910)

UTTARA Pradesh sarakari nidarsani. Uttar Pradesh official directory. 1st- ; 1975- (210)--Formerly: Uttar Pradesh official directory. No.1-84; 1912-1973 (250)--Published by: Appointment Section 4, Uttar Pradesh Civil Secretariat (305)--Lucknow (401)--29cm. (5011)--u (521)--English, Hindi (534)--1. Uttar Pradesh (State) - Registers (720)--I. Uttar Pradesh Civil Secretariat. Appointment Section 4 (730)--Uttar Pradesh official directory (740)--JQ607.U87 (811)--354'.54'2002 (812)--78-644270 (821)--0566-487X (825)--4985835 (826)--ALC76 (852)--IPP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480: No.53-84; 1965-Nov. 1973. Some issues not available (910)


UTTARAKHAND Bharati; (210)--journal of Himalayan studies. v.1-- ; 1975- (212)--Subtitle varies: Research journal of Kumaun University <OC> (252)--Published by: University of Kumaun (305)--Nainital (401)--Sleepy Hollow, Nainital-263 001, UP (480)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Succeeds: Uttarakhanda Bharati in 1975 (601)--Ed.: L. S. Bislat Botrohi <CIPE> (611)--Out of four volumes published annually, two will deal with Humanities and two will be of Science <OC> (620)--Culture and history of Northern India (680)--1. India -
Civilization - Periodicals. 2. India - History - Periodicals (720) -- Uttarakhanda Bharati (750) -- X8-914650 (822) -- 6155238 (826) -- ALC79 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: V.1, Jan. 1973 - (910)


UTTARARDDHA (210) -- Mathura (401) -- i (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Literary journal; janavadi cetana ka sahityika samskṛtika manca (680) -- ALC76 (852) -- PL480: No.9, Apr. 1975 (910)
VAIKUNTHA Mehta Cooperative College and Research Institute (730)--SA68-16757
(821)--ALC76 (852)--IPP OC (853)--PL480: No.1-11 (910)

VAIKUNTHA Mehta Smarak Trust. Documentation Centre-cum-Reference Lib-

rury (110)--Documentation bulletin. v.1- ; 1973- (210)--Published by: The Trust (305)--Bombay (401)--No.2 equals 1971 <UCM>
(462)--5th Floor, N.K.M. International House, 178 Backbay Reclamation, Madam Cama Road, Bombay-400 020 <OC> (480)--25cm.
(501l)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Science--Documentation--Peri-

odicals (720)--Documentation bulletin (740)--Q24.3.15V3
(811)--75-905388 (821)--7428511 (826)--Q2eIMtB973q (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480: No.18, Nov. 1974/Jan. 1975- (910)

VAK: (210)--Contributory studies towards a dictionary of Sanskrit on

historical principles. v.1- ?; 1951-Dec. 1964 <NST> (212)--Published

by: Deccan College Post-Graduate and Research Institute <NST>
(305)--Poona (401)--Ceased (470)--25cm. (501l)--a; q <CIPE IPP>
(521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. M. Katre <CIPE> (611)--Sanskrit

studies (680)--1. Sanskrit philology - Yearbooks (720)--I. Deccan
College Post-Graduate and Research Institute (730)--Deccan College,
Poona. Vak (740)--PK401.V3 (811)--491.2 (812)--56-43603
(821)--0083-5110 (825)--AL71 (852)--CIPE IPP NST NUC PH
(853)--PL480: Feb. 1957-Dec. 1964 (910)

VAN vigyan. 1967- (210)--Formerly: Journal of the Society of Indian

Foresters. 1956-66 <CIPE> (250)--Published by: Society of Indian

Foresters (305)--Dehra Dun (401)--Forest Research Institute and
Colleges, P.O. New Forest, Dehra Dun, UP (480)--25cm. (501l)--illu.
(5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A. C. Sekhar <CIPE>
(611)--Issues special numbers <CIPE> (640)--Forestry (680)--1696705
(826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP OC (853)--PL480: V.8-11(3/4); Mar.


vikasa, Jan. 1971 (250)--Published by: Andhra Pradesh Forest
Officers' Association (305)--Quarterly bulletin of the Association
(307)--Hyderabad (401)--28cm. (501l)--q (521)--English
(531)--Forestry (680)--1. Forests and forestry - India - Periodicals.
2. Forests and forestry - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Andhra Pradesh Forest Officers' Association (730)--Andhra Pradesh Forest
(811)--5114204 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC

VANA sampada. v.1- ; Jan. 1970- (210)--Published by: Vana Vibhaga,
Rajasthan (305)--Jayapura (401)--Gopi Krishna Bora <PI75>
(402)--Chief Conservator of Forests, Jaipur, Rajasthan (480)--f
(521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: S. K. Verma <PI75>
(611)--Agriculture-forestry (680)--X7-920525 (828)-AL(852)--IPP PI75
VANA sandesa. Vars.1- ; Jana. 1968- (210)--Published by: Vana Vibhaga, Himacala Pradesa (305)--Simala (401)--R. C. Kaushik <P175> (402)--H. P. Forest Dept. Building, Kalaghat (near Solan), Simla, HP <P175> (480)--q (521)--monthly: 1968-71 (525)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Veda Prakash <P175> (611)--Forest news (680)--X8-904595 (822)--ALC76 (852)--PI75 (853)--PL480: V.1-5(1); Jan. 1968-Jan. 1974 (910)

VANASHOBHA. v.1- ; 1957- (210)--Published by: Friends of the Trees (305)--Journal of the Friends of the Trees (307)--Bombay (401)--q (521)--English (531)--Reforestation in India (680)--I. Friends of the Trees (730)--74-903784 (821)--2255532 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: Mar. 1974- (910)

VANASRI (210)--Published by: Mukhya Vana Samarakshaka, Madhya Pradesh (305)--Bulletin of the Forest Dept., Madhya Pradesh (307)--Bhopala (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Forestry, Madhya Pradesh (680)--I. Forests and forestry - Madhya Pradesh (State) - Periodicals (720)--I. Madhya Pradesh. Forest Dept. (730)--SD88.M23V35 (811)--73-904016 (821)--2239597 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.17-18(3); Jan./Mar. 1973-July/Sept. 1974 (910)

VANASTHALI patrika (75-905539)

search under

Banasthali patrika.


VANI sarovara. v.1- ; 1970- (210)--Published by: Bhuvana Vani Trasta (305)--Lakhanau (401)--Nand Kumar Awasthi <P175> (402)--406/128 Chopatia Road, Lucknow-223 003<?>, UP (480)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Nand Kumar Awasthi (611)--On Indic devotional literature (680)--I. Bhuvana Vani Trasta (730)--X6-913092 (822)--ALC76 (852)--PI75 (853)--PL480: V.6, Jan. 1975- (910)

VANIJYIKI. v.1- ; 1977- (210)--Published by: Vanijya Vibhaga, Sagar Visvavidyalaya (305)--Sagara (401)--23cm. (5011)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--Commerce (680)--I. India - Commerce - Addresses, essays, lectures, etc. (720)--I. University of Sagar. Dept. of Commerce (730)--HF3786.5.V35 (811)--72-902565 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: V.3, 1969/70 (910)

VANYAJATI. v.1- ; 1953- (210)--Published by: Bharatiya Adimjati
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VARADA

Sevak Sangh (305)--New Delhi (401)--Dr. Ambedkar Marg, Jhandewalan, New Delhi-110 055 (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)q--m (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Includes special numbers <CIPE> (640)--Includes index (651)--Indexed to: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Welfare of backward tribes (680)--1. Ethnology -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Anthropology -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Bharatiya Adimjati Sevak Sangh (730)--DS421.A1V28 (811)--752 (812)--SA64-1334 rev. (821)--0042-2622 (825)--1644641 (826)--DS6189135q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NST OC UMC (853)--PL480: V.1, Jan. 1963-- '310)

VARADA. v.1-- ; 1958-- (210)--Published by: Rajasthan model Sahitya Samiti (305)--Bisau, Jhunjhunu (401)--Tula Ram Joshi <PI75> (402)--25cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)q--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Manohar Sharma <PI75> (611)--Anthology of poetry (680)--1. Hindi literature - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Rajasthan Sahitya Samiti (730)--PK2035.9V3 (811)--69-90313 (821)--1784150 (826)--ALC76 (852)--IPP OC PH PI75 (853)--PL480: V.1, Jan./Mar. 1972-- (910)

VARNI (210)

search under
Loka samskruti.

VARSHIKA lekhaka goshthi ke sodha patra (210)

search under
Bharyana. Bhasha Vibhaga (110)--Varshika lekhaka goshthi ke sodha patra.

VARTAVAHA. v.1-- ; Dec. 1969-- (210)--Sponsored by: Central Institute of Indian Languages (306)--Bulletin of the Institute (307)--Mysore (401)--The Central Institute of Indian Languages, Manasagangotri, Mysore-570 006, Karnataka (480)--25cm. (5011)--b (521)--English (531)--1. Indic languages -- Periodicals. 2. Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Periodicals (720)--I. Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore (730)--Central Institute of Indian Languages, Bulletin (740)--PK1501.V3 (811)--491.1 (812)--72-929564; 73-910562 (821)--0042-2827 (825)--PKeIKM969b (828)--NST (852)--IPP NUC UCD (853)

VARUNA; (210)--the official magazine of Indian Navy <CNLC> (212)--
Issued by: India. Navy (302)--New Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--I. India. Navy <Dept.> (730)--359 (812)--0506-4279 (825)--Authority: Bharat Kala Bhavan Library (851)--NST (852)--CNLC (853)

VATAYANA <Vatayana>. v.1-- ; 1961-- (210)--Bikaner (401)--Harish Bhadani <PI75> (402)--3-B Sathia Lane, M. G. Road, Bikaner, Rajasthan (480)--5 Daga Building, Bikaner, Rajasthan <IPP> (483)--Some issues combined (503)q--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Suspended: Dec. 1969--July 1972 (540)--Ed.: Harish Bhadani (611)--Hindi literature (680)--1. Hindi literature -- Periodicals
BOUQUET V

VEENA

(720)--PK2030.V38 (811)--SA68-19869 (821)--2173945 (826)--PKhIRB961m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPP PH PI75 OC (853)--PL480: V.7-11(6); Aug. 1967-Dec. 1972 (910)

VEDANTA Kesari. 1914--<CIPE> (210)--Published by: Sri Ramakrishna Math (305)--Organ of the Ramakrishna Math and Mission, India <CIPE> (307)--Madras (401)--Swami Bodhaswarupananda <PI75> (402)--R.K. Math Road, Mylapore, Madras-600 004 (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English; English, Sanskrit <CIPE> (534)--Ed.: Swami Tapasyananda <CIPE> (611)--Includes index (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Exposition of Vedanta philosophy (680)--1. Vedanta. 2. Philosophy, Hindu. 3. Vedanta -- Periodicals (720)--I. Sri Ramakrishna Math, Madras (730)--BL32.V3A48 (811)--52-20665 (821)--0042-2983 (825)--1587236 (826)--BlesITM914m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP MI PI75 ULS UMC (853)--PL480: V.48, May 1961- (910)

VEDAVANI. v.l- ; 1951--<PH> (210)--Published by: Sri Ramalala Kapura Trasta (Amritsar) (305)--R.K. Trasta ki masika patrika (307)--Bahalagarha (401)--Varanasi <OC> (431)--32 Model Town, Bahalagarha-131 001, Haryana <PI75> (480)--Post Azamat Garh Palace, Varanasi <IP> (483)--m (521)--Hindi, Sanskrit (534)--Ed.: Yudhishtir Mimansak <PI75> (611)--Hindu religion and philosophy (680)--I. Sri Ramalala Kapura Trasta (730)--Sri Ramalala Kapura Trasta. Vedvani (740)--SA68-1382 (821)--1770963 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC PH PI75 (853)--PL480: V.18, Nov. 1965- (910)

VEDIC digest. v.l- ; 1955-- (210)--Published by: Atmaram Cultural Foundation (305)--Baroda (401)--R.S. Pandit for the Foundation (402)--Ceased (470)--Atma Ram Road, Kareli Bagh, Baroda-394 601, Gujarat (480)--20cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Rajendra S. Pandit <PI> (611)--Religion and philosophy (680)--1. Hinduism -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Atmaram Cultural Foundation, Baroda (730)--BL1100 (811)--294 (812)--66-6543 (821)--0506-4449 (825)--5982380 (826)--BleIGuB955m (828)--ALC77 (852)--IPP NST OC PH PI (853)--PL480: V.10-17(1/2); Jan. 1964-Jan./Dec. 1971; Some issues not available (910)

VEDIC light. v.l- ; 1967-- (210)--Published by: Sarvadeshik Arya Pratinidhi Sabha (305)--New Delhi (401)--Maharshi Dayanand Bhavan, Ramlila Ground, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--24cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Acharya Vaidyanath Shastri <CIPE> (611)--Hindu religion (680)--1. Hinduism -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Sarvadeshik Arya Pratinidhi Sabha (730)--BL1100.V43 (811)--294.5'05 (812)--74-901843 (821)--1797751 (826)--BleIDN967m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP OC (853)--PL480: V.8, Mar. 1974- (910)

VEENA (210)

search under
Vina.
VEER-Seva Mandir, Delhi (110) -- Anekan (210)
search under
Anekan <PH>

VENKATESWARA University (110)
search under
Sri Venkateswara University <ALC76>

VICE-CHANCELLORS' Conference (110)
Vice-Chancellors' Conference; <report> (210)
search under
Conference of Vice-Chancellors (110)
Conference of Vice-Chancellors; <report>.

VICTORIA Memorial (Museum), Calcutta (110) -- Bulletin. v.1- ; 1967-
(210) -- Calcutta (401) -- 28 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- Some issues
combined (503) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Calcutta. Victoria Memorial
Museum (740) -- AM101.V51A3 (811) -- 72-917824 (821) -- 1641069
(826) -- AMeIBC967a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: V.2- ?;
1968-74 (910)

VIDARBHA Samshodhan Mandal, Nagpur (110) -- Varshika. v.1- ; 1958-
<Ucsm> (210) -- Published by: The Mandala (305) -- Nagapura (401) -- a
(521) -- English, Marathi (534) -- Vedic literature (680) -- 060
(812) -- SA64-1976 (821) -- 0506-8762 (825) -- ALC76 (852) -- UC3M Uc3PhH
(853) -- PL480: 1962- (910)

VIDURA. v.1- ; 1964- (210) -- Sponsored by: Press Institute of India
(306) -- Bulletin of the Institute (307) -- Delhi (401) -- C. Sarkar
(402) -- Sapru House Annex, Barakhamba Road, New Delhi-110 001
(480) -- 28 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- q; b <CIPE> (521) -- English
(531) -- Ed.: Chanchal Sarkar <CIPE> (611) -- Annual index published in
one issue every year except 1971 and 1972 published together in Feb.
1974 issue <CIPE> (651) -- Indexed in: AMIC index of Periodicals;
GJPL; India <CIPE> (654) -- Journalism (680) -- 1. Journalism -
India - Periodicals (720) -- I. Press Institute of India (730) -- Press
Institute of India. Bulletin (740) -- PN4705.V52 (811) -- 070
(812) -- SA66-3078 (821) -- 0042-5303 (825) -- 1769097 (826) -- PneIDN964q
(828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE IPP OC (853) -- PL480: V.2, Mar. 1965-
(910)

VIDYA. v.1- ; 1958- (210) -- Published by: Gujarat University (305)--
Journal of the University (307) -- Ahmedabad (401) -- Ahmedabad-380 009,
Gujarat (480) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- (502) -- Some issues combined (503) -- f
(521) -- English, Gujarati (534) -- Contains 2 parts since Aug. 1971- .
Pt.A: Humanities; Pt.B: Sciences (620) -- Indexed in: GJPL; Index
India; Indian sc. abstr. <CIPE> (654) -- Contains contributions from
scholars and teachers of the University, also abstracts of theses
<CIPE> (680) -- Gujarat University. Journal (740) -- 378; 500
(812) -- 71-920691 (821) -- 0505-4753 (825) -- 1587474 (826) -- ALC76
BOUQUET V

(852)--CIPE IPP NST OC PH UCD (853)--PL480: Pt.A: V.12-17(1/2); Jan. 1969-Jan./Aug. 1974 (910)


VIDYA bharathi. v.1- ; 1975- (210)--Published by: Dept. of Publications and Extension Lectures, Bangalore University (305)--Bangalore (401)--25cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M. E. Bharathraj Singh <CIPE> (611)--Research articles on the humanities and social sciences (680)--I. Bangalore University. Dept. of Publications and Extension Lectures (730)--AS471.V53 (811)--052 (812)--76-913525 (821)--3744172 (826)--ASEIKB975f (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)

VIDYAJYOTI. v.39- ; 1975- (210)--Formerly: Clergy monthly, 1938-74 (250)--Ranchi (401)--Catholic Press (403)--W. Delputte, Catholic Press, Ranchi-834 001, Bihar (480)--23cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M. Amaladoss (611)--Accompanied by quarterly supplements <OC> (631)--Indexed in: Catholic periodicals index (U.S.A.) (654)--A forum for leaders in the church today in India; keeps them informed of developments in the churches abroad (680)--1. Catholic church--Periodicals. 2. Pastoral theology--Catholic church--Periodicals <OC> (720)--Clergy monthly (740)--BX801.C58 (811)--2993099 (826)--CIPE (852)--OC PH (853)

VIEWFINDER. v.1- ; 1945- (210)--Published by: Federation of Indian Photography (305)--Official organ of the Federation (307)--Bangalore (401)--Dr. G. Thomas (402)--Sri Rama Mandir Road, Bangalore-560 004, Karnataka (480)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Dr. G. Thomas (611)--Includes supplements <CIPE> (631)--Promotes the art and science of photography and all its application <CIPE> (680)--1. Photography--Periodicals (720)--I. Federation of Indian Photography (730)--TRL.V54 (811)--770'.5 (812)--SA68-4093 (821)--TREIKB945m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NUC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.22(9), Sept. 1967- (910)

VIGIL; (210)--independent political weekly. v.1-13(20); Feb. 5, 1950- June 2, 1962 (212)--New Delhi (401)--N. Krishnaswamy, etc. (402)--27cm. (5011)--ills. (5012)--w (521)--English (531)--Founded by: J. B. Kripalani (614)--I. Kripalani, Jiwatram Bhagwandas Acharya, 1888- ed. (730)--AP8.V46 (811)--320 (812)--62-27590 (821)--0505-575X (825)--APEIDN950w (828)--NST (852)--NUC UCD (853)
VIGNANA bharathi. v.1- ; 1975- (210) -- Published by: Dept. of Publications and Extension Lectures, Bangalore University (305) -- Bangalore (401) -- Bangalore-560 056, Karnataka (480) -- 24cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- maps (some fold.) (5014) -- f (521) -- English (531) -- Includes bibliographies (620) -- Indexed in: Chem. abstr.; Mathametical review; Physics abstr. (654) -- Research articles on science and technology (680) -- I. Science -- Periodicals. 2. Engineering -- Periodicals. 3. Technology -- Periodicals (720) -- I. Bangalore University. Dept. of Publications and Extension Lectures (730) -- Q73.V5 (811) -- 76-913526 (821) -- 0377-0487 (825) -- 2160734 (826) -- Q7eIKB975f (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- CIPE OC (853) -- PL480: V.1, 1975- (910)

VIGYAN pragati (210)

search under
Vijnana pragati <ALC76>


VIKALPA. v.1- ; 1967- (210) -- Ilahabada (401) -- 22cm. (5011) -- f (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Some issues reported as not published (540) -- Hindi literature (680) -- I. Hindi literature -- Periodicals (720) -- PK2030.V62 (811) -- SA68-19272 (821) -- 1680930 (826) -- PKh1UA1967f (828) -- AL (852) -- IPP OC (853) -- PL480: May 1967-- (910)

VIKALPA; (210) -- The journal of decision makers. v.1- ; Jan. 1976--(212) -- Published by: Indian Institute of Management (305) -- Ahmedabad (401) -- Vastrapur, Ahmedabad-380 015, Gujarat (480) -- 27cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Uday Pareek <CIPE> (611) -- Includes indexes <CIPE> (651) -- Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <UMC> (654) -- Deals with the process of decision-making, also gives analytical review articles of books and articles on management <CIPE> (680) -- I. Management -- Periodicals. 2. Decision-making -- Periodicals <OC> (720) -- I. Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad (730) -- HD28.V53 (811) -- 658.4'03'05 (812) -- 76-913522 (821) -- 4220479 (826) -- HDelGuA976q (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- CIPE OC UMC (853)

VIKRAM; (210) -- Quarterly research journal of Vikram University. v.
BOUQUET V

1- 1957- <UCD> (212)--Published by: Vikram University (305)--Ujjain (401)--25cm. (5011)--Issued in 2 parts (502)--Some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Issues No.1 and 3 are devoted to Science and issues No.2 and 4 to Arts by rotation <CIPE> (620)--Indexed in: Biol. abstr.; Chem. abstr.; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Science and arts (680)--I. Vikram University (730)--AS472.V53 (811)--060 (812)--68-88283 (821)--0042-6121 (825)--1770965 (826)--ASehimU957q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NST OC PH UCD UMC (853)--PL480: V.7-12(3); Feb. 1963-Aug. 1968. Some issues not available (910)

VIKRAM research guide. v.1- ; July/Sept. 1971- (210)--Published by: Documentation Unit, Maharaja Jiwajirao Library, Vikram University (305)--Ujjain (401)--Bibliographical Service series (511)--q (521)--English (531)--Abstracts of articles published in various periodicals (680)--I. Vikram University. Maharaja Jiwajirao Library. Documentation Unit (730)--X2-902396 (822)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: V.l(1-4); July/Sept. 1971-Apr./June 1972 (910)

VIKRAM University (110)--Journal (210)

search under

Vikram; quarterly research journal.

VIKRAMA Visvavidyalaya (110)

search under

Vikram University <ALC76>

VIKRANT. v.1- ; Oct. 1970- (210)--New Delhi (401)--1 Todarmal Road, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Krishan Kumar <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: GIP; Index India <UMC> (654)--Asia's defence journal (680)--1. Military art and science - Periodicals. 2. India - Defenses - Periodicals. 3. Asia - Defenses - Periodicals <OC> (720)--UA840.V45 (811)--355'.00954 (812)--71-916615 (821)--1783600 (826)--UAeIDN970m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: V.1, 1970- (910)

VIKRANT's defence diary. v.1- ; Oct. 17, 1973- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Vikrant Publications <CIPE> (402)--1 Todarmal Road, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--w (521)--English (531)--Supplement accompanies v.1(37) (631)--Digest of world defence events with index (680)--74-900144 (821)--2256375 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCM (853)--PL480: V.1-3(10); Oct. 1973-Dec. 1975 (910)

VIMARSA. v.1- ; 1972- (210)--Cover title in Sanskrit: Vimarshah (2304)--Published by: Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyaapeetha (305)--A half yearly research bulletin of Rastriya Sanskrit Samsthana, New Delhi (307)--Tirupati (401)--25cm. (5011)--f (521)--English, Sanskrit (534)--On Sanskrit literature, Hinduism, Indic philosophy, etc. (680)--I. India. Rashtriya Sanskrit Samsthana (730)--Vimarshah
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VIMARSAH (210)  
search under  
Vimarsa.

VINA. v.1- ; 1928- (210)--Other title: Veena (2303)--Published by: Sri Madhya Bharata Hindi Sahitya Samiti (305)--Official organ of the Samiti <OC> (307)--Indaura (401)--11 Tagore Marg, South Tukojir-anj, Indore-452 001, MP (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Kamla Shankar Mishra (611)--On Hindi literature (680)--1. Hindi literature -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Madhya Bharata Hindi Sahitya Samiti (730)--Veena (740)--PK2030.V56 (811)--72-902631 (821)--1784123 (826)--PK1M1928m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.45(1/2), Jan./Feb. 1972- (910)

VINDHYA Pradesh (1948-56)  
Merged with Madhya Pradesh in 1956.

VISAKHAPATNAM Port (110)  
search under  
Visakhapatnam Port Trust.


VISBA vina. v.1- ; Jan./Mar. 1977- (210)--Other title: Biswa-beena (2303)--Calcutta (401)--Amitava Ghosh (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--On performing arts, with special reference to music (680)--1. Performing arts -- India -- Periodicals <OC> (811)--I. Ghosh, Amitava (730)--Biswa beena (740)--PN2880.V58 (811)--78-914056 (821)--7039045 (826)--PNhIBC977q (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1, 1977- (910)

VISHAL Bharat. v.1- ; 1969- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Onkar Lal Bohra of Bohra Printers <IPP> (402)--104/A Grey Street, Calcutta (480)--w; m <NST> (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Onkar Lal Bohra (611)--Current affairs (680)--321 (812)--0505-7515 (825)--PI75 (852)--IPP NST UCD (853)

VISHLESHAN (210)  
search under  
Visleshana.
BOUQUET V

VISHVA Hindu Parishad, Bombay (110)
Hindu vishva (210)
search under
Hindu vishva <ALC76>

VISHVA-jyoti (210)
search under
Visva-jyoti <ALC76>

VISHVA Sanskritam (210)
search under
Visva-Samskrta <ALC76>

VISHVESHWARANAND Indological journal. v.1- ; Mar. 1963- (210)--
Published by: Vishveshvaranand Vishva Bandhu Institute of Sanskrit
and Indological Studies, <1974- > <OC> (305)--Research organ of the
Vishveshvaranand Vedic Research Institute, Vols. for 1963-
(307)--Hoshiarpur (401)--P. O. Sadhu Ashram, Hoshiarpur-146 021,
Punjab (480)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--Some
issues combined (503)--f (521)--English, Hindi, Sanskrit (534)--Ed.:
B. R. Sharma <CIPE> (611)--Cumulative index: V.1-10; 1963-73 <CIPE>
(651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)--Includes research papers
on all subjects of Indology <CIPE> (680)--1. Vedas - Periodicals.
2. Indic philology - Periodicals. 3. India - Civilization -
Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Vishveshvaranand Vedic Research
Institute. II. Vishveshvaranand Vishva Bandhu Institute of Sanskrit
and Indological Studies (730)--PK101.V495 (811)--954; 491'.1.05
(812)--SA64-5235 (821)--0507-1410 (825)--177096 (826)--PKehsIPH963f
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC IOL IPP NST OC PH UCD UMC
(853)--PL480: V.1, Mar. 1963- (910)

VISHVESHWARANAND Vedic Research Institute (110)--Report (210)--
Hoshiarpur (401)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined
(503)--f; a <NUC> (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Apr. 12
(620)--1. Vishveshvaranand Vedic Research Institute - Yearbooks
(720)--V. V. R. Institute (740)--PK101.V5 (811)--SA64-1288
(821)--ALC76 (852)--IPP NUC UCSPHH (853)--PL480: 60th-69th;
1962/63-1971/72 (910)

VISLESHANA. v.1- ; Mar. 1975- (210)--Other title: Vishleshan (2303)
--Ahmedabad (401)--M. P. Bhatt (402)--Dept. of Economics, Gujarat
University, Ahmedabad-380 009, Gujarat (480)--25cm. (5011)--q
(521)--English, Gujarati (534)--The Quarterly journal of research
readings in economics (680)--1. India - Economic conditions - 1947-
- Periodicals (720)--I. Bhatt, Mahesh P., 1926-, ed. (730)--Vishleshan (740)--HC431.V57 (811)--75-906434 (821)--3525628
(826)--HCegIGuA975q (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

VISVA-Bharati (110)--Annals (210)
search under
Visva-Bharati annals. Pt.1 <ALC76>

VISVA-Bharati (110)--Visva-Bharati annals (210)
search under
Visva-Bharati annals--Pt.1.

VISVA-Bharati (110)--Visva-Bharati studies. v.1- ; 1933- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Visva-Bharati Book Shop (402)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1596513 (826)--OC (852)


VISVA-Bharati bulletin. v.1- ?; 1924-31? (210)--Santiniketan (401)--i (521)--English (531)--PH (852)--ULS (853)

VISVA-Bharati. Centre of Advanced Study in Philosophy (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Visva-Bharati journal of philosophy.


VISVA-Bharati news. v.1- ; July 1932- (210)--Published by: Visva-
BOUQUET V

VISVA-jyoti

Bharati (305)--Santiniketan (401)--Printed at Santiniketan Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Bikash Chakravarty and Purnananda Chattopadhyaya <CIPE> (611)--Cumulative index published in installments <CIPE> (651)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--I. India - Periodicals (720)--I. Visva-Bharati (730)--NLC (852)--CIPE PH UCD ULS (853)

VISVA-Bharati patrika. v.1- ; 1960- (210)--Published by: Visva-Bharati (305)--Santiniketan (401)--Santiniketan, Birbhum-731 244, WB (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--V.15, No.1/2, Apr./July 1974 issued combined (503)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Piyushkanti Das Gupta <BHU> (611)--Sahitya aura samaskriti sambandhi Hindi traimasika <BHU> (680)--I. Visva-Bharati (730)--AP95.HSV57 (811)--SA68-2797 (821)--0042-7195 (825)--2160778 (826)--ApeIBS960q (828)--ALC76 (852)--BHU OC (853)--PL480: V.7-15(3); Apr./June 1966-Oct. 1974 (910)


VISVA darsana. v.1- ; Aug. 1948- (210)--Published by: Publications Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India (305)--Delhi (401)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Absorbed by: Ajakala <OC> (6041)--Devoted to international politics and social life (680)--Ajakala (750)--PH (852)--HPP (853)

VISVA Hindi darsana. anka 1- ; Jana. 1979- (210)--Published by: Visva Hindi Pratishthana (305)--Nayi Dilli (401)--C-13 Press Enclave, New Delhi-110 017 (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--About Hindi language and literature (680)--1. Hindi philology - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Visva Hindi Pratishthana (730)--PK1931.A48 (811)--79-915113 (821)--6483306 (826)--PKhID979q (828)--ALC80 (852)--OC (853)

VISVA-jyoti. v.1- ; 1952- (210)--Added title: Vishva jyoti (2305)--Published by: Visvesvarananda Vaidika Vidyamandana Samsthan (305)--Hosiyarapura (401)--Dev Datt Shastri <PI75> (402)--V. V. -- 1537 --
VISWA-Samskrtam


VISVAMANISA. v.?- ; 19??- (210)--Formerly: Manisha. v.1-?; 1974- ? (250)--Published by: Kamesvarasimha Darbhanga Samskrtab Visvavidyalaya (305)--Darbhanga (401)--Darbhanga-846 004, Bihar (480)--25-28cm. (5011)--q (521)--Sanskrit (533)--On Sanskrit philology, Indic philosophy and religion, with special reference to Mithila's contribution (680)--1. Sanskrit philology -- Periodicals. 2. Philosophy, Indic -- Periodicals (720)--I. Kamesvarasimha Darbhanga Samskrtab Visvavidyalaya (730)--Manisha (740)--PK401.M352 (811)--7561115 (826)--PKsIBD974q (828)--OC (852)

VISVAMBHARA. v.1- ; 1961- (210)--Sponsored by: Hindi Visvabhari Anusandhana Parishad <OC> (306)--Bikanera (401)--Vidyadhar Shastri <P175> (402)--Nagari Bhandar, Bikaner, Rajasthan (480)--q (521)--English, Hindi, Sanskrit (534)--Ed.: Vidyadhar Shastri (611)--Hindi literature (680)--I. Hindi Visvabhari Anusandhana Parishad (730)--74-909610 (821)--2391057 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.6-9(2); 1969-74 (910)

VITAL speeches and documents of the day. v.1-6; Nov. 1960-Dec. 15, 1965 (210)--New Delhi (401)--Book Times Co. (402)--V.1(1/2), Nov. 1960 issued also in reprint edition (463)--E/51 Hauz Khas, New Delhi-110 016 <P175> (480)--e (521)--English (531)--909 (812)--0507-1755 (825)--NST (852)--IPP UCD (853)

VITAL statistics bulletin--Kerala (210)
search under
Kerala. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)
Vital statistics bulletin--Kerala <ALC76>

VITAL statistics of Tripura--Statistics Section, Directorate of Health Services, Govt. of Tripura. 1974-- (210)--Published by: The Directorate, Govt. of Tripura (305)--<Agartala> (401)--25cm.
VIVEKANANDA Kendra

(811)--291'.05'19 (812)--72-903136 (821)--1770969 (826)--DSeITM972f
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI75 UMC (853)

VIVEKANANDA Kendra patrika (210)

search under

Vivekananda Kendra (110)--patrika.

VOICE of ahinsa. v.1- ; Jan./Feb. 1951- <NST> (210)--Sponsored by:
World Jain Mission <NST> (306)--Organ of the Mission <NUC>
(307)--Aliganj (401)--V. P. Jain (402)--Jain Bhawan, Aliganj-227
805, Dist. Etah, UP (480)--25cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--Some numbers
issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: V. P. Jain
(611)--Religion and philosophy (680)--l. Jainism -- Periodicals
(720)--I. World Jain Mission (730)--BL1300.V6 (811)--294
(812)--SA64-2282 (821)--0042-8086 (825)--PI75 (852)--IOL IPP NST NUC
(853)

VOICE of Himalayas. v.1- ; 1971- (210)--Sponsored by: Himalayan
International Institute of Yoga Science and Philosophy and Dhyana
Mandiram (Meditation Temple) (306)--Kanpur (401)--Narayan Agnihotri
<PI75> (402)--113/89 Swaroop Nagar, Kanpur-208 002, UP (480)--25cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended with V.3(4)
(540)--Ed.: Laxmi Kant Misra <PI75> (611)--Yoga science and Hindu
philosophy (680)--l. Philosophy, Indic - Periodicals. 2. Yoga -
Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Himalayan International Institute of Yoga
Science and Philosophy and Dhyana Mandiram (730)--BL1300.V64
(811)--181'.4'05 (812)--73-907767 (821)--1790591 (826)--BleIU971q
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.3- (910)

1. Voice of India (210)
2. Voice of India, Indian spectator and
champion (210)

search under

Indian spectator, voice of India and champion.

VOICE of Islam. v.1- ; 1972- (210)--Published by: Muslim Educational
Society (305)--Calicut (401)--Dr. K. Muhammad Kutty <PI75
(402)--M.E.S. Office, Pavamani Road, Calicut-673 004, Kerala
(480)--e; b <PI75> (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M. Muhammad Koya
<PI75> (611)--Religion and philosophy (680)--I. Muslim Educational
Society (730)--X4-901048 (822)--1781308 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC
PI75 (853)--PL480: v.2, Jan. 10, 1974- (910)

The VOICE of millions. v.1- ; 197?- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Bhim
Singh (402)--104 South Avenue, New Delhi-110 011 <CIPE> (480)--43cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--e
(521)--English, Hindi (534)--News and current affairs
(680)--77-912138 (821)--7315246 (826)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC
(853)--PL480: V.4, Mar. 21, 1978- (910)

VOICE of samanvaya. v.1- ; Apr. 1976- (210)--Published by: C. P.
The VOICE of Sankara; (210)—Sankara-bharati. v.1- ; May 1976- (210)
--Published by: Adi Sankara Advaita Research Centre (305)—Madras (401)--26 College Road, Nunambakkam, Madras-600 006 (480)--23cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—q (521)—English, Hindi, Sanskrit (534)—A quarterly journal of Advaita Vedanta (680)—1. Advaita—Periodicals. 2. Vedanta—Periodicals (720)—I. Adi Sankara Advaita Research Centre (730)—B132.A3V64 (811)—181’.482’05 (812)—81-642976 (821)—6504993 (826)—BlehsITM976q (828)—ALC78 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: V.2, May 1977- (910)

VOICE of the weak. v.1- ; 1983— (210)—Published by: All India Federation of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, Backwards, Minorities Employees Welfare Associations (305)—New Delhi (401)—44cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—m (521)—English (531)—1. Socially handicapped—India—Periodicals. 2. India—Scheduled tribes—Periodicals (720)—I. All India Federation of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, Backwards, Minorities Employees Welfare Association (730)—DS422.C3V68 (811)—Sc84-7094 (821)—10224481 (826)—NUC (852)—OC (853)

The VOICE of Tibet (210)
search under
Tibetan review.


VOLUNTARY hospital directory of India (210)—Published by: Catholic

VYAKT (210) -- <New Delhi> (401) -- Arun Kuckreja (402) -- A-28 Nizamuddin West, New Delhi-110 013 (480) -- 27 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- a (521) -- English, Hindi (534) -- Undated Inaugural issue lacks numbering but constitutes V.1, no.1 <OC> (575) -- Ruchika's quarterly of the arts <OC>; On Indian cinema, theatre, music, dance, etc. (680) -- 1. Arts -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- NX576.AlV99 (811) -- Sc82-3016 (821) -- 6009456 (826) -- ALC79 (852) -- OC (853)

VYANGYAM (210) -- Jabalapura (401) -- Vyangyam Prakasana (402) -- u (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Navacetana evam sarthaka vyangya lekhana ka prakasana; Satirical (680) -- ALC77 (852)

VYAPAR cinema <!> patrika (210)

search under
Trade marks journal <AL UCD>

VYAVAHARA nirmaya. v.1-6; Mar. 1952-58 <UCD> (210) -- Issued by: Faculty of Law and the Law Union of the University of Delhi <NUC> (302) -- Delhi (401) -- Ceased (470) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- f <NUC> (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Law -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- I. University of Delhi. Faculty of Law. II. University of Delhi. Law Union (730) -- 340 (812) -- SA65-2829 (821) -- 0506-2780 (826) -- NST (852) -- NUC UCD (853)
W


WATER transport statistics of India (210) search under India. Transport Research Division (110) Water transport statistics of India.

WEALTH of India; (210) -- a quarterly magazine of practical information and useful discussion. v.1-11(4); 1912-22 (212) -- Subtitle varies: a monthly journal, 1912-19 (252) -- Madras (401) -- Ceased (470) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Illus. (5012) -- q (521) -- Monthly: 1912-19 (525) -- English (531) -- 1. India -- Economic conditions -- Periodicals (720) -- HC431.W354 (811) -- 49-31889 (821) -- HCEITM912q (828) -- NUC (852) -- UCM ULS (853)

WEEKEND review. v.1-2(33); Dec. 10, 1966-July 20, 1968 (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- Hindustan Times Ltd. (402) -- Ceased <OC> (470) -- 28cm. (5011) -- Illus. (5012) -- w (521) -- English (531) -- SA67-4216 (821) -- 0511-4179 (825) -- 1769541 (826) -- PH (852) -- IPP NST OC (853)

The WEEKLY chronicle. v.1- ; 1900- (210) -- Sylhet (401) -- Weekly Chronicle Press (402) -- 50cm. (5011) -- w (521) -- English (531) -- Devoted to social, political and educational topics (680) -- NLC (852)

WEEKLY reporter; (210) -- Appellate High Court; containing decisions of the Appellate High Court in all its branches from courts of British India. v.1-24; Oct. 1864-<Dec.> 1875 (212) -- Calcutta (401) -- Thacker and Spink, Spink and Company (402) -- 24-26cm. (5011) -- w (521) -- English (531) -- Comp.: D. Sutherland (613) -- 1. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India. 2. Law -- Periodicals -- India (720) -- I. Sutherland, David, Comp. II. Bengal. High Court of Judicature. III. Ct. Brit. Privy Council. Judicial Committee (730) -- 6-14413 (821) -- NLC (852) -- NUC UCKJ UCSK (853)
WEEKLY round table

WEEKLY round table. v.1- ; Feb. 6, 1972- (210)--New Delhi (401)--H. S. Chhabra <PI75> (402)--Reported ceased (470)--F-15 Bhagat Singh Market, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--w (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: Dinesh Singh <PI75> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Political (680)--1. World politics -- 1945-- Periodicals (720)--Round table (740)--D839.W35 (811)--72-900333 (821)--1645040 (826)--D8eIDN972w (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 IPP OC PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.1-3(32); Feb. 1972-Jan. 1975 (910)

---

WEEKLY West Bengal (210)
search under
West Bengal <CNLC UCD>

WELFARE. v.1-7(49); 1923-Dec. 1929 <NUC> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Ashoke Chatterjee and Ramananda Chatterjee <NUC> (611)--1. India -- Periodicals. 2. Economic history -- India -- Per. and soc. publications (720)--ULS (852)--CIPE IPP NLC NUC UCK UCM UCB (853)

WEST Bengal (1947-- )
Separated from Bengal in August 1947; i.e. formed by bifurcating erstwhile Bengal into East Bengal (Pakistan) and West Bangal (India) <UCSK>

All the publications of the West Bengal Government have appeared under BENGAL (West).

WEST Bengal Financial Corporation (110)--Report of the Board of Directors--The West Bengal Financial Corporation (210)--Published by: The Corporation (305)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31. Includes statement of accounts (620)--1. Development credit corporations -- West Bengal (State) -- Periodicals. 2. Industrial promotion -- West Bengal (State) -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--HG3729.14W45 (811)--354.54'140082'06 (812)--70-902762 (821)--0512-5146 (825)--5163345 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1968-- (910)

WEST Bengal Garment Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Garment styles <ALC80>

WEST Bengal Headmasters Association (110)--Bulletin. v.1- ; 1950- ;
1952 <UCD> (210)--Sponsored by: The Association (306)--Calcutta
(401)--1/1A College Square, Calcutta-700 012 (480)--18-B Shyama
Charan De Street, Calcutta <IPP> (483)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers
issued combined (503)--m (irregular) (521)--Bengali, English,
Sanskrit <IPP> (534)--Ed.: D. R. Bhattacharya (611)--Includes
Special numbers (640)--Issues index (651)--Deals with education in
general and secondary education in particular (680)--1. Education -
West Bengal - Societies, etc. (720)--L61.W4 (811)--SA63-2488
(821)--CIP (852)--IPP NUC UCD (853)

WEST Bengal labour gazette. v.1- ; July 1957- (210)--Published by:
Dept. of Labour, Govt. of West Bengal (305)--Calcutta
(401)--Government Printing, 35 Gopal Nagar Road, Calcutta-700 027
<CIPE> (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English
(531)--Enquiry reports, acts, case laws, etc. (680)--1. Labor and
laboring classes - West Bengal (State) - Periodicals. 2. Labor laws
and legislation - West Bengal (State) - Cases (720)--I. West Bengal,
India. Dept. of Labour (730)--LAW (811)--344.54'1461'05
(812)--SA63-1982 (821)--1680970 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP MI
NUC OC (853)--PL480: V.2(3-4); Sept. 1961-Apr. 1972?

WEST Bengal State Electricity Board (110)--Annual administration re-
port (210)--Calcutta (401)--26cm. (5011)--Vols. for 1961/62-1965/66
issued together (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.
31 (620)--1. Electric utilities - West Bengal (State) <OC> (720)--
HD9685.I43W46 (811)--70-901307 (821)--7688637 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC
(853)--PL480: 1960/61-1974/75 (910)

WEST Bengal State Electricity Board (110)--Performance budget--West
Bengal State Electricity Board (210)--Published by: The Board
(305)--Calcutta (401)--48/1 Diamond Harbour Road, Calcutta-700 027
(480)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. West Bengal State
Electricity Board - Appropriations and expenditures - Periodicals
(720)--HD9685.I44W478 (811)--354.54'14007222042 (812)--79-915452
(821)--ALC79 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1978/79- (910)

WEST Bengal State Statistical Bureau (110)
search also under
West Bengal. Bureau of Applied Economics
and Statistics.

WHITE star. v.1- ; 1963- (210)--Bombay (401)--S. L. Panday <OC>
(402)--143 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay-400 001 (480)--29cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--V.14(12), Oct. 1977
and V.15(1/2), Nov./Dec. 1978 not published <OC> (540)--Ed.: Sarla
Datar (611)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--A crusader for free
enterprise (680)--1. India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--DS401.W48
(811)--Sc81-1081 (821)--6689902 (826)--CIPE (852)--ALC78 IPP NUC OC
UCD (853)--PL480: V.14(4), Feb. 1977- (910)

- 1545 -
WHO's who in India. 1967--(210)---New Delhi (401)---Guide Publications (402)---Ceased (470)---22cm. (5011)---ports. (5013)---u (521)---English (531)---1. India - Biography <UMC> (720)---CT1501.W45 (811)---SA68-4914 (821)---0511-8999 (825)---2256378 (826)---UMC (852)---OC (853)---PL480: 1967 (910)


WHO's who in Indian science. lst- ed.; 1964--(210)---Calcutta (401)---Kothari Publications (402)---i (521)---English (531)---SA64-4310 (821)---1639007 (826)---ALC76 (852)---OC (853)---PL480: 1st-2nd ed.; 1964-69 (910)

WHO's who in Karnataka. v.l--1972--(210)---Mysore (401)---Pravin Prakashan (402)---Sheshadri Iyer Road, Mysore-570 004, Karnataka (480)---19 cm. (5011)---illus. (5012)---a (521)---English (531)---1. Karnataka (State) - Biography - Dictionaries - Periodicals <QC> (720)---DS485.M83W47 (811)---920.054'87 (812)---73-906232 (821)---1790569 (826)---DSeIRM972a (828)---ALC76 (852)---NUC OC (853)---PL480: 1972-73 (910)

WHO's who in Mysore (210) search under
Who's who in Karnataka.

WHO's who of Indian women, international. lst- ed.; 1977--(210)---Madras (401)---Madras National Biographical Centre (402)---25cm. (5011)---ports. (5013)---u (521)---English (531)---Includes index (651)---1. Women - India - Biography. 2. India - Biography (720)---CT3720.W45 (811)---78-904374 (821)---UMC (852)

WOMEN on the march. v.l--1957--(210)---Published by: Congress Women's Front, All India Congress Committee (305)---Formerly published by: Women's Dept., June 1957-Aug. 1973 <QC> (355)---New Delhi (401)---5 Dr. Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi-110 001 (480)---7 Jantar Mantar Road, New Delhi <IPP> (483)---28cm. (5011)---illus. (5012)---Some issues combined (503)---m (521)---English (531)---Ed.: Smt. Mukul Banerjee <CIPE> (611)---Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)---Women in politics (680)---1. Women - India - Periodicals. 2. Women - Periodicals <OC> (720)---I. Indian National Congress. All India Congress Committee. Congress Women's Front. II. Indian National Congress. All India Congress Committee. Women's Dept. (730)---HQQ101.L87 (811)---77-924390; 81-6075 <OC> (821)---0509-0881 (825)---1770975 (826)---HQE1IDN957m (828)---ALC76 (852)---CIPE IPP NUC OC (853)---PL480: V.15, Jan. 1971--(910)

- 1546 -
WOMEN's Indian Association, Adyar (110)--Annual report. 1933/34--(210)
Published by: The Association (305)--Madras (401)--25cm.
(5011)--plates (5012)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--The
Women's Indian Association was started by Mrs. Dorothy Jinarajadasa
at Adyar, Madras, on the 8th May 1917, with the purpose of advancing
the interests and furthering the progress of women in India <NLC>
(680)--1. Women in India. 2. Woman -- Rights of women
(720)--HQ1741.W6 (811)--43-344388 (821)--NLC (852)--NUC (853)

WOOL and woollens Export Promotion Council (110)
Newsletter (210)

search under
Wool news.

WOOL and woollens of India. v.1- ; 1964- <NST> (210)--Published by:
Indian Woollen Mills' Federation (305)--Official organ of the
Federation (307)--Bombay (401)--Colour Publications Pvt. Ltd. <CIPE>
(402)--126A Dhuruvadi, Off Dr. Nariman Road, Bombay-400 026
(480)--Churchgate Chambers, 5 New Marine Lines, Bombay-400 020
<CIPE> (483)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined
(503)--q (521)--monthly: 1964-Dec. 1974 (525)--English (531)--Ed.:R.
V. Raghavan <CIPE> (611)--Carries technical articles, research
papers, trade statistics and news etc. <CIPE> (680)--1. Wool trade
industry -- India (720)--I. Indian Woollen Mills' Federation
(730)--TS1600.W91 (811)--677 (812)--SA68-4661 (821)--0043-7808
(825)--2794621 (826)--TSeIMtB964q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NST
OC (853)--PLS480: V.3(4), Jan. 1967-- (910)

WOOL News. v.6(4)-- ; Feb. 1971- (210)--Published by: Wool and Wool-
len's Export Promotion Council (305)--Bombay (401)--Churchgate
Chambers, 5 New Marine Lines, Bombay-400 020 <CIPE> (480)--25cm.
(5011)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--V.8(12)
reported as not published (540)--Continues: Wool and Woollens Export
Promotion Council. Newsletter. v.1-6(3); 1965-Jan. 1971 (601)--Ed.:Satyapal
Sanghvi <CIPE> (611)--1. Wool trade and industry -- India --
Periodicals. 2. Foreign trade -- India -- Periodicals (720)--Wool and
Woollens Export Promotion Council. Newsletter (740)--HD9906.I?
(811)--382'.45'677310954 (812)--73-925476 (821)--HDeIMtB971m
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NUC UCD (853)--PLS480: V.(4), Feb. 1971--
(910)

WOOLLEN & worsteds of India. v.1- ; Sept. 1967-- (210)--Published
by: Wool and Woollens Export Promotion Council (305)--Bombay
(401)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Wool
trade and industry -- India -- Periodicals (720)--I. Wool and Woollens
Export Promotion Council (730)--HD9906.I4W91 (811)--SA68-17481
(821)--0043-7883 (825)--2787741 (826)--HDeIMtB967q (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PLS480: V.1-7(1); Mar. 1967-Sept. 1974 (910)

The WORD. v.1- ; 1963- (210)--Published by: Rajendra Prasad College
WORD and worship

WORLD and worship. v.1- ; July/Aug. 1967- (210)—Distinctive title: Asian seminar on religion and development. Oct./Nov. 1973 (2302)—Ranchi (401)—A. Delbeke, Catholic Press (402)—Jyothi Book House, 156 Brigade Road, Bangalore-560 025, Karnataka (480)—22cm. (5011)—m (ten issues a year) (521)—English (531)—l. Catholic Church — India — Periodicals. 2. Church renewal — Catholic Church — Periodicals. 3. Theology — Periodicals <OC> (720)—Asian seminar on religion and development (740)—9892638 (826)—OC (852)

WORKER. v.1-3; Oct. 2, 1949-Mar. 28, 1952 (210)—Published by: Hindustan Mazdoor Sevak Sangha (305)—Organ of the Sangha (307)—Bombay (401)—28cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—m (521)—English (531)—Suspended: Feb.-May, July-Aug. 1952 (540)—Absorbed by: Indian worker w.f. 1952 (6041)—l. Labor and laboring classes — India — Periodicals (720)—I. Hindustan Mazdoor Sevak Sangha (730)—Indian worker (750)—HD8682.H533 (811)—56-34842 (821)—NUC (852)

The WORKERS (210)

search under
Di Varkarsa <ALC76>

WORKERS education. v.1- ; 1966- (210)—Journal of the Central Board for Workers Education (307)—Nagpur (401)—M. A. Chansarkar <PI75> (402)—1400 Gokulpeth, West High Court Road, Nagpur-440 010, Maharashtra (480)—25cm. (4011)—illus. (5012)—q (521)—English (531)—Some issues reported as not published (540)—Ed.: M. A. Chansarkar <PI75>; H. C. Gupta <CIPE> (611)—Labour (680)—l. Social sciences — Study and teaching — India — Periodicals. 2. Labor and laboring classes — Education — India — Periodicals (720)—I. Central Board for Workers Education, Nagpur (730)—H62.5.ISW67 (811)—300'.7'1054 (812)—72-906795 (821)—1784207 (826)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE IPP OC PI75 UCD (853)—PL480: Jan. 1972- ; Some issues not available (910)

The WORKING class. v.1- ; Sept. 1971- (210)—Published by: Centre of Indian Trade Unions (305)—Calcutta (401)—172 Lenin Sarani, Calcutta-700 013 <CIPE> (480)—28cm. (5011)—illus.
he WORKING journalist. v.1- ; Sept. 1955- (210)--Published by: Indian Federation of Working Journalists (305)--Journal of the Federation (307)--New Delhi (401)--'at 29, New Central Market, Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Bhagat Ram Vats <CIPE> (611)--I. Indian Federation of Working Journalists (730)--079 (812)—0509-1462 (825)—ALC78 (852)—CIPE CNLC IPP NST (853)

ORKING papers in linguistics. no.1- ; May 1976- <OC> (210)—Pune (401)—Deccan College (402)—Pune-411 006, Maharashtra (480)—29-33cm. (5011)—i (521)—English (531)—I. Linguistics — Periodicals. 2. Dravidian languages — Periodicals (720)—I. Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute (730)—Pl.W67 (811)—494.8 (812)—77-646357 <OC>; X8-914735 (821)—3567727 (826)—ALC79 (852)—NST NUC OC (853)

WORLD education news. v.1- ; Jan. 1978- (210)—<New Delhi> (401)—<World Education News Service> (402)—WENS House, C-131 Kirti Nagar, New Delhi-110 015 (480)—b (521)—English (531)—X8-914610 (822)—ALC79 (852)

WORLD focus. v.1- ; Jan. 1980- (210)—<New Delhi> (401)—<Hari Sharan Chhabra> (402)—F-15 Bhagat Singh Market, New Delhi-110 001 (480)—27cm. (5011)—m (521)—English (531)—World politics (680)—I. World politics — 1945— Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. Chhabra, Hari Sharan (730)—D839.W555 (811)—320.9'048 (812)—80-910345 (821)—7250981 (826)—D8eIDN980m (828)—ALC80 (852)—OC UMC (853)—PL480: Jan. 1980—(910)


WORLD peace; (210)—Arunachal mission. v.1- ; 1922—(212)—Subtitle varies: an international fortnightly <ULS> (252)—Calcutta (401)—Adwaitananda at Sri Gauranga Press (402)—32cm. (5011)—u
WORLD register

T U L I P

(521)--English (531)--Ed.: Brother Achalananda (611)--JXL901.W85
(811)--NLC (852)--ULS (853)

WORLD register of chambers of commerce and other associations.
1970/71--(210)--Bombay (401)--Amalgamated Press (402)--30cm.
(5011)  --g (521)--English (531)--1. Boards of trade - Directories
(720)--HF294.W74 (811)--76-926061 (821)--1770977 (826)--HFeIMtB971g
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1970/71 (910)

WORLD trade. v.1- ; 1964--(210)--Bombay (401)--Onlooker Publications
(402)--Nauer A. Kanga <PI75> (432)--Servai Bldg., 20 G. Sleater
Road, Bombay <PI75> (480)--32cm. (5011)--illus. (part col.)
(5012)--f (521)--annual: 1964-68 (525)--English (531)--V.11(2), 1974
not published (540)--Ed.: Nauer A. Kanga (611)--Commerce and
industry (680)--1. India - Commerce - Periodicals <OC>
(720)--HF41.W6 (811)--382 (812)--SA65-6538 (821)--0043-9142
(825)--1770978 (826)--HFeIMtB964f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NST
OC PI75 (853)--PL480: 1964-- (910)

WORLD union. v.8- ; 1968--<CIPE> (210)--Formerly: 1. World union.
v.1-2(1); June 1961-62 <UCD>. 2. World union-goodwill. v.2(2)-6(1);
1962-Feb. 1966 <CIPE>. 3. Equals one. v.6(2)-7(4); 1966-67
(250)--Issued by: World Union International (302)--Formerly issued
(352)--Pondicherry (401)--Ambalal Bhailabhai Patel <PI>
(402)--World Union, 24 Rue Dubey, Pondicherry-605 002 <CIPE>
(480)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--monthly; frequency varies
Manoj Das <CIPE>; M. P. Pandit <PI> (611)--Indexed in: Index India
<CIPE> (654)--Dedicated to the goal of world peace and unity and
furtherance of Aurobindo's philosophy and ideals (680)--1. World
union goodwill. 2. Equals one (740)--1. Bulletin of world
goodwill. 2. World union focus (750)--199 (812)--SA62-756
(821)--0013-9815 (825)--1586371 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NST OC
PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.2, 1962-- (910)

Union (306)--Pondicherry (401)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English
(531)--Issue for Feb. 1968 has no volume numbering but constitute
(6041)--Religion and philosophy (680)--I. World Union (730)--World
union (750)--1770979 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: Feb.
1968-Nov. 1972 (910)

WORLD union-goodwill (210)

search under
World union.

WORLD window. v.1- ; 1960--<NST> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)
BOUQUET W

8/B Abdul Rasul Ave., Calcutta-700 026 (480)--q (521)--English (531)--Reported suspended (540)--052 (812)--SA62-1034 (821)--0510-9558 (825)--1770980 (826)--ALC76 (852)--IPP NST OC (853)--PL480: V.2(1-4); May 1962-Apr. 1973 (910)

WORLD yearbook and current affairs. 1951- (210)--Formerly: World yearbook. India and the world <NST UCST> (250)--Delhi (401)--Malhotra Bros. <NUC> (402)--18cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Comps.: K. Shridharani and others <NUC> (611)--1. Almanac, English -- India (720)--I. Shridharani, Krishnalal Jethalal, 1911-comp. (730)--World yearbook. India and the world (740)--AY1057.E53W6 (811)--900; 910 (812)--55-34945 (821)--0510-9566 (825)--AYeIDD951a (828)--NST (852)--CNLC NUC UCST (853)

WORLD yearbook. India and the world (210)
search under
World yearbook and current affairs <NST>

WORRALL's textile and engineering directory (210)
search under
Textile and engineering directory.

WRAPPER & Hookah Tobacco Research Station (110)--Report (210)--At head of title: Indian Central Tobacco Committee (307)--Rajahmundry (401)--a (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: Central Tobacco Research Institute. Annual report of the Central Tobacco Research Institute, Rajahmundry, and its regional research stations (6041)--Central Tobacco Research Institute. Annual report of the Central Tobacco Research Institute, Rajahmundry, and its regional research stations (750)--SA66-3480 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 1962/63-1964/65 (910)

WRITERS Workshop, Calcutta (110)--Literary reader. 1st- ; 1972-- <OC> (210)--Calcutta (401)--162/92 Lake Gardens, Calcutta-700 045 <OC> (480)--23cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. English prose literature - Indic authors - Periodicals <OC> (720)--WRITERS workshop literary reader (740)--PR9480.A4 (811)--828 (812)--72-901064 (821)--0026-5896 (825)--1784077 (826)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: 1st-2nd; 1972-73 (910)

WRITERS Workshop; a miscellany of creative writing (210)
search under
The miscellany, Calcutta <ALC76>

WRITERS Workshop literary reader (210)
search under
WRITERS Workshop (110)--Literary reader.
YATRI; (210)--a newsletter of Indian tourism, v.1- ; 1969-<CIPE>
(212)--<Csi>no.1/2- ; Jan./Feb. 1974- (290)--Published by: Dept.
of Tourism, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--3 Parliament St.,
New Delhi-110 001 (480)--29cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--m
(521)--English (531)--Issues for 1969-Dec. 1973 called 1-54
(575)--Ed.: Uma Ram Nath <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India
(654)--Indian tourism (680)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP (853)--PL480:
No.21, Jan. 1971- . No. 23, Mar. 1971 not available -10)

The YEAR book and digest (210)--New Delhi (401)--Taxation Publishers
(402)--174 Jor Bagh, New Delhi-1:0 003 (480)--u (521)--English
(531)--Supersedes: Taxation's yearbook and digest (601)--Taxation's
yearbook and digest (750)--K9-915669 (822)--ALC80 (852)

Published by: Directorate of Health Services, State Family Welfare
Bureau, Govt. of Jammu and Kashmir (305)--Srinagar
(401)--Srinagar-190 001, J & K (480)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--g
(521)--English (531)--1. Birth control - Jammu and Kashmir (State)
- Statistics - Periodicals. 2. Jammu and Kashmir (State) -
Family Welfare Bureau (730)--HQ66.5.I5J36 (811)--363.9'6'09546
(812)--79-915633 (821)--6472141 (826)--HQeIKas974g (828)--ALC80
(852)--NUC OC (853)

YEAR book of education; <IOL>
review of education in India (210)
search under
Indian yearbook of education.

The YEAR book of legal studies. v.1- ; 1957-<IPP NUC> (210)--Pub-
lished by: Dept. of Legal Studies, Law College, Madras (305)--Madras
(401)--22-26cm. (5011)--vols. for 1976-77 issued combined <OC>
(503)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A. Palaniswami, 1957- <NUC>
(611)--1. Law - Periodicals - India - Madras. 2. Law - India -
Yearbooks (720)--I. University of Madras. Law College. Dept.
of Legal Studies. II. Palaniswami, A, 1925- ed. (730)--K29.E125
(811)--SA65-6532 (821)--4950240 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NUC OC
(853)--PL480: V.9-10; 1973-74 (910)

YEAR of freedom (210)
search under
Indian National Congress (110)
Year of freedom.

YEARBOOK and directory of Indian sugar factories. v.1- ; 1968-<IPP>
(210)--Published by: Sugar Technologists' Association of India
(305)--Kanpur (401)--P.O. NSI, Kalianpur, Kanpur-208 017, UP
(480)--Vols. for 1969/70-1970/71 issued combined (503)--a
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YEARLY All India

(521)--English
(531)--338.4
(812)--SA63-1259
(821)--0513-501X
(825)--1773072
(826)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE IPP NST OC (853)--PL480:
1963/64-1973/74 (910)

YEARLY All India criminal digest. v.1- ; 1971- (210)--Allahabad
(401)--Law Book Co. <OC> (402)--Sardar Patel Marg, Allahabad-211
001, UP <OC> (480)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Supplement
to: Srikrishna Agrawal's All India criminal digest, 1961-70
(633)--1. Criminal law - India - Digests <OC> (720)--LAW
(811)--345'.54'002648
(812)--73-929636
(821): 0377-6719
(825)--1790643
(826)--ALC76
(852)--OC
UCSK (853)--PL480: 1971-72
(910)

The "YEARLY" digest of criminal cases reported in all the important
legal journals <NUC>. v.1- ; 1954- <PI75> (210)--Published by:
Madras Law Journal <OC> (305)--Madras (401)--Mylapore (431)--N.
Ramarathnam <PI75> (402)--Post Box 604, Mylapore, 600 004
(480)--25cm. (5011)--m; 1934-36 issued in monthly, half-yearly and
annual parts; 1937- issued in twelve monthly and annual parts <NUC>
(521)--English (531)--Eds.: R. Narayanaswami Iyer (with V. V.
Chitale, 1972-1931) <NUC> (611)--Includes supplement (631)--Law
(680)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India. 2. Law reports,
digests, etc. - Gt. Brit. <OC> (720)--I. Narayanaswami Iyer, R., ed.
II. Chitale, V. V., joint ed. III. India. Courts <OC> (730)--364
(812)--28-10827 rev.; SA63-388
(821)--0513-2088
(825)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE IPP NST NUC PI75 (853)--PL480: Pt.1, Jan. 1962-
Supplement: 1962-74 (910)

YEARLY digest of Indian and select English cases. v.1- ; 1914- <CIPE>
(210)--Madras (401)--The Madras Law Journal Office <OC> (402)--4
Warren Road, Mylapore, Madras-600 004
(480)--a (521)--English
(531)--Eds.: R. Narayanaswami Iyer with V. V. Chitale, 1914-31. R.
Narayanaswami Iyer, 1932-- <OC>: N. Ramarathnam <CIPE>
(611)--Monthly, half yearly and annual pts., 1934-36; monthly
advance pts. with annual cumulation, 1937- <OC> (620)--Supplements
issued with some numbers <OC> (631)--The 'Indian digest' of the All
India Reporter is associated with this publication <CIPE> (637)--1.
Law reports, digests, etc. - India. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. -
Gt. Brit. <OC> (720)--I. Iyer, Narayanaswami R., ed. II. Chitale,
V. V., joint ed. III. Ramarathnam, N., ed. (730)--Indian digest
(750)--28-10827 rev. (821)--5626999
(826)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE IPP OC
(853)--PL480: Jan. 1962-74 (910)

The YEARLY Supreme Court digest. v.1- ; 1966- (210)--Running title:
The Supreme Court digest (2307)--At head of title: The law of the
land, 1966-- <OC> (308)--Allahabad (401)--Law Book Co. (402)--25cm.
(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Supplement to Shri Gopal Singh's
Supreme Court digest, 1950-65 (633)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. -
India <OC> (720)--1. The Supreme Court digest. 2. India. Supreme
Court. The Yearly Supreme Court digest (740)--349'.54'051
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BOUQUET Y

YOGA-mimansa

(812)--SA68-5452 (821)--1638884 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966-72 (910)

YOGA (210)--Published by: Bihar School of Yoga (305)--Organ of the School (307)--Monghyr (401)--Monghyr-811 201, Bihar (480)--m (521)--Engilsh (531)--X8-914498 (822)--ALC79 (852)

YOGA awareness. v.1- ; July 1977- (210)--Published by: International Yoga Coordination Centre (305)--Quarterly journal of the Centre (307)--Bombay (401)--Sunbeam, S-V Road, Bombay-1 060 (480)--21-24 cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--l. Yoga - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. International Yoga Coordination Centre (730)--181.4505 (812)--78-914000 (821)--7759500 (826)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.2, Aug. 1978- (910)

YOGA Institute, Santa Cruz (110)--Journal. v.1- ; 1961- <PI75> (210)--Published by: The Institute (305)--Bombay (401)--J. Yogendra <PI75> (402)--Santa Cruz, Bombay-400 055 (480)--22 cm. (5011)--ill. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J. Yogendra (611)--Contains special numbers <CIPE> (640)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--Miscellaneous (680)--181 (812)--0044-0493 (825)--177098 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NST OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.12, Aug. 1966- (910)

YOGA life. v.1- ; 1970- <CIPE> (210)--Pondicherry (401)--Yoga Jivana Satsangha, C/O Ananda Ashrama, Lawpet SPO, Pondicherry-605 008 (480)--24 cm. (5011)--ill. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Meenakshi Devi <CIPE> (611)--Includes supplements <CIPE> (631)--Includes special numbers (640)--Includes articles on yoga techniques, practical and philosophical aspects of yoga and also medical research on yoga phenomena <CIPE> (680)--72-901330 (821)--1696955 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.3, Jan. 1972- (910)

YOGA-MIMAMSA. v.1- ; 1924- (210)--English title: Yoga-mimansa <ULS> (2303)--Published by: Kaivalyadhama (305)--A Quarterly organ of Kaivalyadhama (307)--Lonavale; Lonavla <ULS> (401)--Bombay <ULS>; Poona <NST> (431)--117 Valvan, Kaivalyadhama Ashrama Mudranalaya, Lonavle-410 401, Maharashtra (480)--21 cm. (5011)--ill. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English, Sanskrit (534)--Suspeended: 1935-June 1956 (540)--Ed.: Dr. P. V. Karambelkar <CIPE> (611)--Cumulative index: v.1-18 <CIPE> (651)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--Religion and philosophy (680)--l. Yoga - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Kaivalyadhama (730)--BL32.Y6Y614 (811)--294; 181.45'05 <OC> (812)--SA68-10259 (821)--0044-0507 (825)--1606875 (826)--Bles1Mt924q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NLC NST OC PH PI75 (853)--PL480: V.9, July 1966- (910)--ULS closes entry wef. 1934. PH says: Nothing published 1935-June 1956. Both begin with 1924. PH implies there was a revival after June 1956. AL has no reference to earlier publication. Presumably the
YOGODA. v.1- ; 1950- (210)--Published by: Yogoda Satsanga Society of India (305)--Organ of the Society (307)--Calcutta (401)--Dakshineshwar, 210 Upper Circle, Calcutta <CIPE> (480)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Prabha Chandra Ghosh <CIPE> (611)--On Yoga (680)--74-902185 (821)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP (853)--PL480: V.25, Jan./Mar. 1974- (910)

YOJANA. v.1- ; 1957- (210)--Issued by: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting for the Planning Commission, Govt. of India <OC> (302)--Published by: Publications Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting on behalf of the Planning Commission of India (305)--Sponsored by: India. Planning Commission (306)--New Delhi (401)--Director, Publications Division, Patiala House, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--e (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Eds.: N. N. Chatterjee and S. Srinivasachar <CIPE> (611)--Supplement accompanies v.17(22) (631)--Includes special numbers <CIPE> (640)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)--Planning (680)--1. India - Economic policy. 2. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. II. India. Planning Commission (730)--India. Planning Commission. Yojana (740)--DS401.Y54; AP95.H5Y6 <NUC> (811)--954 (812)--SA63-3309 (821)--0044-0515 (825)--DSgehIDN957e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NST NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480: V.6(7), Apr. 15, 1962- (910)

The YOUNG age. v.1- ; 1965- <IPP> (210)--Jaipur (401)--Rukmani Kunj, Radha Marg, M. P. Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan (480)--Some issues combined (503)--e (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--1770359 (826)--ALC76 (852)--IPP OC (853)--PL480: V.6-8; Oct. 15, 1970-Jan. 15, 1973 (910)

YOUNG alliance. v.1- ; 1969- <UCD> (210)--Published by: National Alliance of Young Entrepreneurs (305)--Official publication of the Alliance (307)--New Delhi (401)--Ceased (470)--C-20 B Green Park Extension, New Delhi-110 016 <CIPE> (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Chakradhari Agarwal <CIPE> (611)--Entrepreneurs of India (680)--1. Business - Periodicals. 2. Entrepreneurs - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. National Alliance of Young Entrepreneurs (730)--76-919444 (821)--0049-836X (825)--1770360 (826)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CIPE IPP OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.3-9(11/12); Jan. 1971-Nov./Dec. 1977; Some issues not available (910)

YOUNG child (210)

search under
National Institute of Education (110)
N.I.E. journal <NST>
BOUQUET Y

YOUNG men of India

YOUNG India. v.1-14(2); 1919-Jan. 14, 1932 <ULS> (210)--Vols. from 1915-18 published under the management of "Bombay chronicle" (305)--Ahmedabad (401)--Ceased <ULS> (470)--Navajivan Trust, Ahmedabad-380 014, Gujarat (480)--Formerly: Jamandas Dwarkadas Dharmsey, Bombay <OC> (485)--w (521)--Formerly: e <OC> (525)--Ed.: M. K. Gandhi (611)--1. India -- Politics and government -- 1919-47 -- Periodicals. 2. India -- Social conditions -- Periodicals (720)--I. Gandhi, Mahatma, 1869-1948, ed. (730)--DS480.45.582 (811)--954'.005 (812)--82-901550 <OC> (821)--8657126 (826)--DS6GU919w (828)--PH (852)--IOL NUC QC UCD ULS (853)

YOUNG India. v.1- ; 1958- <UCD> (210)--New Delhi (401)--D-305 Defence Colony, New Delhi-110 024 <CIPE> (480)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: V. Sagar Ahluwalia <CIPE> (611)--Includes supplements <CIPE> (631)--Contains special numbers <CIPE> (640)--AP8.Y62 (811)--SA68-10311 (821)--0044-0795 (825)--1770982 (826)--APeIDN958m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NUC QC UCD (853)--PL480: V.13-18(10); Jan. 1968-Dec. 1974; some issues not available (910)

YOUNG Indian. v.1- ; 1969- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Young Indian (402)--Young Indian Office, 9-B Theatre Communication Bldg., Connaught Place, New Delhi-110 001 <OC> (480)--27cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--w (521)--English (531)--News and current affairs (680)--1. India -- Periodicals (720)--DS401.511 (811)--954.05'05 (812)--74-900077 (821)--0049-8378 (825)--2240185 (826)--DS6ID969w (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC QC (853)--PL480: V.4, Dec. 13, 1973- (910)

YOUNG lawyer. v.1- ; 1956- (210)--Bombay (401)--M. J. Mirchandani (402)--K. C. Law College, Dinshaw Wacha Road, Bombay-400 020 (480)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M. J. Mirchandani (611)--Law (680)--349 (812)--0513-2924 (825)--PI75 (852)--CIPE IPP (853)

The YOUNG march. v.1- ; 1973- <CIPE> (210)--Published by: Indian Youth Congress (305)--Organ of the Congress (307)--New Delhi (401)--16-C Perozshah Road, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Youth -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Socialism in India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian Youth Congress (730)--HQS99.1.5Y58 (811)--052 (812)--74-902020 (821)--0377-6727 (825)--1797757 (826)--HSeIDN973m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.2-3(1/2); May 1974-June/July 1975 (910)

YOUNG men of India (210)

search under

Young men of India, Burma and Ceylon.

YOUNG men of India, Burma and Ceylon. V.40(3)- ; Mar. 1928- (210)--
YOUNG Men's Christ.

Formerly: Young men of India. v.1-40(2); 1890-Feb. 1928 (250)--Published by: National Council, Young Men's Christian Associations of India, Burma and Ceylon, Sept. 1921-Feb. 1928 <OC> (305)--Formerly published by: National Council, Young Men's Christian Association of India and Ceylon, Apr. 1913-May 1920 <OC> (355)--Calcutta (401)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Association men (602)--Incorporates: Indian interpreter in 1924 <OC> (6032)--l. YMCA -- Periodicals. 2. Christianity -- South India -- Periodicals (720)--I. Young Men's Christian Association of India, Burma and Ceylon. II. National Council, Young Men's Christian Association of India and Ceylon (730)--l. Association men. 2. Indian interpreter (750)--BV1100 (811)--6402364 (826)--PH (852)--OC (853)

YOUNG Men's Christian Associations of India, Burma, and Ceylon. National Council (110)
Young men of India, Burma and Ceylon (210)
search under
Young Men of India, Burma and Ceylon.

YOUNG Men's Hindu Association, Bombay (110)--Annual report of the
Young Men's Hindu Association (210)--Bombay (401)--28cm. (5011)--illus., plates (pt. col.) (5012)--map (fold.) (5014)--a (521)--English (531)--NLC (852)

YOUNG's almanac and book of direction. v.1- ; 1880- (210)--Calcutta (401)--C. I. A. Pritchard for the Star Press (402)--23cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--Comp.: Thomas Young (613)--NLC (852)

YOUR health. v.1- ; Jan. 1952- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Indian Medical Association (305)--Calcutta (401)--23 Samabaya Mansions, Corporation Place, Calcutta-700 013 (480)--IMA House, Indraprastha Marg, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (483)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Dinabandhu Banerjee <CIPE> (611)--Includes special numbers <CIPE> (640)--Contains Index (651)--Indexed in: Index to Indian medical periodicals <CIPE> (654)--Devoted to health education <CIPE> (680)--l. Medicine, Popular -- Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Medical Association (730)--SA62-460 (821)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NUC UCD (853)--PL480: V.2, Feb. 27, 1974- (910)

YOUTH. v.1-11(3); 1955-Oct. 1966 <OC> (210)--Formerly issued by:
Ministry of Education, Govt. of India (352)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--Some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: Education quarterly wef. Oct. 1966 (6041)--l. Youth -- India -- Periodicals (720)--I. India. Ministry of Education (730)--Education quarterly (750)--SA64-3579 (821)--0513-3289 (825)--1770382 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.5(4)-11(3); Winter 1961-Oct. 1966 (910)

YOUTH chronicle. v.1-5; Apr./May 1964-1969 (210)--Published by: Stu-
YOUTH life v.1-; 1973-<CIPE> (210)--Published by: All India Youth Federation (305)--New Delhi (401)--4/7 Asaf Ali Road, New Delhi 110 002 <CIPE> (480)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: G. K. Chandrata <CIPE> (611)--I. All India Youth Federation (730)--X4-901057 (822)--1607112 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.2, Feb. 27, 1974--(910)

YOUTH review v.1-; 1965-<UCD> (210)--Published by: Information Dept., USSR Embassy in India (305)--New Delhi (401)--25 Barakhamba Road, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--illus. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--Indo-Soviet relations (680)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE IPP UCD (853)--PL480: V.12(3); Jan. 17, 1976 (910)

YOUTH times v.1-; Mar. 31, 1972--(210)--New Delhi (401)--Bennett Coleman and Co. Ltd. (402)--10 Daryaganj, Delhi-110 002 (480)--The Times of India, Dr. D. N. Road, Bombay-400 001 (483)--Some issues combined (503)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. D. Jhangiani (611)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--General (680)--72-902394 (821)--1770388 (826)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 IPP OC UCA UCR (853)--PL480: V.1, May 1972--(910)

YUG chetna (210)
search under
Yuga cetana.

YUGA CETANA. v.1-; 1955--(210)--Lucknow (401)--Yuga Cetana Office (402)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Yug chetna (740)--891 (812)--0512-9834 (825)--NST (852)--PH (853)

YUGA paribodha. v.1-; Nava. 1974--(210)--Dilli (401)--Ananda Prakash (402)--b (irregular) (521)--Hindi (532)--Volume numbering dropped with issue for Mar./Apr. 1975 <OC> (575)--Essays, poems, short stories, etc. (680)--76-913062 (821)--7842044 (826)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)

YUGINA. ank.1-; Apr. 1969-Jan. 1970 (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--Ceased (470)--1735/3 Kotla, Mubarakpur, New Delhi-110 003 (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Chiefly literary (680)--1. Hindi literature - Periodicals (720)--PK2030.Y85 (811)--70-905129 (821)--1783494 (826)--AL75 (852)--NUC OC (853)

YUKRANDA. v.1-; 1977--(210)--Jabalapura (401)--Ceased (470)--790
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Wright Town, Jabalpur, MP (480)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)---m (521)--Hindi (532)--1. Hinduism - Periodicals. 2. Religion - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Blll100-Y84 (811)--72-908155 (821)--1784259 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: July 1972-Apr./May 1975 (910)

YUVA (210)--Published by: Chatra Sangharsha Samiti (305)--Patana (401)---m (521)--Hindi (532)---On the participation of students in Bihar to eradicate corruption in Indian politics. Yuva andolan ke saidahantika paksha ka khula vaicarika manca (680)--ALC78 (852)

YUVA Bharat. v.1- ; Oct. 1972- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Reported ceased (470)--5-B Shankar Market, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--General (680)--1. India - Periodicals. 2. Youth - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--73-900291 (821)--1587980 (826)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.1-5(8); Oct. 1972-Aug. 1977 (910)

YUVA Bharat. v.1- ; Aug. 1973- (210)--Published by: Vivekananda Rock Memorial Committee (305)--Organ of Vivekananda Kendra (307)--Madras (401)--R. Annamalai <PI75> (402)--36 Singarachari St., Triplicane, Madras-600 005 <PI75> (480)--19cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Eknath Ranade <PI75> (611)--Indian culture for youth (680)--1. Youth - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)---I. Vivekananda Rock Memorial Committee (730)--HQ799.I5Y85 (811)--301.43'15'0954 (812)--73-908017 (821)--1790603 (826)--Hqitm973m (828)---ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.1, Aug. 1973- (910)

YUVA pragati (210)--Published by: Bharatiya Yuvala Kangres <OC> (305)--Journal of the Indian Youth Congress (307)--Nai Dilli (401)--Reported ceased (470)--l-C Ferozshah Road, New Delhi-110 001 <OC> (480)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)---m (521)--Hindi (532)--Journal of Indian Youth Congress (680)--1. Youth - India - Periodicals. 2. Indian Youth Congress - Periodicals <OC> (720)---I. Indian Youth Congress (730)---Indian Youth Congress. Journal (740)--HQ799.I5Y86 (811)--74-903574 (821)--2240232 (826)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.2-3(2/3); May 1974-June/July 1975. Some issues not available (910)

YUVAR. 1974- ; 1968- <PI75> (210)--New Delhi (401)--National Council of YMCAs of India, Jai Singh Road, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--b (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Association man (601)--Ed.: R. J. Soloman (611)--Association man (750)--CIPE (852)--PI75 (853)

YUVARA. v.1- ; 1951- (210)--Agara (401)--Mrs. Sudha Rani (402)--John's Bungalow No.4, Jivan Mandi, Agra-282 004, UP <PI75> (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)---m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: P. D. Paliwal <PI75> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Essays, poems, short stories, etc.
YUVA-RAJA. v.1- ; Phara. 1972- (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--General (680)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: V.1, Feb. 1972- (910)

YUVAVEDI. vars.1- ; Aktu. 26, 1974- (210)--<Nai Dilli> (401)--<St. Ke. Candrappana> (402)--e (521)--Hindi (532)--Suspended (540)--Yuvakom aura chatrom ka pakshika patra. Youth and student magazine (680)--X5-928084 (822)--ALC80 (852)

ZAMEER: (210)--a journal to serve people, truth, and science. v.1- ; 1977- <CIPE> (212)--Ahmedabad (401)--Girja Sharan (402)--5-A Pratima Park Society, Narangapura, Ahmedabad-380 013, Gujarat (480)--27cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--Ed.: Girja Sharan <PI75> (611)--1. India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--78-914449 (821)--3815270 (826)--ALC79 (852)--ALC80 CIPE OC (853)


ZOOLOGICAL Survey of India (110)
Memoirs of the Indian Museum (210)
search under
India. Zoological Survey (110)--Memoirs of the Zoological Survey of India.
EPILOGUE

We are profoundly grateful to the Great God Almighty that after an enduring labor lasting twenty years and a virtual investment exceeding one million dollars, His Mercy has enabled us to complete the Project TULIP—The Universal/Union List of Indian Periodicals.

The outstanding value of TULIP lies not so much in its contents as in its concept. For the first time in the history of bibliographical world—we believe—such a work has been produced. It propounds a new theory—an innovative methodology; it presents a new prototype. Time alone will tell to what extent we have succeeded in serving the cause of bibliography and information science.

OM Shanti Shanti Shanti